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Thi_ report has been prepared in accordance with requirements
of Contract JPL 952534 to present data and conclusions resulting
from a six month study effort _erformed for the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory by the Martin Marietta Corporation. Volume I contains
the Introduction, Summary and Conclusions, Volume II contains de-
tails of the Technical Studies and Analysis, and Volume III con-
tains the Appendixes.
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SC;4EDULE
1.0 STATEMENT OF WORK
(a) The Contractor shall conduct a study of a Venus multi-probe entry
mission for a 1975 mission opportunity. The entry probes shall be
targeted for significantly different planet locations and environments
(e.g., near subsolar, near an_i-subsol,r and polar slte_).
The general areas of effort to accomplish the above objectives are:
(I) Definition of the requirements of an entry mission with multiple
probes as a vehicle for extensive exploration cf the Venus atmos-
phere. The entry probes' science capability shall be as specified
in study reference specified in paraaraphs (b)(_)(A).
(2) Definition of interplanetary transfer and planetary entry trajec-
tories and planetary envlronmenC models for development of the
baseline mission deslsn. The entry and descent requirements shall
be bas6d on the Venus environment models specified in paragraph
(b)(5)(B) for a nominal surface pressure ranse of 70 to 150Karth
atmo0pheres.
(3) Synthesis of entry probe systems compatible with items specified
in paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2). The technology and deeAsn approache
defined in parasraph (b)(5)(C) shall be utilized to the maximum
practical degree.
(4) Incorporation of the entry proLes specified in paraaraph (a)(3) in_o
a planetary vehicle using flyby and dir_ct-impact Mariner-Ven_
spacecraft alternaCives as carriers. Y_e specific science capabillt_
of the carrier is not part of the study requlre:ants. The planetary
vehicle shall be compatible with the l_unch conwtraints of the Titan
IIIC vehicle as covered by paragraph (b)(5)(F).
(b) In the performance o£ this effort the Contractor rhalt:
(1) Define the incerplanera:7, planetary flyby, planetary direct-/_oact,
and planetary entry trajectories, consisc_n_ with mis_ion scientific
requireuente, Includln_, but not necessarily lluited to, the foAlew-
in8 considerations:
(A) Definition of baselt_ lmpect sites beet su_ted to science
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(B) Definition of approach trajectories for entry probes co_mpatible
with a direct telecc_mnunication llnk to Earth from baseline
impact sites.
(C) Definition of entry and descent trajectory parameters (for
baseline impact sites) affecting probe system design to
determine the most desirable entry conditloca for the mission
(e.g., aerodynamic heatirLg and deceleration as a function of
entry path angle, telecor_cunication geometry, system welght
requirements, _nd related conditions).
(i) The atmospheric mode_deflned in paragraph (b)(5)(B),
applicable to a nominal range of 70-150 _arth atmos-
pheres surface pressure, shall establ_h the range
over which analysis shall be made. The atmospheric
parameter range, for which the entry probe systems
must be capable of accompliohing mission requirements,
shall be determined by tradeoff of subsystem design
penalties and the most probable ranges of parameters.
Final selection of the baseline range for the probe
system design shall be reviewed and approved by JPL.
(il) DeczleraClon :_f _he _robe to subso.ic velocity at an
altitude and :Ime before impact shall be insured,
compaClble wi_h science measurement and data transmission
requlrements.
(ill) The aerothermody_amic environment shall be compatlble wi_h
the technology limits and heat shield weights taken from
paragraph (b)(5)(D), with exceptions a_ specified ehereln.
(O) geflnitlon of Interplanet&ry ,:ransfer trajectories consistent
with Titan IIiC launch _ehicle constraints delineated in
paragraph (b)(5)(F) and mission requirements outlined in
paragraphs (b)(1)(A) through (b)(1)(C).
(2) Define entry probe systems consis_eat vlth the science requirements
specified in paragraph (b)(5)(A) and the mission constraints specS-
fled in paragraph (b)(1). The systems are not required to survive
impact and need not be identical if the study indicates _hls is not
favorable. Results and conclusions shall be documented by system
and subsystem functlonal descrlpti',ns and block diagrams, opcratlonal
sequences, configuration drawlnga and weight and power e_ries.
Definition of the systems shall include, but _t nectssar£1y be l£m£_sd
co, the follovinS:
(A) Definition of the data system deslsn based on mission raqS£Te-
monte, specifically.compatibility with the baeelins impact cites.
(B) Design mechanisation of science Instrument s_apli_J and/or data
8atherins, £nclud£n6 physical arraneement of £nmtrumente, duc_$_
and/or sensor exposure required to obtain manine_u_ measuremu_e -_
of the Venus environment.
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(C) Definition of design and technological implicationa of probe
deconCaT_!naCion to =he criteria established in parasraph
(b)(4)(D). "- _\
(D) DeflniCion of probe system propulsion s/me and accuracy
requirements to achieve the baseline impact 81ces within
reasonable d_sperslons from flyby end dlrect-impact space-
craft alternatives.
(E) Definition of engineering subsystem_ reouiremenCs and system
configuration (e.g., attitude control, •eroshell) to •chleve
the entry and descer.t conditions consleten_ with scientific
objectives, based on analyses specified in paragraph (b)(1).
(F) Evaluation of major technology developments necessary for the
entry system.
(3) Define flyby and direct-impact planeCar/ vehicle sysc_ which
incorpor•c__ the entry probes defined in par•graph (b)(2) required
to accomplish the probe science mission objectlve_ specified in
par•graph (b)(5)(A). The spacecraft shall be baaed on Mariner
project concepts •_ defined by configuration 20a, _ge $-I0, in
the documec_atlon covered by paragraph (b)(5)(C) with mini_
modifications required to reflect the 1975 mission trajecCe_y
parameters, the direct-impact alternative, and the _nter£ace_ of
the entry probes w_L,_ the spacecraft. Results and concluslons
shall be docun_nted by configuration interface drawings, weight
and power sumrles, interface block diagrams and op•ratlonal
sequences. Analytical estimates of carrier structural suitability
or required changes co accommodate t'_e entry probes ohall also be
made.
(4) Observe the following constraints:
(A) Mislion accomplishment shall be during the 1975 launch
opportunity. System state-of-the-art will be as of
July 1972.
(B) Mission requirements shall be compatible with the Deep Space
Net (DSN) capability •s described in paragraph (b)(5)(E).
(C) Launch energy requirements shall be bal•d upon use of •
Titan I!IC vehicle, in accurdance with paragraph (b)(5)(F).
(D) The mieelon shall be consistent with the NASA planetary quaran-
tine policy spat/fled in NASA Manas_ent Hanual 4-&-_, '_4ASA
Un_anned Spacecraft Decontamination Poll cy," September 1_)63,
which for this mission is interpreted to mean th4t Che relion
of the atmosphere which uisht be conducive to forum of life
shall not be cont_nated.
For purposes of this study; ._.
(1) The system shall be asee,_bl_d in "clean reel" ar
specified levels of adlembly.
(ii) ^11 hardvar, enterin8 the plane_'e aCloephare mot be _ " ._
capable of wCthstand£nl eChylene oxide (ETO) exposure *_ ' "
)
II II ..... [J__ : .... _ _, ' m.m,,_-,_m-,-_
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(ili) Selected probe equipment (e.g., Peat shield and other
elements that might outgas or _ent to the a_mosphere)
must be capable of withstanding heat sterilization as
defined in paragraph (b)(5)(G).
liv) ']he planer_ary enLry systems shall be enclosed in a
bacteriological barrier to ma" .lain cleanliness and
Jteri_ity. After decontamination, the enclos,:re shall
not be opened within any portion of the Earth's at_os-
pherp ,.,hichmight recontaminate the entry system. _,
(v) Adherence to items co_'ered in paragraphs (a)(4)(D)(i)
chrougL (iv) shall app.y oaly to the entry p£obes.
(Note: Exclusion of the spacecraft at this time is
for purposes of this study only.)
(E) Trajectory-related constants shall be as defined in paragraph
(_. (5)(H).
(5) Utilize the following information:
t,,
(A) JPL Section Document 131-03, "Science Criteria for Venus Entry
Missions," dated March 3, 1969.
(B) NASA Space Vehicle Desigc Criteria, "Models of Venus Atmosphere
(1968)," "._A SP-8011, d_ted December 196_. o
(C) Avco Report AVSSO-080-68-NR, "1972 Venus Flyby/Entry Probe M|salon
Stud/," Final Technical Report, Books I and II, April 1968.
(D) JPL Section Docu.-_nt i31-05, "Venus Entry ;_eat Shield Design
Requirements and 'techno!oRy Limits." (undated)
(E) JPL Document 611-1, "Tracking and Data System Estimated Capabil-
ities for the Mars 1973 Mission," December l, 1968.
(F) Titan IIIC launch vehicle performance information contained in
JPL Section Doc,ment 131-04, dated March 3, 1969.
(G) JPL Specification No. VOL-505O3-_'S, "Environmental Specification,
Voyager Capsule Flight Equipment Type Approval and Flight Acceptance
Test Procedures for the Heat Sterilizatio:1 and ETO Decontamination
Envlronmente," dated January 12, 1966.
(H) JPL TR-32-1306, "Constants and Related Information fo- Aatrodyrmmlc
Calculations 1968," deled July 15, 1968.
(I) JPL-getLerated trajectory dace (tabulated) for the 1975 launch
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(6) Provide the following reports and documentation:
(A) One (I) reproducible and twenty-five (25) print copies of a
Month!y Technical Progress Letter Report to JPL and five (5)
print copies to Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), which
shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:
(i) The detailed technical progress made during the reporting
, period.
(ii) A brief d_scussion of technical problems encountered and
their solution.
(iii) A brief review of the detailed program for the ensuing
month.
(iv) An evaluation of conditions which mdy affect completion
of the study Contract.
(v) JPL Form 3177 entitled '_onthly Progress Repor. shall
be utilized in complying with this requirement.
(B) One (i) reproducible and six (6) print copies of JPL Form 3174
entitled '_ilestone Progress Report."
(C) An Effort Report for the Key Personnel listed in Article 4.
The report shall include the name, classification, inclusive dates
and hours worked for each individual.
(D) One (I) reproducible and six (6) print copies of a Monthly
Financial Report which shall incl=de, but not necessarily be
limited to, the following:
(i) Contractor Financial Management Report, NASA Form 533b
(Feb. 67).
(if) A _raphic Presentation indicating rate of actual expenditure
and projected expeuditures to completion of Contract.
(E) A Midterm Oral Technical Presentation at JPL to include, but not
necessarily be limited to, the progress of the work performed
during the reporting period. The Contractor's Key Personnel on
this study shall be present at this Midterm presentation. _wenty.
five (25) copies of the slide material (annotated) ahall be
available to JPL and five (5) copies to GSFC three (3) working
days prior to the time of the presentation.
(F) Five (5) copies to JPL and one (I) copy to GSFC _f a Preliminary
Draft of the Final Engineering Report for JPL approval.
F
.....m ,
i i HI i HI - • m
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(G) One (I) reproducible and seventy-five (75) print copies of a
Final Engineering Report covering all effort accomplished in
the performance of the Contract to JPL and f_ve (5) copies to
GSFC. lhe report shall be presented in the following general
format :
(i) Definition of task.
(ii) Definition of terms.
(iii) Assumptions and constraints.
(iv) Presentation of Supporting Analysis and Rationale.
(v) Results and conclusions.
(H) A Final Oral Presentation at JPL to include, but not necessarily
be limited to, the results of all work performed under this
C9ntract. Twenty-five (253 copies of the slide material shall
be delivered to JPL and five (5) copies to GSFC three (3) working
do, _ prior to plesentation.
(I) A technical meeting between the Contractor and JPL shall be held
at the Contractor's facility two (2) weeks afte_ date of Contract,
at which time the Contractor shall present a Detailed Study Plan.
This study plan shall basically reflect the approach described
in Martin Marietta Corporation Technical Proposal P-69-45, Volume I,
dated April 1969.
(J) At the request of either JPL or the Contractor, informal disc_:sslons
shall be held at Contractor's facility tc review the progress of
the study, or any other matter pertinent thereto.
(¢) JPL will:
(I) Furnish to the Contractor, within five (5) calendar days after date
of Contract, the data show_ under paragraph (b)(5)
(2) Approve, disapprove, provide comments or suggestions on Detailed Study
l_an as specified in paragraph (b)(6)(1) on or before five (5) working
days after presentation by tr.eContractor.
(3) Approve, disapprove, provide cou_nents or suggestions with regard to the
Preliminary Draft of the Final Engineering Report as specified in
parsgraph (b)(6)(F) on or before ten (I0) working days after receipt
from the Contractor.
(4) Approve, disapprove, provide comments or suggestlons with regard to the
Final Engineering Report as specified in paragraph (b)(6)(O) on or before
five (5) working days after receipt from the Contractor.
0 1
i
.... ............. / I -_L.. I_._ _ .... -_"' I " -......
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(5) Approve, disapprove, provide comments or suggestions with regard Lo the
selection of the baseline range for the probe system as specified in
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A. JPL Section Document ._l-OJ.
Science Criteria for Venus EnUry Missions
Introduction:
The purpose of this document i: to specify representative science objectives
and instrumentation for study of a 1975 Venus _ntry mission. These objective_ and
instruments are the science constraints to be used for defini_:gentry system
characteristicsj entry sites and suppJrting subsystem requi_._aents. These objec-
tives are derived from a cooperative agreement per GSFC and JPL based documents
(1) (2).
_enus Exploration Questions:
Venus exploration objectives arc de.¢i_Aed3 _nthis document, in terms of the
questions below for which answers are sought by the entry missions to be studied.
l) What is the composition of the atmosphere?
a) Are the minor constituents uniformly mlxed throughout the atmosphere?
b) Can any constituents condense to form liquids on the surface of the
planet?
c) Are argon, neon, or nitrogen prescnt in the atmosphere, and what is
their origin?
d) Hovis the abundance of these gases related to that of the major
constituent C027
e) What ionic species are present in the upper atmosphere?
f) What is the photochemistry of the upper atmosphere?
2) What is the distribution and chemical composition of the clouds?
a) Are the clouds composed of condensed vapors or of solid particles?
b) If the cloud particles are solids, are they ice crystals (or other
condensables) or dust?
c) If the clouds are dust, is the dust the result of volcanic eruption
or of surface disintegration?
d) What size arc the particles?
,) Are the clouds uniformly distributed vertically in the atmosphere,
or are there several cloud l_vers?
S) What is the general circulation pattern of the atmosphere?
a) Is there any variation of the vertical temperature or compositional
profiles wlth latitude?
l±-- m_ _ • m • • maa m mamm mmm
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b) Are the polar regions cooler than the equ_t_rial region?
c) What is the physics of interaction between the cloud,s and
atmospheric heat sources?
d) Is the high surface temperature due to a greenhouse effect, to
convective heating, or to what effect?
e) To what extent is the atmosphere responsible for a redistribution
of surface or internal materla'_?
J
f) What is the variation in temperature between the dayslde an2.the
nlghtside?
g) Are there high-speed winds on Venus:
Venus Entry.Probes Instrumentation:
The following is a listing of instrunentation for the Venus entry mission
study, with brief descriptions of th_ exploration objective to which it applJ.:s
and some of the important considerations in the proposed use of the InstrAment.
Table I provides quantitative information for each instrument. The number and
capability of entry systems required to inte6rate the proposed instrumentation
to accomplish the major mission objectives is the fundamental task of the mission
study.
Accelerometers:
It is proposed to determine the structure of the Venus atmosphe_-e_i.e.,
pressure, temperature, and density, as functions of altitude) by measurement of
vehicle acceleration during high speed entry into the atmosphere. Acceleration
measurements provide one of the simplest _:d most direct means to d_termine
atmosphere structure during the portion of the entry when t_ vehicle is enveloped
by a shock layer in which the gas properties ha_e been significantly changed from
ambient conditions. The principle underlying this experiment is a simple and
stralghtforwa1_ one - that aerodynamic resistance to motion is proportional to the
density of _he atmosphere and the square of the velocity. The atmo,pheric density
is thus proportional to the deceleration with the factor of proportional_ty
2(m/CDA)/V2, where m is the vehicle mass, A its frontal area, CD the drag
coefficient, and V the instantaneous velocity° The drag coefficient is k_own from :
laboratory measurements. (Post-experimentlaboratory work will be devoted, if
necessary, to obtaining a drag coefficient at atmospheric conditions closely
duplicating those encountered, both with resp_.ctto composition and Mach number
1970016842-016
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and Reynolds number.) The measured accelerations are integrated to define
the instantLneous velocity.
Other data obtained from t_e accelerometermeasurements include _ititude
differences, given by integration of the vertical component of velocity; static
.zressure,given by integration of the barometric equation using metsu_ed den-
sities; and the T/M re ,io,defL_ed by the ratio of pressure to density. The
• tempez_tL_reprofile _av then be calcul_ted using _is ratio and the mean
molecular weight of the atmospheric gas mixture o_=ai_ed from maes spectrometer
measurements or from low speed measurements of p_ssure, temperature# and
acceleration.
The measurement accuracy required for this experiment has been studied at
some length. As a result of these studies, a pendulous force balance accelero-
meter with a reading accuracy of 0.I percent of full scale or better will be
used. The Bell Aerosystems Model VII has capabilities considerably in excesa of
this requirement.
The experiment requires that a three-axis grcuping of accelerometers be
mounted at the probe center of gravity with a fourth unit providing a redundant
measurement of axial acceleration. In order to realize the required accuracy
of 0.1 percent of full scale, 10-bit digitization of each accelerometer measure-
ment will be required.
Pressure Gausses
The range of atmospheric pressure, 0.05 atmos _i psi) to 150 atmos (2200 psi)1
,_ is such that accurate and reliable capsule-potentiometerand torsion-tube poten-
tiometer gauges can be used.
•Temperature Cr;uge
Temperature measurements must be made over the range 200 to _,_0°K. In order
to achieve the accuracy needed for _he identificationof condensing atmospheric
materials, platinum temperature-sensing elements must be used and they must be
well ventilated.
It is proposed to use a single platinum resistsnce element operated over
temperature intervals of 203-300, 300-400, _00%00, and 600-900°K by means of
B-4 MCR-70-89 (Vo? II[)
temperature actuated range switching. Measurement error before telemetry will be
+ 0._ of the temperature intervals or +-0.5°K for the two io,J temperature inter-
vals and + O.5° for the high temperature interval. Further reduction "_n error can
be obtained by reduction of the temperature i_terval size.
Neutral Particle Pass Spectrometer:
The inst_ment will measure atmospheric composition from the beglnning of
, probe operation down to t....surface of Venus. Since the probe will be _v_ng
subJonically the composition measurements will be directly interpretable in terms
of the ambient composition.
Instrument mass range will be from 1-90 AMU. During mass range sweep, si6nal
sensing will be employed and thus vacant mass-numbers positions will not be sampled.
Samp!? mass-number identification and amplitude measurement requires 15 bits and
is s_t for 10 bps output or 1.5 sec sampling time per mass signal. Since the
telemetry ra_e is constant the sweep rate is determined by the total number of
detectable mass signals. More detectable mass signals will result in longer
range sweep time, fewer detectable mass signals will shorten the range sweep time.
Thezmal Radiometer:
It is proposed to use a downward looking radiometer in the 6.5 to 8.5_ and
9.2 to lO.8_regions. In the fi:_t spectral range CO2 is relatively transparent mm
but in the second spectral range it is absorbin_ or opaque. The main source of
atmospheric opacity in the window spectral region is therefore caused by the
particles composing the clouds. The second channel yields essentially the ambient
atmospheric temperature. The first or window channel yields a mean atmosphere
correslmndin E to a lower altitude.
In a near adiabatic atmosphere th_ difference in the brightness temperature
between the two channels is thus proportional to the transmission characteristics
of the clouds. Small differences correcpond to opaque clouds, large differences
to thin or abs2nt clouds.
The radiometer e.(perimont provides thcrefo=e a vertical profile or the effec-
tive cloud density. Water clouds or clouds of other condensation products must
be confined to layers while dust clouds must be relatively uniformly distributed
thIDugh the whole atmosphere. The measurement of the particle stratification is
i
...... I J_ _ ............... ,.,,
iii _! ii ! i ir !IL ! I i _ _ i ii
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t"erefore suited to distinguish between condensation and noncondensation clouds.
Near the surface, Just before impact the experiment also prov/d_s a remote
surface temperature measurement.
The radiometer will be of a rugged construction using thermocouples as
detectors and broad band interference filters to isolate the desired spectral
regions.
Solar radiometer
The d_vergence of the flux of solar radiation re_resents the fundamental
dynamical drive of the atmosphere. The object of this experiment is to measure
this quantity at all levels in the Venus atmosphere.
%_ere the upward and downward fluxes differ significantly, the net flux can
be derived from the upward and downward components, measured separately. If
the atmospherc is very deep, however, these two components (F+ and F" will be
essentially the same and a measure of the flux divergence c_n be derived from
the relationship
F+ - F- 4 d (F+ + F-)
=Bd-_
where T is the optical depth.
To apply this relationship, measurements have to be made in spectral ranges
over which optical properties are approximately constant. Our wavelength bands
would be k < 0.5 _, 0.5 _ < k < 1.5 _, 1.5 _ < k < 2.5 _ and _ > 2.5 _,
chosen to separate regions with differing particle albedos.
The field of view of the instrument comprises five 30° apex angle cones.
The five cones are contiguous and are arranged in a fan shape with the first field
of view starting at 20° from the zenith and the fifth field of view ending I0°
from the nadir. Since the probe is retating, the effective field of view of the
instrument is approximately spherical. In order to achieve wavelength selection,
the radiation from each conical field of'view is separated by a dichroic begun
splitter into the four required wavelength ranges. In summary, the spherical
field of view about the probe is divided by the radiometer into five contiguous
30° bands and each band is observed in four wavelength regions. The first band
is near the zenith, the third band covers the region of the horizon and the
fifth band is near the nadir.
i i. i iiiu i , _ | •
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If we take a detector area of i0 _? and a solid angle of 0.2 steradians,
then, _rom exper_.ence with terrestrial measurements, ze may expect power on the
order off1 _-watt in each field of view and in each wavelength band. The
co_trlbutlon of direct sunlight would be of the order of 1 m-watt. These power
levels are easy to measure, for instance with PbS detectors, using choppers and
phase sensitive detectors to provide stability.
The signal from each of the 20 detectors which comprise the array should be
, sampled and integrated on board the veh!c!_ for times corresponding to around
1 km change in attitude. The sampling should be synchronized with the spi** 1'ate
of the vehicle (which can be derived by timing the intervals between successive
passage of the sun by the detectors), so that for each 1 km interval we present
20 signals s_mpled at perhaps 6 different azimuth positions, for a total of 120
re.adings. If we ask for 7 bits cf ac,-uracy in each number, plus an additional
3 bits to define attenuatcr settings, we have a total of 12OO bits to be read
out for each 1 km interval. In addition, we should take occasional dark
readings a_d calibration readings from a standard, light source. If this data
rate proves to be too high, the azimuth resolution can be reduced.
This radiometer should have a field of view from the vehicle in which as
little solid angle as possible is obscured in the vertical (say, no more
than a cone of 30° diameter). Its environment should be at a constant temperature
(Z1° K) not above 300°K. If the temperature is not maintained constant it must
at least be measured (again ! !O K).
' Nephelomet er
The preliminary configuration is a short range low power' unit with an arc
light 8ource. Because cf the low angle of the sun and the downward view of the
receiver optics solar background interference is considerably reduced.
Further investigation will be made to determine if a ranging unit is feasible
within the given allotment of weight, size, power and data output. A ranging unit
would be used to g_ve an Indlca'hlon as to the horizontal homogeneity of the cloud
structure. The spacecraft TV can obtain this homogeneity information for the top
of the clouds but no instrument other than the ranging nephelometer h_8 been
found to be suitable for obtaining this information from within the clouds.
1970016842-019
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Cloud particle nu1_ber-density and size
Individual particles will be detected, ,ueasul_i, and counted by optical means.
Two possibilities are under consideration; in both cases, the atmosphere must
stream through a tube attached to the probe. The first method is to illuminate
a small volume, and count flashes due to 90° scattering by the particles traversing
the volume. The second, now under development, observes the shadows of the
particles against a fiber-optic detecting mosaic. This method is much more
tolerant of background light, but the instrumentation is more complicated.
J
Cloud particle composition
A fundamental problem to be solved in a Venus atmosphere mission is t_t of
the chemical composition of the clouds. The method of choice for providing such
information is mass spectrometry. The mass spectrometer can accept and analyze
sPmples within a very broad range of chemical compositions and provide precise
results with microgram quantities of sample. No other single instrument having
this capability can reasonably be packaged in small probes along with several
other experimental systems. In addition to a gas-source mass spectrometer, which
can be used to analyze evaporated condensate from the cloud parti les, there must
be on boald a solld-source mass spectrometer to analyze solid particles of the
clouds (or the solid portion remaining after evaporation) which may consist of
salts or mineral materials from the surface. It wo_!d be desirable to measure
masses in the range of 3 to 1OO atomic mass units. Preliminary studies, though
they should not overlook other analytical techniques such as _ -ray backscattering,
should be concerned with developing techniques for evaporating the sample at the
source. Presently untreated rock minerals are analyzed _sing spark source mass
spectrometry. Perhaps bulky spark generating equipment can be modified to be
saitable size and power rating, or perhaps a laser beam can be used to evaporate
samples in the source region. The presence of sample material in the beam could
be determined by measuring light scattered from the sample.
In order to obtain a sample of cloud particulate material in a form suitable
for instrumental analysis of tSe surt contemplated in the previous paragraph it
is usually desirable to have the particles on or in a substrate or surface which
will not interfere with, skew, or decrease the sensitivity of the analysis.
The sampling technique which best seems to meet those requirements is inertial
deposition. A two or three stage cascade impactor seems most attractive
at present. Thus, some information concerning particle size ( p½d ) could be
obtained. Each stage or a portion thereof could be eventually transferred
i
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directly into the s_urce of the mass spectr,>meter. Different portions of each
stage could be treated with different substrate _terlal for particle retention.
Prior to introduction to the mass spectrometer the sample could (an_ should) be
introduced to an evaForat'on chamber in which condensate material can be
evaporated and the gases from this can be analyzed in the gas mass spectrometer.
The air stream between stages could be monitored with a photo-optical single
particle counter. This could give valuable information on the variations of
pa=tic±e concentrations in the sampled alr.
i
Since the efficiency of each stage of the impactor will vary with air density, i
proper operation will req _re a regulating device for the sampling pump. Studies
of the sampling system should consider the possibilities of using ultraclean
filters and possibly electrostatic precipitators for sample collection. The
- material to be used for a back-up filter for the impactor will be of great
concern, as will be the choice of substrate materials. Design parameters such
as pumping rates, size of stages and Jets will have to be decided based on
expected properties of the Venusian atmosphere.
In summary, it is recognized that the principal problems to be faced in the
sampling and analysis of Venusian cloud particles are those pertaining to
collecting them in a proper r_nner for their subsequent analysis and the method
of introduction of the material into the analyzing regions of the instrument
chosen.
Evapor.!mete_ - condenslmeter
A typical instrument comprises a light source illuminating a reflector and
the reflected image of the source being observed by a phototube. The reflector
is cycled over a wide temperature range wh_le it is continuously bathed with
the gas which carries the condensible. At a pressure and temperature characteristic
of the particular condens_ble the condensible condenses on, cr evaporates from
the reflector, depending upon whether the reflector temperature is decreasing or
lucreasing, and a change _n light intensity is observed by the phototube. The
gas inlet to the reflector and all optical windows in contact with the condensible
must be heated well above the ambient temperature in order to prevent _,wanted
condensation which would clog the inlet tube and cloud the illumination and
observation optical units. The optlcel output should be s_led at time intervals
corresponding to small temperature changes of the _eflector in order to
accurately identify the condensible. The gas sprayed on the reflector must be
dust free. Reflector temperature measurement and gas pressure measurements should
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must be sufficiently large to allow rapid sample change, but not so larg£ as to
cause a reduction of the range of the temperature cycle by convective heat transfer.
Altitude and Drift Rs;/ar:
The pu_-poseof this experiment is to measure horizontal and vertical _dnds
by radar techniques.
The altitude radar will comprise an FM, S-band unit with a maximum range of
' 6 k_. Altitude measurement error before telemetering will be iO0 meters or less.
Descent rate error will be lO am/s or less. Counting techniques can be employed
should smaller error in range and speed be desired.
The drift radar will comprise an X-band FM unit with maximum range of 6
and will look 30° down from the horizon. Without probe spire,or with spin pe.rlods
of lO0 s_conds or more, measurement of probe drift requlr,_stwo radar units with
orthogonally directed look 8ngles. With probe spin periods of less than 100
s_conds a single radar unit is sufficient, but the probe must not spin too fast
if low drift speeds are to be measured. Drift speeds of 2 cm/s to 2 m/s yield
X-band doppler frequency shifts of from 0.3 to 30 Hz.
Measurement of the smaller frequency requires counting of cycles for a mini-
mum time of _ seconds, during which time the look direction of the radar should
not change by more than about 60°. Thus a spin -_te of 15°/s is satisfactory
for measuring drift speeds as low as 2 cm/s.
The drift radar will be designed _o deter, drift -_peedsof 2 cm/s to 2 m/_
with an error of + 1 cm/s after transmission. Range measurement by the drift
radar will assist in identifying surface physical f_atures; range measurement
error before transmission will be less the_,I00 meters.
Optimization of the altitude and drift radar systems is c3osely related
to optimization of the entire large probe system and its instruments and is
proceeding in step with them.
Transponder:
The probe data transmission system will include a carrier transponder for
the purpose of measuring probe range and drift speed during descent. Probe
departure speeds will be measured to within -+2 cm/s from Earth and a range uncer-
tainty of f 2.5 _.
i ii i i mr _ | i m In k
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TABLE i. INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS i
Sampling Word Words Bits
Instrument Vol., Wt., Power, Interval, Size, Per Per
In.3 ibs. Watts Meters Bit.____s Sample
Accelcrometers (4) 24 1.9 4.0 (At = 0.2 i0 4 _O
sec)
Pressure Gauges (5) lO 0.8 O.1 300 8 i 8
(Switched)
Temperature Gauge 15 0.8 0.2 300 8 1 8
(R_nge-Swltched)
Neutral Particle 280 lO 10-20 lO00 15 20 600
Mass Spectrometer
(1-90AMU)
ThermalRadiometer 18 3 3 i00 7 2 14
Solar Radiometer i00 2 3 i000 I0 120 1200
Nephelometer i00 _ 3 i00 8 2 16
Cloud Particle 500* 8 i0 i00 i0 8 80
(No., Density, Size)




Condenslmeter 70 2 I0 1500 8 57 256
Alt. Radar 50 S 18 _00 7 i 7
Drift Radar 50 3 18 150 8 6 28
including a tube, I" dia., 15" long
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'l'_tanllYC Launc_ Vehicle Performance
For Venus Entry M_r:_Jon Study
]. Ge[_era]
Titan _]]C w.hlc],"; wl]] be equ_l,!,,dw_th a standard aerodyn_nlc fa_:'If_gof
mod_Jlnr design, now bo_r,C deve]ol,eC by McDonne]] Doug]ss. The fairing _s a
te_lfoot dJam,:ter cy.1_nder with a cone and hern;nl_herenose cap. Tot;Jl length
varies betwe_:n ]5 an<]5D feet in 5-foot increments. See attached Figure l
for a sketch of the nose fairing and payload envelope. From a consideration
of the payload envelope volumes shown on sheet 2 of Figure !, it appears that
the two smalJer fairings are probably adequate for JPL missions.
II. Launch Operations Concept
The fairing a:,designed does not ]end _tself to encapsulating the payload.
The ]aunch operations concel,t is a'; fo]]c_m:
]. The payload (spacecraft) is made ready, placed on its adepter,
mounted on a truck and covered with a protective shroud (or
dummy fairing).
2. _e pay]oacJ is moved to the launch pad sn4 ho_nted into the
Un_verss] Env_ronmgntal Shelter (UES,),which _s an erclosed
space of the mobile service tower.
3. The payload/adapter is mated to the _h_snst85e at Station 77,
the protective shroud is removed_ and the flight fairing _s
installed.
_e UES has platforms to allow work on the p_y]oad, and although not a true
clean room, is airconditioned to 75 _2 des. F, 50_ relative humld_ty max_=;Jm,
and ma_nta:ns a positive pressure dlfferent_al of I/4 Z]/8 in. water. Con-
d_t_oned a_r is ava_!abJe for the payload through an umbilical to the felting {
after fairing installation, i
]I]. ]n-FJ _ght Separat_ on 1_i
The falrlng spirts long, tudOr,ally _nto three 120 dog. sectlons. Separation
may occur,'at anytime from _]0 seconds after launch (payload option), within
the fo]]ow;ng vehicle flight constraints:
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i. lYynmmicpressure: less than i psf
2. q = product: less than ]5 ib-deg/ft2
3. Axial load factor: less than 4 g's
The most probab]e discrete separation times sre 240, 280 and 300 seconds
' after launch. The fo]]ovdng data _s abstrocted from an aerodynamic heating
reff_reneetrajcctorj.
T_me (see) A]t_tude (feetI Ve]ocity__JfEsj. =(De_,7"_ee_s__Mach No.
2]O 270,200 8,500 I0.70 i0.790
240 3i8,776 i0,952 6.i7 13.360
280 382,986 13,794 9.92 - - -
300 40_,28] 14,42i li.45 - - -
In the payload capability information which fo].].ows,the separation t_me
uti]ized is 280 seconds after launch.
IV. Payload Capab_]ity
A curve of Gross pay]oad vs C3 is shown on Figure 2. This payload curve is
to be corrected by the user as follows:
1. Subtract 9% of the fairing weight from the gross payload.
P. For launch azimuth of ]lll°, subtract the payload equivalent
to one additional unit of C3.
3. For launch azimuth of _5°, subtract the payload equivalent
to 2.3 additions] units of C3.
4. For each additional lO seconds of fairing s_paration time past
280, subtract ]7 Ibs. payload.
N(YfEthat the "net payload" which results from the above corrections
must include any mis=ion-peculiar or _ay]oad-pecullar _tems such as
the spacecraft adapter.
1970016842-026
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Configuration L A B C D E Wt. Payload Enve]ope
Number (in) (in)_ (in___) (in) (in) (in) _ Volttrne(ft3)
XXI5 180 3 3 3 84 84 1913 741
XX?O 240 3 3 3 11+4 lh4 iI_40 i08_
)0(25 300 3 3 3 14)+ P04 1668 ih98
XX30 360 3 3.1 3.6 lh4 264 1896 -
XX35 490 3 3.7 4.2 144 324 9143 -
XX40 480 3 4.3 4.8 144 384 2370 -
XX45 540 3 _.9 5.4 ]44 444 2617 -
xx_o 600 3 5.5 6.o 14_ 504 281_fi _
Figure i. Titan IIl Payload and Fairing Envelopes
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VENUS ENTRY HEAT SHIELD DESIGN REQUIK_ AND TECHNOLOGY LIMITS*
INTEODUCrlXON
For purposes of system study, the aerothermodynamlc and heat chield
technology base is considered to be sufficiently established from previouL
efforts. Therefore, it is intended that the contractor expend only minimal
time on hypersonic capsule aerodynamics, heat transfer and heat shield weight
calculations. This is not to say that problems do not exist in these areas,
but rather to indicate that the technology is sufficiently well understood,
below an entry velocity _f 35,000 ft per sec, such that the resources of
this study can be better applied to the system aspects of the multl-probe
mission. This document supercedes any information given in the Description
of this document attached to JPL RFP No. GR-2-3971, 13 March 1969.
To provide a basis for selecting heat shield weights for a range
of entry and vehicle conditions, JPL has calculated he_t transfer and heat
shield response. A summary of t_e methods used, results obtained, and the
relationship of the environment to the simulation available in ground test
facilities Is presented. Conditions for possible exceptions to the heat
shield weights contained herein are also given.
If, after contlact initiation, the contractor requests additional
conditions to be calculated that are acceptable to JPL, such Informatlo_. will




The prediction of entry heat transfer utilized the procedures dis-
cussed in Ref. 1. The only change consisted of the addition of an approximate
radiation cooling correction based on Ref. 2.
Heat shield meterlal response was calculated by use of the AVCO 1600
computer proglam (Ref. 3). The thickness of material required as heat shield
was defined as that depth (of a much thicker layer) whlch was predicted to have
a peak In the temperature-tlme history equal to 6OOVF. This type of curve thus
represents an equivalent bondllne temperature-tlme history.
Factors of safety were obtained by allocating uncer_ainty limits to
both heat transfer and heat shield related parameters_ and subsequently per°
forming an error anL1_Tsis (Ref. 3). This analysis indicated that the resultant
*For use with JPL Contract No. 9525_, Martin _letta Corp.
**Revised in accordance with terms of this document and Technical Dlrect_o_
Memorandum No. 3 dinted 10/3/69.
/
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safety factor for both AVCOAT 5026-39/HC-G and X6300 Carbon Phenolic is"
_bout 1.5, so that for these mater"_als this value was used for all results
of this document. In addition, a manufacturing tolerance of n 02 inches
was added arithmetically at all body locations, after application of the
above safety factors. For the X6300 C%rbon Phenolic a heat of pyrolysis
as low _s 300 BTU/lb was utilized.
i
NOTATION
A maximum cross-sectional area of entry vehicle
AS forebody surface area of entry vehicle
CD drag coefficient
D diameter of entry vehicle
M mass of entry vehicle
qR radiative heating rate
RN nos e radius
VE entry velocity at 815,000 ft altitude (V-3Venus atmosphere,
NASA SP-8011)
W total forebody heat s_eld weight
WE total entry vehicle weight
YE entry path angle at 815,000 ft altitude
Pv density of virgin ablative material
6 thickness of heat shield prior to abl_tion
aerodynamic shear in absence of _olation
.
-- , h _ I
- .............................'...................-__i:_ ' - r,;.......' .._o ,_ ,,• ':"
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Subscripts st, Ja and sh as shown
A tabulation of conditions investigated and a summary of results
are given in Table 1 for a 60 ° half-angle blunted cone of various nose
radii. In addition, half-cone angles of _5 ° and 30° with one-foot nose
radii were investi_ted for the nominal cases indicated, in Table i. All
of these results have the safety factors and manufacturing tolerance in-
cluded.
To assess the effect o3 different materials than co_aldered in
Table 1, three additional ones presented in Table 2 were investigated for the
entry conditions shown. Although AVCOAT 5026-39/HC-G yields the lowest velght
per unit area for the sta6nation point, shear strength might be a oontrolllng
factor in ,_tertal selection.
._/pical cold-wall heat transfer time histories are shown In FAg. 1.
Velocities of _0,000 and _p000 ft/sec are shown for comparison purposes unly.
Typical d_amic pressure and heat shield temperature time histories
are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the maximum imposed load occurs well
before peak bondllne t_per_ture_ indicating that the ¢rltical stress for
the aeroshell structure may occur after peak dyn_c preuure in some cu_.
Figures 3 through 12 represent two feuilles Of best shield _apM
correspond£n8 to Table 1: fibres 3 throu_ 7 _n8 _ hemt shield welEht
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coefficient and base dlameter as indepen(_ent parsmeters; and fiEdrcs 8 through
12 glvlng heat shield welght per unit entry vehicle welg_,t as a function of
the s,une three parameters. Curves for 4_,0OO ft/sec entry velocity are shown
for comparison purposes only.
Figures 10 and 14 show the effect of half-cone angle on weight fr_c-
tlon and unit weight for flxed conditions except for entry mass, _.. The latter
, is indicated on fILn_re 13 to drop with decreasing half-cone angle as a
result of decreasing drag coefficient. A drop in entry weight could be un-
acceptable on an absolute paylot_d basis so that either an increase in size
or M/CDA (requiring a decrease In YE) would be needed with decreasing cone
angle.
Maximum aerodynamic shear tabulated in table i is plotted in figures
15 and 16 as a function of entry angle and base diameter, respectively. This
should enable the contractor to select a material on a shear level basis.
Figure 17 shows tLe relationship of the stagnation point environ-
ment for a on_-foot nose radiu_, spherically-blunted cone entering at 36,000
ft/sec, to capabilities of NASA ground-test facilities assuming flat-faced
models. Convective heating rate is shown as a function of stagnation prpasure,
with radiative heating rate in effect normal to the page. It is appar-nt from
o
this plot that full simulation even for en M/CDA = 0.6 and YE = -45 is diffl- _
cult to achieve because of the radiative heating level. This circumstance
could be alleviated by reducing nose radius and/or entry velocity of the probe.
EXCEPTIONS
During the study the contractor may adjust the heat s_-'el_ _tei_t
figures if the contractor provides Justification, acce9table to JPL, on the
basis of:
|
1. Demonstrable uncertainties in heat transfer or heat shield
predictlon techniques.
2.. The need for scaling to body slze_ or ahapes for which dsta
is not provided. ."
3. Use of other materlsls.
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Fig. 12 Effect of body diamcter on heat shield weight fractions
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Fig. 15 Effect of entry angle on aerodynamic shear
(o = 60°; D = 4 ft; RN = 12 inch)
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A. TECHNICAL DIRECTIVE MEMORANDUMI, DATED 9/17/69
The Study Plan presented by the Contractor to JPL on Sept.
I0-ii is hereby approved provided the plan is modified on conform/
to the following:
i. Because of a concern by JPL that problem identification re-
sulting from task 8 (Entry Probe synthesis) may occur too ].ate
in the schedule to permit corrective actions, it is recommend-
ed that a trial probe synthesis be initiated in the fourth
week of the study. This trial case is defined as one combina-
tion of instrumented probes and selected target sites. The
particular combination will be recommended by the Contractor
not later than Sept. 19 and approved by JPL not later than
Sept. 23.
A meeting will be held to obtain a report on the trial case;
said meeting to be called by JPL with time and place by mutual
agreement with the Contractor, except that it shall occur
about one half way to the mid term or_l report date.
2. The breadth of the tasks need to be narrowed somewhat earlier
than shown in the study plan in terms of the number of possi-
ble sclence/prob_ combinatlons. To aid in this regard, JPL
is providing the Contractor with science priorities as fol-
lows:
Priority 1 - Composition and distribution of the clouds.
Priority 2 - Atmospheric circulation from Just above the
cloud layer and below.
Priority 3 - Vertical R_ructure of atmosphere, particularly
in regions not covered by Venera's 4, 5, and 6.
Priority 4 - Upper Atmosphere.
These priorities are not intended to be used as a basis for
excluding any of the science objectives or instruments speci-
fied in the Work Statement.
3. Considerations of buoyant stations (i.e., balloons) in thiJ
study are to be limited to utilizing existing preliminary de-
signs and other existing related information such as tracking
techniques. For use in determining atmospheric circulation,
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above the cloud layer and below. In terms of pressure, the
region of strongest interest corresponds to about 200 mb end
above.
4. Landlny site limitatlons resulting from communications, power,
and data return cons[deratlons is an important facet of tl_is
study and should be clearly identified at an early date.
/
5. It is recommended that detailed _ of the terminal descent
capsule(s), as we]l as other hardware items, be avoided, al-
though sufficient analysis to obtain conceptual designs, rec-
ommend alternative approaches where appropriate, and identify
problem areas is clearly required by the Work Statement.
6. Although not required by the Work Statement, the use of a Mis--
sion Effectiveness Model is acceptable to JPL insofar as it
is used as a logical means of =omparing alternate system de-
signs and instrument mechanizations. The technique should
not be used for re-evaluating the science mission relative
to alternate ones.
7. It _s recognized that a number of questions regarding the de-
termination of heat shield weights remain to be resolved. It
is recommended that the Contractor continue its effort, to-
gether with JPL, to resolve these questions. A separate
TDM will be written to cover this area in more detail. From
the meeting discussions, it is mutually understood that the
Contractor will not be inhibited from performing the tasks
of the Study Plan if the major questions are resolved by
Sept. 25.
1970016842-054
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B. TECHNICAL DIRECTIVE HEHORANDOH 2, DATED 9/29/69
This TDM relates to two subjects - i) Venus atmospheric mod-
I) As called for in the Statement of W_rk the coDtra,:tor ]la_
submitted a recommended range of atmospheric models (MCR-69-488,
part I) for consideration by JPL. JPL hereby approves the recom-
mendations with the following comments and exceptions:
a. The limiting atmospheric models should consist of the
MMC-Lower and V5M tabulations, except that the sur-
face conditions for MMC-Lower should be consistent
with a mean surface radius (R) of 6050 + 5 km. These
O
conditions result in an approximate surface pressure
range of 70 to 125 bars for MMC-Lower, compared to the
150 bars for V5M.
b. Since the V5M mode], based on NASA SP-8011, appears
high In pressure with respect to the Mariner 5 occul-
tation data and the recent models published by Avduev-
sky, et al (Venera 5 and 6), _t is recommended that
the R be limited to 6050 km and that no isothermal
O
models be considered in connection with model V5M.
This latter condition results in a disapproval of the
contractor's recommendation for use of model V5/ISO.
c. An isothermal lower atmosphere at about 620°K should
be considered in connection with the MMC-Lower model.
d. Consistency with items l)a, b, and c above results in
the following approximate surface conditions for trade-
off of subsystem design penalties in regard to a ter-
minal descen_ capsale (P - surface pressure, T =
O O
surface temperature):
ATM Model R (km) P (bars) T (°K)
-- O , 0 0
MMC-Lower 6045 125 803
MMC-Lower (ISO) 6050 106 618
MM_-Lower (ISO) 6045 150 618
V5M 6050 150 755
1970016842-055
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2) Tile contractor has brought up the question of supersonic
auxiliary decelerators for use in this study. JPL hereby provides
the following guidelines:
a. The contractor should consider designs and flight con-
ditions consistent with multiple, successful flight
tests of similar designs. Military, as well as NASA
experience, shou]d he considered.
b. The Flnal Englneertng Report should Include technical
Information covering at least the fol]owlng in regard
to any auxiliary dc..celerators that the conrructor prf_-
poses: (1) test experience, (It) type of qualifica-
tion, if any (e.g., man rated), (lit) test program re-
quirements for the baseline mission of tt, ts study,
(iv) sterilization constraints consistent with the
Statement of Work, Art. !, part (b) (4) (D).
E,
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C. TECHNICAL DIRECTIVE MEMORANDUI_ 3, DATED 10/3/69
Tile Following ItemB relating t(> heat shleld deslgn are covered
[n tills TI)M: 1) heat protection of the aft, rbody, 2) forebody
heat shield wel_hts, 3) test-fa(iJity ]tmit_lons, 4) ejection o[
, aeroshell, and 5) aerodynamic shear and pressure gradient.
i) Afterhody heat protection was not intended to be included in
the JPL heat shie]d weights of section document 131-05. This
is because the heat protection required depends on back cover
configuration and structural materials, neither of which are
specified in the contract.
2) The forebody heat shield weights of section document 131-05
have been revised under conditions and exceptions specified
therein, and as discussed between JPL and the contractog. The
revised weights and explanatory information have been sent
under separate cover on 2 October to meet the time scale oral-
ly agreed upon on 24 September.
2) It is recognized that the NASA ground-test capability for heat
shield materials is inadequate to nimulate the heat transfer
rates corresponding to conditions in table 1 of section docu-
ment 131-05. The contractor should keep aware of this circum-
stance but not be constralned on that basis alone from pro-
posing entry and vehicle characteristics that result in heating
conditions exceeding facility capabilities. These cases, when
desirable from other mission considerations, should be recog-
nized as _mplying higher risk, and the Final Engineering Re-
port should so specify. JPL will add additional calculation
results to figure 14 (to be figure 17 in revised section docu-
ment 131-05) in order to aid the contractor in this regard.
4) Cons[deratlon of aeroshell ejection at the time of an auxiliary
decelerator deployment is acceptable to JPL within the guide-
lines for auxiliary decelelators given in item 2) of TDM No. 2.
A method of accomplishing the aeroshell ejection (i.e., separa- V
tion from the terminal descent package) should be shown in the
applicable configvration drawings and briefly described in the
Final Engineering Report.
5) Maximum aerodynamic shear has been calculated by equation 5,
page 3-156 of the AVCO Venus Probe Study, Book I, and presented
in tabular and graphical form in the transmittal of 2 October.
This Information should enable the contractor to select a ma-
ter_al on a shear level basis. For the effect of pressure
gradient it is not evident from the AVCO report (book II, pp.
- -- '........... _......- ... '....--,. 'i_ • ......._ .................... i -' --
m i n m i
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4-249, 250) that the effects are well understuod or that they
are applicable to materials other than Aw:(.'at 502b-39/HC-G
such :is X-6300 carbon phenolic. Thu c:omments made on page
3-73 of AVCO Book I suggest that 'he problem is primarily re-
lated to a low density heat sh(eld ablator Because of the
lack of information, the c(:ntrac_or may wisl tt. select large
, nose radii for probes appropriate to the use of A.vcoat 5026-
39/HC-G ablator material, although the difficuJty [n simulat-
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D. TECHNICAL DIRECTIVE MEMORANDUM4, DATED 10/20/69
(Pursuant to _eview of the first
Monthly Progress Report and additional discussions)
J
I. Regarding the trial p=obe synthesis, the Contractor should
continue his efforts to define subsystem and system requirements,
with particular emphasis toward mechanizing the communication link
and on-board data handling system needed to return the information
resulting from the combination of instrumented probes selected.
This mechanization will include: I) evaluating the compatibility
of the DSN with the data rates, number of probes, and timing in-
• volved, 2) quantifying the performance of the selected radio sys-
tems as affected by the probe configurations and probe locations
i at Venus, and 3) establishing limits of probe-axis misalignment
with the descent trajectory beyond which data return would be
_ significantly degraded
i 2. In utilizing JPL Document No. 611-1 for tracking and ground
data system capability it is expected that the Contractor will ;
i identify problem areas and suggest improvements that would be of
I particular benefit to the mission defined in this contract.
I
t
ilnl i ,,,, ,i i
Ipm w'L-..... "_......."_'"'_ ......_'"',_r_,_"-"_,-'_m,_,m,._qL_._=,'L'._.-_.....,._ ....
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A. LIST OF OBSERVABLES
/
0.i Determine the planetocentric radius (or altitude above a ref-
erence sphere) of the probe during the subsonic portion of
its descent.
0.2 Determine the planetocentric radius of the probe durin_ the
supersonlc/hypersonic portion of its descent.
0.3 Determine a pressure-temperature reference for the probe.
1 Identify the ionic species present in the upper atmosphere,
and determine their number density profiles
2 Identify the neutral gas constituents in the upper atmosphere,
and determine their number density profiles.
3 Determine the electron number density and electron tempera-
i ture profiles in the upper atmosphere.#
i 4 Determine the UV radiation flux profiles at several wave-
; lengths.
5 Determine the number densities and sizes of any cloud or haze
! partlcles versus altitude above the main (:loud top.
6 Determine the wind shear profiles above and through the tops
[ of tile main cloud deck.
7 Determine the composition of any cloud or haze particles above
the _min cloud tops.
8 Determine pressure, temperature, and density profile3 from
above the clouds to the surface over several widely separated
i points on planet.
9 identify the minor at._ospherlc constituents, and determinetheir number density profiles.
I0 De£ermlne tile precise (0(}.5%) concentration of CO 2 at several
altitudes between cloud tops and surface.
II Determine tile abundances and Isotopic ratios of the rare
_INer_, _'.g., Nc''0, No;';',A _(',A_8, A a'0, etc.
m
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12 Locate the top of the visible cloud layer with respect to
pressure, temperature, and radius over several widely sepa-
rated points on the planet.
13 Locate (with respect to pressure, temperature, and radius)
and determine the vertical extent of all cloud layers between
the surface and cloud tops.
, 14 Determine the chemical composition of the cloud particles
in each cloud layer.
15 Determine the number density and size distribution of the
cloud particles versus altitude within each cloud layer.
16 Determine tile physlcal state (liquid, solid) of the cloud
particles versus altitude in each cloud layer.
17 Determine tile visible radiation fluxes (direct, diffuse) at
several waveleng'hs versus altitude over several widely sep-i
arated points on the light side.
i 18 Determine the upward and downward thermal IR radiation fluxes
at several wavelengths versus altitude over several widely
separated points on the planet.
19 Determine the general circulation pattern of the atmosphere
at several altitudes.
20 Determine the horizontal and vertical wind profiles near the
subsolar and antisolar points and a pole.
21 Determine the magnitude and frequency spectrum of the turbu-
lence versus altitude near the subsolar, polar, and antisolar
points.
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I'. SCIEHCE OUESTIONS
SCIENCE QUESTION 0.1
Determine the planetocentric radius (oc altitude above a reference sphere) of the
probe during the subsonic portion of its descent.
APPLICABLE INSTRUt_ENTS Proportion of Contribution
Altitude Radar Or 1.0
With no radar but a radar-pressure correlation on
another probe and pressure measurement on this probe Or 0.9
With no radar and no radar-pressure correlation on
another probe but with pressure on thls probe 0.2
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interv,_! (km) Radius (km)
6130 0.5 6050
1
CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE APPLICABLE c-2 i
PRIMARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Not appllcable




Targets Are: Not applicable
Use Target Curve
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SCIENCE QUESTION 0.2
Determine the planetocentric radius of the probe during the supersonic/
hypersonic portion of its descent.
APPLICABLE INSTRUIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Accelerometer 1.0
SUPPORTING MEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
High Altitude Mass Spectrometer 0.5
REQUIRED MEASUREMENT INTERVAL
Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km)
6200 0.5 6130
•CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE APPLICABLE c-i
PRIMARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Not applicable




Targets Are: Not applicable
Use Target Curve
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SCIENCEQUESTION O.3
Determine a pressure-temperature reference for the probe.
APPLICABLEINSTRUMENTS Proportion of Contribution
Pressure and Temperature 1.0
l
?
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
Radius(km) Interval(km) Radius (km) Interval(km) Radius (km)
Not applicable
i CUMULATIVEVALUE PROFILEAPPLICABLE None
PRIMARYTARGETS
TargetsAre: Not appllcable
| Proportionof TotalValue Determinedby PrimaryTargets:
! Use TargetCurve
Use SummationScheme








identifythe ionic speciespresentIn the upperatmosphere,and determinetheir
numberdensityprofiles.
APPLICABLEINSTRUrIENTS Proportion of Contribution
_on Mass Spectrometer 0.714
, UV Photometer 0.286




Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km)




Proportionof Total ValueDeterminedby PrimaryTargets: 0.8
Use TargetCurve P-1
Use SummationScheme PAR - 2
SECONDARYTARGETS
Targets Are: Any other ltBhtstde area
Use T,rget Curve s-1




Identify the neutral gas constltuents in the upper atmosphere, and determine
their number density prof[les.
APPLICABLE INSTRUFIENTS Proportion of Contribution
lilgh Altitude Mass Spectrometer 0.7]4




Radius(km) Interval(km) Radius (km) Interval(km) Radius(km)
6300 tO 6250 5 6150
CUMULATIVEVALUE PROFILEAPPLICABLE c-3
PRIMARYTARGETS
Targets Are: Subsolar point
Proportionof Total Value _eterminedby PrimaryTargets: 0.9
Use TargetCurve P-2





Use LinearAccumulationRate of_ 0.333
1970016842-066
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SCIENCE QUESTION 3
Determine tileelectron number density and electron temperature profiles in the
upper atmosphere.
APPLICABLE INSTRUFIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Electron Temperature and Denslty Probe l.O
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS Ifmissing,reducevalue to.
High Altitude Reference 0.5
lon Number Density Proflle (Question i) 0.8
REQUIRED MEASUREMENTINTERVAL
Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius !km)




Proportion of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 0.8
Use Target Curve P-1 '
Use Summation Scheme PAR = 2
SECONDARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Any lightalde nren
Use Target Curve S-1
U.e Linear Accumulation Rate of: 0.333
m,i
1970016842-067
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SCIENCEQUESTION 4
Determine the UV radlatlon flux profiles at several wavelengths. •
APPLICABLEINSTRUFIENTS Proportion of Contribution
UV Photometer 1.0
r,
SUPPORTINCMEASUREMENTS If_ssing, reducevalue to:
High Altltude Reference 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
Radius(km) Interval(km) Radius(km) Interval(km) Radius (km)
6300 i0 6250 5 6150
i CUMULATIVEVALUE PROFILEAPPLICABLE c-4
PRIMARYTARGETS j
TargetsAre: Subsolarpoint
Propo,.ionof TotalValue Determinedby PrimaryTargets: 0.75
Use TargetCurve P-35




Use LinearAccumulationRate of: 0.333
i 9700i 6842-068
D-10 MCK-70-89 (Vol lll)
SCIENCEQUESTION 5
Determine the number densltie_ and sizes of any cloud or haze particles versus
altitude above the main cloud top.
APPLICABLEINSTRUrIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Cloud Particle Number, Density, and Slze !.0
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
High Altitude Reference 0.5
Pressure-Temperature Reference 0.9
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL





Proportionof Total Value Determinedby PrimaryTargets: 0.6
t
Use TargetCurve P-4i






_'_........."_i............ " .................=T__"-%_'_'W_';:'_'_'_ .... -] !'
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SCIENCE QUESTION 6
Determine the wind shear profiles above and through the tops of the _._tn
cloud deck.
APPLICABLE INSTRUt.IENTS Proportion of Contribution
AcceleromeCers O.5




Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km)
6150 0.5 6110
CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE APPLICABLE C-6
PRIMARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Subsolar
Proportion of Total Value Determined by PrimaryTargets: 0.5
Use Target Curve P-5
Use Summation Scheme PAR= 2
SECONDARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Equatorial terminators, pole, and antimolar point
Use Target Curve S-4


















Proportionof TotalValue Determinedby PrimaryTargets: 0.6
Use TargetCurve P-4




Use LinearAccumulationRate of: 1.0
.................. _ m |
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SCIENCEQUESTION 8
Determine pressure, temperature, and density profiles from above the cloud_ to
the surface over several widely separated points on planet.
APPLICABLEINSTRUtIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Pressure Sensors 0.4
' Temperature Sensors 0.4
Mass Spectrometer to Give Value for Mean Molecular Weight 0.2
SUPPORTINGMEASUREHENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Low Altltude Reference 0.2
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTI ERVAL






; Targets Are: Subsolar, polar, and antlsolar
Proportionof TotalValue Determinedby PrimaryTargets: 0.9
i Use TargetCurve P-6
: Use SummationScheme PAR = 3
SECONDARYTARGETS
Targets Are: Between primary targets
Use TargetCurve s-5
Use Linear Arcumulation Rate of: 0.5
...... !
iiiii i ii i ii m m w | m
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SCIENCE QUESTION 9
Identify the minor atmospheric conatituents, and determine their number
density profiles.
APPLICABLE INSTRUtIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Mass Spectrometer 1.0
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Pressure 0.8
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km)
6130 1.0 6050
CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE APPLICABLE c-8
PRIMARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Subsolar, polar_ and antisolar
Proportion of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 0.9
Use Target Curve P-6
Use Summation Scheme PAR - 3
SECONDARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Bemaeen primaries
Use Target Curve S-5
Use Linear Accumulation Rate of: 0.5
in i i i i iiiiiii -- n mmmmw mm |
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SCIENCEQUESTION i0
Determine the precise ('0.5%) concentration of CO 2 at several altitudes
between cloud tops and the surface.
APPLICABLEINSTRUrIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Mass Spectrometer 1.0
i
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
Pressure-Temperature Reference 0.8
- REQUIREDMEASUREMENTI ERVAL







TargetsAre: Subsolar, polar, and antisolar
i Proportion of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 1.0
i Use TargetCurve P-6Use SummationScheme PAR = 3
D-16 MCR_70-89 (Vol III)
SCIENCEQUESTION 11
Determine the abundances and isotopic ratios of the rare gases, e.g.,
Ne20, Ne22, A 36, A38, A_0, etc.
APPLICABLEINSTRUrIENTS Proportion of Contribution
isotope ratios require special mass spectrometer
not available in RFP instrument llst.
I
Abundance of N, N, A, K can be found with available
neutral particle mass spectrometer 0.5
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Pcessure-Temperature Reference 0.8
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL




Targets Are: Any target
; Proportion of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 1.0
i Use Target Curve P-7





i i i iii I nP
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SCIENCEQUESTION 12
Locate the top of the vLslble clouds wLth respect to pressure, temperature, and
radlus over several widely separated points on the planet.
APPLICABLEINSTRUrIENTS Proportionof Contribution
Nephelometer 0.5
, Pressure Sensor 0.3
Temperature Sensor 0.2
SUPPORTINGMEASUREHENTS If missing,reducevalue to:
Low Altitude Reference 0.2
REQUIREDMEASURErENTINTERVAL






TargetsAre: Subsolar, polar, and antlsolar
} Proportionof Total Value Determinedby PrimaryTargets: 0.8
Use TargetCurve P-6
Use SummationScheme PAR- 3
SECONDARYTARGETS
TargetsAre: Between primary targeCs
Use TargetCurve S-5
Use LinearAccumulationRateof: 0.5
i lit iii iii i ,irll _ _ iBm | a
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SCIENCE QUESTION 13
Locate (wlth respect to pressure, temperature, and radius) and determine the
vertical extent of all cloud layers between the surface and the cloud tops.
APPLICABLEINSTRU)IENTS Proportionof Contribution
Nephelometer 0.8
i Thermal Radiometer 0.2
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing,reducevalue to:
Pressure-Temperature Reference 0.5
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTI ERVAL




TargetsAre: Subsolar, polar, and antisolar
Proportionof Total ValueDeterminedby PrimaryTargets: 0.9
Use TargetCurve P-6
Use SummationScheme PAR- 3
SECONDARYTARGETS
TargetsAre: Between primary targets
Use TargetCurve s-5
Use LinearAccumulationRate of: 0.5
t
i l l • mm_
i 9700i6842-077
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SCIENCEQUESTION ]4
Determine the chemical composition of the cloud partlc]es In each cloud layer.
APPLICABLEINSTRUMENTS Proportionof Contribution
Cloud Particle Composition 1.0
i
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS Ifmissing,reducevalue to:
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
Pressure-Temperature Reference 0.2
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
Radius (km) Interval(km) Radius (km) Interval(km) Radius (km)
6130 5.0 6115 2.0 6050
CUMULATIVEVALUE PROFILEAPPLICABLE c-11
PRIMARYTARGETS
TargetsAre: Subsolar, polar, and antlsolar
Proportionof Total ValueDeterminedby PrimaryTargets: 0.9
i Use TargetCurve P-6





......... mJ • i i
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SCIENCE QUESTION 15
Determine the number density and size dlstrlbu_/on of the cloud particles versus
altitude within each cloud layer.
APPLICABLEINSTRUIIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Cloud Particle Number, Density, & Size 1.0
I
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL




TargetsAre: Subs_lar, polar, and antlsolar
Proportionof Total Value Determinedby PrimaryTargets: 0.90
Use TargetCurve P-6
Use SummationScheme PAR - 3
SECONDARYTARGETS!
: Targets Are: Between primarytarget8
Use TargetCurve s-5
Use LinearAccumulationRate of: 0.5
............... m,m
................................ _.._ ............... _. .... . _,-_
iii W m i i
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SCIENCE QUESTION t6
DeCermtne the physical slate (liquid, soild) of the cloud particles versus
altitude In each cloud layer,




SUPPORTINI_MEASUREtIENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Pressure-Temperature Reference O. 5
REQUIRED MEASUREI4ENTINTERVAL
Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Radiue (Fm)
6120 0.5 6050
CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE APPLICABLE C-U i
PRIMARY TARGETS i
i Targets Are: Subsolar, polar, and antisolar !Peoportlon of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 0.9
' Use Target Curve P-6
Use Summation Scheme PAR = 3
SECONDARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Between prlma_; targets
Use Target Curve s-5
Use Linear Accumulation Rate of: 0.5
JD-22 M(;K-70-89 (Vol Ill)
SCIENCEQUFSTION 17
Deturmlne tilev[sll)leradiation fluxes (direct, diffuse) at several wavelengths
versus altitude over several widely separated points on the llght side.
APPLICABLE INSTRUrIENTS Proportion of Contribution
Visible Radiometer (Solar) 1.0
I
SIIPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to: --
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Raalus (km)
6130 1.0 6050
CUMULATIVEVALUE PROFILE APPLICABLE c-8
PRIMARYTARGETS
Targets Are: Sui,solar,evening terminator, _rnlng terminator, and pole
Proportion of Total Value Determi.ed by Primary Targets: 1.0
Use Target Curve P-8




Use Linear Accumulation Rate of:
MC](-70-89(Vol 11;) D-23
SCIENCEQUESTION 18
Determine the upward and downward thermal IR radiation fluxes at several




Low Altitude Reference, 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREt4ENTINTERVAL




Targets Are: Subsolar, polar, and antisolar
Proportionof Total ValueDeterminedby PrimaryTargets: 0.9
Use TargetCurve P-6
Use Sumation Scheme PAR- 3
SECONDARYTARGETS
TargetsAre: Between primary targets
Use TargetCurve s-5
Use LinearAccumulationRateof: 0.5
i i / : _ : i
1970016842-082
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SCIENCEQUESTION 19
Determine the general c[rculatlon pattern of the atmosphere at several altitude_.
APPLICABLEINSTRUrIENTS Proportion of Contribution
BVS with transponder plus any additional
instrumentation required to locate positlor4
on planet 1.0
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Pressure-Temperature Reference 0.8
Low Altitude Reference 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL





Targets Are: Subsolar, polar, and antisolar
Proportion of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 0.75
Use Target Curve P-9
Use Summation Scheme PAR- 2
SECONDARYTARGETS
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SCIENCEQUESTION 20
Determine the horlzonta] and vertlcal wend profiles near the subsolar and





SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing,reducevalue to:
Low Altltude Reference 0.5
REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
i Radius(km) Interval(km) Radius (km) Interval(km) Radius (km)
6130 1 6050
! CUMULATIVEVALUE PROFILEAPPLICABLE c-13
PRIMARYTARGETS
TargetsAre: Subsolar, polar, and antlsolar
Proportionof Total ValueDeterminedby PrimaryTargets: 0.9t
i Use TargetCurve P-9
i Use SummationScheme PAR - 3
t
SECONDARYTARGETS
TargetsAre: Between primary targets
Use TargetCurve S-5
Use Linear Accumulation Rate of: 0.5
i n 17_- m n
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SCIENCE QUESTION 21
Determine tile magnitude and frequency spectrum of the turbulence versus
altitude near the subsolar, polar, and antlsolar points.
APPLICABLE INSTRUMENTS Proportion of Contribution
Accelerometers 1.0
I
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Low Alt_tude Reference 0.5
" REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
I Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km) Interval (km) Radius (km)
, 6130 1.0 6050
CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE APPLICABLE C-13
PRIMARY TARGETS
Targets Are: Subsolar, polar, and antlsolar
Proportion of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 0.9
Use Target Curve P-9
Use Summation Scheme PAR - 3
SLCONI)ARYTARGETS
Targets Are: Between primary targets
Use Target Curve S-5
Use Linear Accumulation Rate of: 0.5
• " -c _ C _,_m_.-" , ..._,_m
1970016842-085
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SCIENLLQULSTION 22
St:;ir(:h for LriH],_i(,nt J il4ht phenomena during de,_cent
APPLIf.ABLL IIISFI4UIII.NIS l'roportion of Contribution
,Solar I(ad lollleter 1.0
t
SUPPORTINGMEASUREMENTS If missing, reduce value to:
Low Altltude Reference 0.75
, REQUIREDMEASUREMENTINTERVAL
•_ Radius (kin) Interval (kin) Radius (kin) Interval (kin) _adius (Fm)
61 i0 I.0 6050
, I





Targets Are: Any target
I Proportion of Total Value Determined by Primary Targets: 0.0
_ Use Target Curve P-7
i Use Summation Scheme --
SECONDARYTARGETS
Targets Are: Any target
Use TargetCurve s-8
Use Linear Accumulation Rate of: 0.5
iii iii .... mm
1970016842-086
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CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE C-1






D-30 MCR-79-89 (VoI III)
CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE C-3
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CUMULATIVE VALUE PROFILE C-5
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CUMULATIVEVALUEPROFILEC-9
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I)-38 MCR-70-89 (Vol III)
CUHULATIVEVALUEPRC)FILEC-ll
1970016842-097
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CUMULATIVEVALUEPROFILEC-12
1970016842-098
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A. GENERALDESCRIPTION
1. Introduction
The Venus multiple probe evaluation model is a digital pro- _
gram specifically designed to evaluate the effectiveness with
which various competing mission configurations answer the ques-
tions which form the science objectives f_r the 1975 Venus oppor-
tunity. The program is written [n FORTRAN IV and is arranged
such that au [BM l13(J computer wlth a dlsk ._mory car,_;_ used to
ensure a rapid turn-around time.
A scientific analysis has been made for 22 que_t!ons to be
answer¢_ about the Venus atmosphere. This analysis includes the
contributions of instruments and target _ites in answering the
questions. Numerical information from the scientific analysis
is stored in permanent files in the i130 computer. !
The mission configuration (proVes, instruments, and charac-
terlstics)_ which is input for evaluation, is stored in a set of !
temporary files. An evaluation is made by th_ mGdel for each _
question. The values for the different questions are adde," to
give the total valbe for the mission° The switches on the I130
computer are used for selecting alternatives in the program for
calculations or outputs.
A mainline program, nine subroutine programs, and an auxiliary
program compose the model. The purpose of the various subprosrams
is described below.
2. MainlineProgram- MISEL
The mainline program reads mission input date, pruvides approprt-
.iv minxlon d_mtn printouts, stores mlnslon (lain In the proper disk
.......... _J._--.... . ,._ _.... 7_,_, ' :-"
1970016842-116
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files, and directs tileprogram through the various calculation
subroutines. The only calculation performed by MJSKL is the
trigonometric transformation of th_ probe site's latitude and
longitude to a more convenient distance (PSI) and inclination
angle (TIII._TA)around the referen_'e point (chosen as the subsolar
I
point).
3. Target Value Subroutine - TAVI_,K,PSI,TIIETA,TV)
When called, this subroutine reads the target value curves
for the kth question from Permanent File 8. The curves are values
for various planet locations (PSI, THETA). The subroutine per-
forms a two-dimensional interpolation in the indicated set of
curves (with ISI : 1 for primary target zones and ISl - 2 for
secondary zones). The interpolation is made for the input values
of PSI and THETA, _nd the desired target value (TV) is returned
to the calling p_ gram.
4. Samplim Fa.__ctor Subroutine - SAMPLII,J_K_SF )
W_.en called, this subroutine compares the de igneu measure-
ment range and sampling interval in seconds for the jth instru-
ment on the ith probe with the requirea measurement range and
radius interval for the kth question. The subroutine re_4s the
desigr _ange and time interval from Temporary File 3 for the jth
i_._tr_ .nt on the ith probe, rea,_ the descent time profile for
'_ ith probe from File 2, and calculates the varying design
radius interval. After reading the required delta radius llst
from Permanent File 7, the sampling interval ratio (VAL) -- a
ratio of the required-to-design radius interval -- is determined,
and all such ratios are averaged to provide a measure of how well
the instrument sampling compares with the requirement.
This subroutine also reads the cuml,lative value profile for
the kth question from Permanent File 6, and, utilizing this curve,
the difference in the cumulative values for the top of the meas -_
urement range and the bottom provides a fraction of the total
ig700iG842-i i7
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measurement achieved by the instrument. This fraction is called
the sampllng range fraction (VALP). The product of this fraction
and the sampling interval ratio is the sampling factor (SF),
which is returned to the ca111ng program. If Switch 6 is on,
these three values are printed out each time the subroutine is
l
called. A secondary switch option prints out only VALF and VAL,
and is used with an auxiliary program that is not described in
this document.
5. CalculationSubroutines- CALl thruCAL7
The calculation subroutines have the primary purpose of find-
ing the fraction of the question which has been answered by the
mission configuration (question value) and a secondary purpose of
determining the relative contributions of the various instruments
and probes. Tb= computer core memory capacity limits these sub-
routines to about four questions, The purpose of the seven sub-
routines is listed below.
Subroutine Us__.ee
CALl Calculates low- and high-altitude ref,-
erences and a pressure/temperature ref-
erence for each probe. These values
are a prerequisite to many of the
questions to follow.
CAL2 Calculates question values for ques-
tlons i, 2, 3, and 4. !
CAL3 Ca!=_lates Q(5), Q(6), Q(7), and Q(8).
CAL4 Calculates Q(9), Q(10), Q(II), and q(12).
CAL5 Calculates Q(13), Q(14), Q(15), Q(16),
and Q(17).
CAL6 Calculates Q(18), Q(19), Q(20), Q(21),
, and Q(22).
_, CAL7 R_c_-Ives the accumulated question val-
ues allotted to the altitude and pres-
_ sure/temperature references and furtherf
;_ divides these values among the various
•_' pressure, temperature, acceleration,
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6. Permanent File Lo,adin9 Program
An auxiliary program, not directly a part of the model, is
used to read card data into the permanent files while a second
portion of this program reads the information just filed and pro-
vides a data printout.i
B. DATAINPUTMODES
Two data input modes are available by using Data Switch 5.
I. Multiple Case Mode ISwitch 5 On)
Successive sets of mission configuration data can be evaluated,
or a single set of data can be run with two or more computational
options in effecT.
2. Single Case Mode (Switch 5 Off)
A single set of mission data is read and evaluated; the pro-
gram is then recycled to accept and evaluate any pertinent data
changes to single probes in sequence.
C. COMPUTATIONALOPTIONS
Four computational options are available; these are listed
below.
i. IdealCase (Switches2 and 3 On)
With thza option, Subroutines TAVI and SAMPL are switched out;
therefore, no degradation is calculated for the distance between
the ideal target zones and the actual entry sites, nor is the deg-
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2. SamplingFactorOnly (Switch2 On and Switch3 Off)
Wltl, tlzLsoptlon, the target value subroutine is switched out,
but tilesampllng factor is computed.
3. TargetValueOnly (Switch2 Off and Switch3 On)
Wlth thls option, the sampling factor subroutine is switched
i
out, but tiletarget value is computed.
4. All ,DegradationComputed(Switches2 and 3 Off)
Both targeting and sampling degradations are computed.
D. PRINTOUTOPTIONS
i. Printoutof MissionData (Switch7 Off)
The program normally prints the input mission configuration
data, including the number and title of each probe, and the
probe's target point, reliability, and descent time profile. For
each instrument, the instrument index, title of the instrument
value index and sampling range, and tlme interval are printed.
With Switch 7 on, the tlme-consumlng printout of this information
is omitted.
2. Printoutof Probe-lnstrumentMap (Switch4 On)
As a replacement for the complete mission data printout, a
probe-lnstrument map (a matrix of all the instrument index values
for all the instruments) is printed. Thls map Is then a concise
listing of all the mission instruments, probe by probe.
3. Printoutof RelativeInstrumentValue (SwitchI Off)
The relative contribution of each instrument, the target val-
ue, and tl,ccontribution of eacl_ r,robe Is normally printed out
for each question and for each probe. When Switch 1 is turned on,
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4 Printoutof Samplin_FactorData (Switch6 On)
With Switch 6 on, tileprobe index, the instrument index, the
question index, the sampling range fraction, the sampling interval
ratio, and the resulting sampling factor are printed out each time
the subroutine SAMPL is called. This option provides visibility
I
into the sampling factor calculation.
E SUMMARYOF COMPUTERSWI,CHOPTIONS
The switches are arranged so that normal operation 14 obtained
with all switches turned off. A brief summary of the switch mean-












6 I, J, K, VALP, VAL,SF
Output
7 MissionData Output
8 VALP, VAL Output
F. INPUTDATA FORMAT
Only five types of data input cards are required for the eval-
uation program. Those inputs requiring fixed-point integers are
.... L.._i__
1970016842-121
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marked with (FP), and must be right-adjusted in tileindicated
field. All other numbers must contain a decimal point. The
space left for titles can be left blank if so desired.
i. Mission Card
' l [Number/ of Probes Considered In the Mission (FP)Mission Title (40 spaces)
L32
The mission title should be centered in the 40-character
field. A maximum of I0 probes is provided for.
2. ProbeDataCard
Number of Instrument on Probe (FP)
Number of Points in Probe's Descent
Time Profile (FP)
_ 4 8 12 13 41 51 61 71
The number of instruments refers to the number listed. For
example, using the single input mode case, a 2 in Column 4 would
mean that changes are being made to two instruments, and that
one of the instruments could be eliminated by giving it a value
of zero while the other instrument could be added to the subject
probe, i
An aribtrarily-asslgned index number for each of five ideal
i target zones are listed below:
! i. Subsolar Zone 4. Morning Terminator
i 2. Polar Zone; Zone; !
3. Evening Terminator 5. Antisolar Zone;Zone;
These index numbers are assigned to each probe on the basis of |
the zone closest to the probe's actual entry point. Due to the
t
............... III I.................... ._- T-_-. . ......._'_ ._,. ,.
1970016842-122
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importance of the subsolar point, at least one probe of each dis-
tinctive type, closest to the subsolar point, is always desig-
nated with a number i.
Core space is provided for 20 pairs of pGints in the descent
time profile. The probe title should begin in Column 13. The
latitude and longitude are given in decimal degrees, measured in
plus and minus directions from the subsolar point. The value of
type is assigned as follows:
0 = Descent Probe;
1 = Balloon Probe.
3. Descent Time Card
Highest Radius in Profile
c Natural Log of Time from a Constant Time Reference
T
LLog Time for Lowest Radius
on Card
L Lowest Radius on Card
The program is limited to 20 pairs of points, four on a card.
4. Instrument Card
Instrument Index (FP)
2 4 33 38 43 48 53 58 63 68 73
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The Instrument index Is a set of arbitrarily-assigned numbers
as follows:






, 4. Mass Spectrometer;
13. Transponder;
5. Thermal Radiometer;




8. Cloud Particle Number, 16. Electron Density and
Density and Size;
Temperature;
9. Cloud Particle Compo- 17. UV Photometer.
sition;
The instrument title should start in Column 5.
An assigned value index of 1.0 means the instrument is on
the probe and is working perfectly. Similarly, a value of zero
indicates the instrument never works. Values between 1.0 and 0.0
can be assigned to indicate various levels of instrument complex-
: ity or reliability.
The meaning of the symbols in the Design Measurements List :
can be illustrated by the following examples:
i) 6030. 10. 6120. 20. 6050. 20.
HI DTI Hx DT 2 H3 DT3
The instrument is started at a radius of 6130 km and
sampled every i0 sec until the radius is 6120 km; at
this time, the sampling rate is decreased to once
_ every 20 sec until impact (when radius is 6050 km);
; 2) 6150. I0. 6130. 9999. 610u. 20. 6050.
H 1 DT1 H2 lYr2 H3 DT 3 H_
i In this example, the instrument is turned on at aradius of 6150 km and sampled every I0 sec until the
radius is 6130 km; at this time, the instrument is
! '-- i
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turned off (accomplished by having a large time inter-
val, D'f2). Tile instrument is again sampled from 6100
km to 6050 km every 20 sec. Note that the last time
Interval is not requlrc.d.
For l)allon probes, tileflotation radius Is entered as lly (II._,
if there are two balloons at the.same location). II is made to
read tilesame as tilelast helght ll.qted (elther 112or II_). The
values of liTare not used.
5. Change Card
Index of Probe to be Changed
I i
4
When tile blank card that normally follows a set of mission
data cards contains a number in Column 4, it indicates to the
program that a change is to be made in some of the data pertain-
ing to the probe having that index number° The index number in-
volved is not the ideal target zone index that may be assigned
to several probes_ but rather the order number of the probe orig-
inal listing, which is not a card input.
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G. ASSEMBLYOF DATAINPUT
I. Sin_le Case Mode.(Switch 5 Off)
,_I[sslon Card
' Probe Card )
Card _ #t least one, but not more than five cards.Velocity
Velocity Card
Instrument Card
I One card required for each instrument on the
Instrument Card { probe.
Probe Card
Repeat the above for each probe in the mis-
sion.
! Only needed if the mission is to be changed.Change Card
Probe Card _ Required even if the change is only velocity
! or instrument.
Velocity Cards _ Required.
i At least one required; instruments added with
Instrument C_rd normal Instrument card or deleted by repeat-
ing tile same instrument card with value settO zero,
I For this mode D the same sequence of cards is
required up to the change card. Instead of
Multiple Case
Mode (Switch the change card, a blank card is required be-
5 On) tween missior._. The same mission can be re-
loaded more conveniently if two blank cards
are placed at the end of the missi n
H. "'EMPORARYFILES
Files I thzu 4 arc loaded by Subroutine MISEL while the mls-
sion data are bein_ read in. Fl_e 5 is set to zero by CALl, and
_ is added to by subsequent subroutines. A brief description of
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1. File 1
This file stores the, Input mission data of iS1, TIILTA, relia-
bility, and type for each probe. .-_
2. File 2
This file stores the input descent time profll_ for each
' probe.
3. File 3
This file ._tores tht,Input design meas.rement ll_t for each
instrument on each probe.
4. File 4
This file stores tileinput value index for each instrument
on eacl: probe.
5. Fi'Je5
This file stores the calculated values for each instrument on
each probe which are accumulated for each question.
I. PERMANENTFILES
The permanent files contain data pertain!ng to a part of tl,e
questions that make ap the science objectives of the mission.
Once it has been determined that tile values accurately define the
questions, the permanent files wlll not be altered so that true
comparisons can be made between competing mission configurations.
The four permanent files are described below.
I. File 6 - CumulativeValue Profile m_
Each question primarily :efers to a given phenomenon to be
measured, The relative value of each sampling of the measurement
m
varies greatly as tile probe descends through th6 atmosphere. The
cumulative value curve is the integral of these re]atxve values.
It has a value of one at the surface and of zero at an infinitely
high altitude. Note that there are a total of 26 sets of points;
u •
1970016842-127
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_Lnefirst four provide information for calculating the altitude
and pressure/temperature references in CALl. Space is provided °
for a maximcm of i0 pairs of points for each curve.
2. File 7 - RequiredDeltaRadiusList
The pairs of points in this list give the radlub (k,n)and the
J
radius interval (km) that should be sampled. Space is _ovlded
in the program for five pairs of points (four different sa_npling j
intervals). Again, the first four sets of entries are used to
calculate the altitude and pressure/temperature references.
3. File 8 - TargetValue Curves
In these curves, values are first given for each question for
the primary target zones (ISl = i), and then for the secondary
target zones (ISI 2). ThL values are for points on three great
circles passing through the subsolar and antisolar points. The
first (WI) passes through the evening ter.,inator, the second
(WV2) crosses the pole, and the third (WV3) pas=L_ t|.rough the
morning terminator. Values are given for var!ou_ distances fron
the subaolar point (WPSI). Space is provided for _._ht sets oi _:
points on each curge.
4. File 9 - TarRetin9 Parameters
For each question, this file provides 13 values r:lating to
targeting.
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The first 10 numbers are pairs of values relating to the five
possible ideal target sites. The first number of each pair is
the target value to be used for that ideal target site in the
event that the target values are not calculated (Switch 2 on).
i The number In each pair is an Index for that Ideal target site;
I
- tillsnumht,r Is set to 1 if tilesite is a primary site for the par-
ticular question, but Is _et to 2 If tlresite Is secondary for
that question.
Tileeleventh value, WP, is the fraction of the total question
value that is obtainable from primary target sites. The last two
values, PAR and SAR, are the primary and secondary acc_,ulatlon
rates for determlnlng the manner in which the value from each
probe is accumulated to obtain the question value.
d. SAMPLEPROGRAMPRINTOUT
Table E-I shows a partial printout of a sample mission. The
printout has been annotated to illustrate the various output and ...._
program options.
K. PROGRAMCOMPUTATIONALSCHEME
The actual method of computing the value achieved for each '_
question can best be unde-stood by referring to the program flow
diagrams (Fig. E-l, Sheets 1 thru 29) and to the symbol eimrt
(Table E-2). Sheets 1 and 2 of Fig. E-1 provide an overview of
the computational scheme and the interfaces between the various
s ui)p rograms.
_ "__,_3_7z_',,,,,_-.,_,._,,_,,,:,_,_:,,,;,,.,.' ;.... '._ .......
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Table E-I Misslon Effectiveness Venus Krobe Trail Misslon
LAT LONG REL OESCENT VELOCITY |RAOIUS(KMI-VELUCITY{MISECI|
SMALL BALLISTIC PROBE 5UBSLR O*0 0*O 0*90 61GO, 4500. 6135. 4500. 61Z0. 102, 6090. 3W*
6050* 9. 6040* O*
VALUE SAMPLING RATE ISTARTING RADIUSt_MI-|NTERVALtSECI|
2 PRESSURE SENSOR 1.00 6130, O*OS 6120o 0.45 6050* 0.4_ O* O*UU
3 TEMPERATURE SENSOR 1.00 6130o 0.05 61Z0. 0*45 6050* 0.45 O* 0.U0
| ACCELEROMETER 1.00 6200* 0.05 6120. 0,4_ 6USU* 0*45 0, U*UU
b SOLAR RADIOMETER 1.00 6130. 0*05 61_0. 0.4_ 6050* O.kS 0. 0.00
5 THERMAL RADIOMETER 1.00 61)0. O*OS 6220* 0*45 6050* 0*45 O* 0.00
13 TRANSPONDER 1.O0 6130* 0.10 612U* 0,90 60_0. U*90 0* 0*UU
PROBE-INSTRUMENT MAP
ROBE ACC P 1 _IS TR SR N CPN CPC EIC kB DR XPR ION HMS ELL UV VALUE
1 hO0 1.00 1.00 0,00 hOO hO0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 1*00 0,00 0.00 0,U0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
* 2 hO0 1.00 1,00 0.00 hOO 1.00 0.00 O*OV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0o 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 O*OU 0,00
* 3 1.00 1.00 1.00 0*00 1*00 1.00 O.uU 0.00 0.00 0.00 _.00 U*OU 1.00 0.00 O*OU 0.00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0*00
4 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0*00 U*OU 0.00 0.00 O*UU 0.00 O*OU
5 0,00 1.00 1.00 0.00 O.UO hO0 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 U*00 O,UU 0*0U 0*00 _*OO
6 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 hOO 1.00 1*00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1*00 1.00 0.0_ u.ou 0.00
7 O*O0 1.00 1.00 0,00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 1.00 0.00 0.00 O*UO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 0,00 1.00 1.00 0,00 0.00 1.00 0*00 0*00 0,00 0.00 0000 0*00 1.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00
i _Jw_n:_ar Or c'_J_w_p_"rars_"
TARGETING VALUE ON _ _-_ SAMPLIMG FACTOR ON _r_lVsT¢/_ _ 4_"
i PROBE .,. ALTI'UOERE EREMCEPR.SURE,,EMPERA,._L. L,,,U.NE.RENCE
i i o..o O,lO o.69o P_, _2 O*SRO 0.810 0.690O.380 0*8|0 0.690 _ _8.4[_A_ _?
| _ 0.000 o,szo 0.690 V_ _Es A_u.a_ s
s 0.000 O.alO 0.690 p_,._eo6 0*841 0.810 0.969
I 7 0.000 0*639 0.6138 0,000 0,639 0.613
f
1 RELATIVE VALUE CONTRIBUTED BY EACH INSTRUVENT
ROBE TV A¢C P T M/S TR SR N CPN CPC E/C AR OR XPR ION HMS ELC UV ALTH P/T ALTL VALUE
1 ]*00 0*00 o.e0 0.00 o.e0 0.00 0.00 0-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O*JO 0.00 0.00 0.00 O*OO 0*00 O*OJ 0*00 0.00 _.00 0.000
2 0*84 0*00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 O,Oq 0*00 0.00 0.00 O.Ou O*UO O,UU 0*00 0.00 0.00 O*UO0
3 O*_9 O,B0 0*00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0*00 0*00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0.0_ 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.0_ 0-000
4 _*00 0*00 0*00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O*OO 0.00 0*00 0.00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0.00 0.00 U*O0 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.000
S 0*64 0*00 0*00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0*00 0,00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0,0U U*OU U*Ou U*OO 0.00 0,00 0.000
6 0._7 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0*00 0.18 0.00 0*03 0.07 0*07 0.0_ 0*00 0*)75
? O*SA 0*00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0,00 0*00 0,0U 0.00 U*O0 0.00 0,u0 0*00 U*Uu _*Ov _*O- 0.000
B 0*64 0*00 0.00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0*00 0*00 0.00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0*00 0*00 0.00 0*00 0.00 0.0_ 0._ V,G0 0.00 0.000
0.375 ""%'
,kw_,,_,wm-Vm,u_ _m,,ww,wm 3 OUESTIO_z VALUE 0.507OUESTION 3 VALUE 0*375
#_ .._,_#r_'@# ._t_ #_ 0_ _UESTION 4 VALUE 0*353
O_J_ _)_T'_ _ra_ J_H_._t.) QUESTION 5 VALUE 0.643
_QUESTION 0*490
"'v--QuESTION _ VALUE O*TT3
Im B Ju 2 K_ 8 ACCUMULATED VALUE m 1.000 DELTA _I_HT VALUE= 0*999 SAMPLINO VALUE_ 0.99V
QUESTIOM 6 VALUE 0.835
OUESTION 9 VALUE 0.301
_ _,_ __'/9_'" _-- _Ac_ 0_0 OU[STION 10 VALUE 0,$34Q ESTION 11 0*257
_)_l_4s_ Jf._Nd_J_srcW__._ OUESTION 12 VALUE 0._02_'ES_ION 13 VA_UE 0.6_1
J_'_ 15 O_ _ QUESTION 14 VALUE 0.586QUESTION IS VALUE 0.313
QUESTION 16 VALUE 0,_39 "*
QUESTION 17 VALUE 0._32
QUESflON 10 VALUE 0,602 _-_ _,&S_J _&_U_
QU[STIO_19 VALUE0,000 _,_a.= p,t*_,,.,rm'D_
QUESTION 20 VALUE 0.761 _r_-_ j
QUESTION _1 VALUE 0.9_5
QUESTION 22 VALUE 0,999
TOTAL MISS|OM VALUE 1_*_4]
SUMMARY OF A_UMULATED INSTNUM_NT VALUES
_OBE AE¢ P T N/S TR SR N CPN CPC ElL AR OR XPR ION HMS ELC UV VALUE
1 O,A6 0.4_ 0.00 0*00 0.21 0*30 0*00 0*00 0.00 0,00 0*00 0,00 0.12 0.00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*0U 0_00 0*00 1.64_
!2 O*$S 0.41 0.00 0*00 0._1 0.210*OU U*UO 0,00 0*00 0.00 O*OU 0.1_ 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00 1.407
0*27 0*34 0.08 0*00 0.21 0.12 0*00 0.00 0,00 O,CO 0,00 0,00 0,05 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 U,00 0*00 0*00 1.10_
4 0*00 0*S| 0._9 0.00 U*00 0.30 0._ U,U0 0*4_ Ozgb 0*U0 _*d_ U*UU U*UU U*UU UeUU UIVU V*_U UiUJ U*OV I*TSN
5 0,00 0*02 0,00 0,00 0,0(} 0,15 0.00 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 0*00 0,00 0*00 0,0_ 0,00 U*UU 0*00 0*00 0.00 0._09
6 0.S4 0,40 0.19 0,69 0.20 0*25 0.1_ 0. T1 0,43 0.10 0*33 0.03 0.05 0.21 0.4_ O*_Y 0*4i O*UO U*OU U*00 S,iS)
T 0.00 0.01 0*00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0*00 U*UO 0,00 O*OU 0*0U 0*00 0.00 0*U0 U*uO U*00 UiUU U*UU U*UU U*00 0.157 "_
9 0.00 0.01 0*00 0*00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0o00 0*00 0*00 0*U0 OeOV 0*00 UoUU 0.00 UeOU 0*00 0.157
m
...."" i Inn? Ill I I
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pKECEDIblG PAGE BLANK NOT RIMED,.
EVALUATION biODEL
TOP LEVEL FU3W DIAGRAM
f IiiIll .....
---r _ i V-
PS I TIETA REL H DT
i
! "°EXXI(1) EXX2(1) F.,XXJ(1)= ZX(J)• REL • Z'V• SF ....... - _
I "°
ALL APPLICABLE INSTRUMP,NTS "_- _ NVI, NV2, WV3,
1 ' iI ' i_U_...
PVi,kINSTRUMENT=f(EKXK(I)'s)EQUATIONS 1 1 ---:'_-PROBE VALUE ALLOTMF_NT I
_"'_" [.P._S+ (1-_P)• sv__.s1
J
NO PVI,k L i;v_ svT[ I!
' PVS PVT SVS SVT
[ PVT ==ZFVi'k l I l PALOT EXXX(1) 'S
_='SAR'PVI'k PS I P = FVTI(2 I)AR-3) L ,,,
SVS
, , _S'_L_NT VAI_ AL_NT
SAR gX(J) == f(PALOT, EI(_(1)'S)
_s.w_(_-_) • svs
i
tl _ ! 1
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•anent File _'-} Output Format _/_ Consnon
"--- Number




























j([), IS(L),MM,'BS(L.),L = 1,7
A [ATsALO_ ,REL,TYPE
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i
_o 0 101 r,
]_FO T£T_
102 Hisslon Data Pc(nCout
WRITE _'_ Opt ton
t,
(Z(H),V(S),H = X,4) J
(SS(L),L = 1,7),^LAT,ALO_C,UL _








FOR I AM ..MM 1
NEW
CASE fl =, I
PS /_'fHETA_REL_T'fPEJ
-- I F[
, (Z(M),V_),M = ],
III IIII II I
..... _,_=_-_ • / I I
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)(;RAN _














>  Changein Case 2_
I _u_u'r_. _ (_o,,t)
Sheet 5
#
r .............:"'"-_._,,.. . , -, ,..,....__ _ I I I
mi sial
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r ..... ]iJA .,., JJ (]:-)i_[-,,,.--,]
RECYCLE f
FOR [ k ,.:AI_
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NO W_ Mission Data Printout
,. Y Opt ion
(:, WRITE ,DT(L)',L )_
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--I
I 106 RECYCLE
CHANGE PAGE _ FOR
120
WRITE TITLE Probe-lnstrument CHANGE
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IOGRAM





















































El . KI+'I 4"
K]L-I
i vA_ - wcl2)-wclt)
FOLOO_rr -t" [
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....1LL m AL






- VAL ,.. (2.*(V&C(2)'#q'AC(3))-V&C(_, WAC(3))/3
VAI,IPo O.
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L = 1,8),I _ 1,2_
Li L+l
'$I(I,L 1




















DO 17 I-- 1, II
lie 4
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CAL 1
CALCULATION SUBROUTINE CAL 1
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(cont)
,t 17 )
,,,,, I _ i !
_ --.--._--::_-.,.___ :7-!:.i_,_-_,.=_,i_i,_,_., T_,_II'ram, I
" " ' _ N
1970016842-164
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RU CAL 6
!
DO 95 K-- I, 4 for CAL 2
DO 95 K = 5, 8 for CAL 3 !
DO 95 K = 9, 12 for CAT.,4
DO 95 K =. 13p 17 for CAL 5
DO 95 K- 18, 22 for CAL 6
- K for CAL 2
i K-4 for CAL 3
K-8 for CAL 4
K-12 for CAL 5
17 for CAL 6
DO 70 I = I, II
i , , , ,,
Target Value
__ • ,, , J
FOLDOU'_.F_ nt)
1970016842-166
SUBROUTLNES CAL 2 THRU
Q
' I IlqSTRUNENTDETERNINATID_
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2 THRU CAL 6
-_ DO 00 J = I, 20
iT VAMIK See Sheet: 26 ._
Ftg. E-I (cont)
_++_.++_.,+.. P!l_l I I
'+++ / + +_+_+ ' "/" " I
1970016842-168
SUBROUTII_ CAL 2 I'HRUCA
!
I II_PVT/(2*PAR-3) ]











DO 90 I,- 1, II
Sheet 20
-.. l!lll! ' 'I_ I
1970016842-170
J - 20
_-............._ l I ' , ,
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MCR-70-89 (Vol III) E-57 and E-58
b*XSK*SVS/SVT) i
75 J - !, 20
J
_.s j (See Sheet 27)
"7 J _ 1, 20
t




SUBROUTINES CAL 2 THRU CAL
f








K-4 for CAL 2
.I_ K-8 for CAL 3
K-12 for CAL 4
K-17 for CAL S





SUBROUTINES CAL 2 THRU CAL 6
QUESTION 4 QUESTION 5 QUESTION 6
!. ! i '
Lq
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MCR-70-89 (Vol III) E-61 and E-62
_AL 6
1970016842-176




I EP(I) = SF*EP(1) I I" ET(I) = SF*ET(I) i I EMS(I) --SF*_MS(1) I
QUESTION 12
I _,_-_*_',*_ i [ " ' 1 I ' * I
YES YES ,, YES ...... i
i I i
I I I ,,(_)-s,,,,,,(_)j i ,,,_>-_,,,_c_>1
i (_ ....... 1
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MCR-70-89 (Vol III) E-63 and E-64
CAL 6
SUBROUTINES CAL 2 THRU CAL 5
QUESTION 14 QUESTION 15 QUESTION 16
[ ECPC(I) " TV*REL*EX(J) I I ECPN(I) = TV*REL*EX(J) ] [ EEC(I) ," TV*REL*EX(J) l
• I ! I
i ECPC(I) ----SF*ECPC(I) I I" ,._,_<_>-, c_<_>1 I EEC(L,) . SF*EEC(I) l
QUESTION 19 QUESTION 20
I
-- - . IF"
4- o
_-_ ;_v._-_,_ i_ _ ' i'- " I_ -_'-
i i ' " !
1970016842-179
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SUBROUTINES CAL 2 THRU C_
QUESTION 1 QUESTION 2 QUESTION 3
7 (.5+.5*ALTH r,I))*(.8+.2*IZ (I
* (. 5-l-. 5*ALTH(I) )* (. 8_-. 2*IY (I))[',, *(. 5+. 5*ALTH(I))i, "------J
QI_£ION 5 QUESTION b QUESTION 7
# # Q
(.5+.5*ALTH(1) )*(.94".I*PT(I)) (.8+ '*EPI (I)) (.8_. 2*ALTH(1))*(. 7.#-.3*PT( I
QUESTION 9 QUESTION I0 QUESTION II
.
(. 84-. 2*PT (I))* (. 5"F.5*ALTL(I) ) (. 54-. 5*ALTL (I))* (. 8 l 2*PT(I)) (, 84".2*PT(Z))
QUESTION 13 QUESTION 14 QUESTION 15
O . @
_(_._>_.<s_s<o+.2_<i>>I FV(I, K4) = ECPC(I)* I PV(I,_) m £CIM(I)*
* (.54-.5*PT (I))* (.5_.5*ALTL(1) ) l (.5_. 5ALTL(I))*(. 2_.8*PT(£)) I (.54".5*ALTL(I))I
l _ _l
QUESTION 18 QUESTION 19 OUESTIO_I 20
(.5_-.5*ALTL (I)) (.8,#-.2*PT (1))*(.54-.5*ALTL (1)) 4f,DR (1))/4"(.5.1-.5*ALTL(I,))
1970016842-181




'(I)* FV(I,K4) --EUV3(I)* CAL 2
_. 2*IZ (I)) (. 5+. 5*ALTH(I) )i
QUESTION 8




"2(t)* ] PV;,_.g4) .. (,5_N(I)'I-.3*EPC(I) I CAL 4
)) J +.2*ET(1))*(.2_-.8*ALTL (i)) J
5 QUESTION 16 QUESTION 17
I)) (.5*.5*PT(t)) (.5_-.5*ALTL(I))
_.[ i
9 OUE$TION 21 QUESTION 22






SUBROUTINES CAL 2 THRUCAL
CAL 2 CAL 3 PAL 4
EX(16) = PALOT/PV(I,I{A)* [ EX(I8) ,,,PALOT/PV(I, K4)* I EX(19) -- PAIDT/PV(I, K4)*
IY(1)*(.0357*EION (I)4- , (.225_-.OI67*PT(I))* ,i PT(1)*EMSI (1)*(.054-
.0143*EUVI (I)+.0238" ECPN (1)*ALTH(I) , .033*ALTL(T))
E ION(I)*ALTH (T)4".O095" !l
EUVI(I)*ALTH(I)) EX(19) --FALOT/FV(I,K4)* i EK(20) = PALOT/PV(I, K4)*
EX(18) ==PALOT/PV(I.K4)* ' (.025+. 0167*ALTH(I_* ] ALTL(I)*EMSI(1)*
ALTH(I)*(. 1429" ECPC(I)*PT(I) (.2+.033*PT(I))
, EIO_(I)_.o571*zovL(i)_ I .
•"0238"E ION (I)*IT(I)_'0095.EUVI (I)) i EX(8).= PALOT-EX (18)-EX(19) -- [ EX(4) - PALOT-EX (19)-EX(20) i
 vAL-(F  -EXO6>-EX(18Q S,ION Q S,IO.@ I0
/(5*EION (Z)_'2*EUVI(I)) .....
zx(2)- PALOZ/_(I,KA)* | ZXO9) - PAtOT/_(I,K4)*
EX(14) = RVAL*5*EION(I) .05*EACC(I)*EPI(I) _ EMS2(1)*I_(1)*(.OYr
.033.^L7_ (r) )
EX(17) = RVAL*2*Eb'VI(I) -'I EK(1) = PALOT-EX(2)
Qvzszlo.2 | QUESz_ z -zx('2o)"-PALOZ/r,,(Z.K4)*
EX(18) = PALOT/PV(I, K4)* I _) EMS2(I)*ALTL(I)*(.24-
l - , .... -- O33*PT(1))
_'-- EX(18) PALOT/PV (I,K4)*
ALTH(1)* (.0179*EH_ (I)4"
.o7t4,zwz(O) =(.o7_.o2,_r(O)_cPc(z) _Ex(4)=_ALOZ-ZX('I'9)-ZX(20) -
*ALTH(I) ....
RVAL -- (PALOT-EX(18))/ _ QUESTION0 tl(5*EHMS(I)4-2*EUV2(I)) EX(19) = PALOT/PV(I, K4)* T
-- EX(15) 5*Emqs(I)*RVAL (.12_'.02*ALTH(_*ECPC(I) EX(19) ==PALOTIPV(I,K4)* ]
- *PT(I) 05*BNS2(Z)*PT(Z)zx(17)- _*ZWZ'(X)*SVAL--_ !
QUESTION 3 EX(9) = PALOT-EX(18)-EX(19) "1= [ EK(4) -- PALOT-BX(19) _-
(.2*EELC (1)*ALTIi(I)4- QUEST tON 8 QUESTIO.'q 12 =
_.-- .
[
ALTtI(1)) EX(20) = PAILR/FV(I,I(4)* EK(7) ,,,,PAIDIIFV(I, g4)*
(. 16*EP(I)$-. 16*ET(I)4-. 08 EN(I)*(. It. 24tALIL (I))
*EMS(Z))*ALTL (I)
zx(14). P,LOTmV(Z.Z_)* -ZX(2)." _m_/_V(X,'_)*
(. 05*EELC (I)*IZ (I)4.'. 0333 " - _.P (I)*(. 064-. 12*ALTL(I))
*EELC(I)*ALTII(1)*IZ(1) EX(4) ,=PALOTIPV(I,K4)* ..
(.04+.0S*aI.TL(Z))*Z_S(Z)_O) = P,WTI_(X.W4)*
_ EX(16) -- PALOT-EX(18)-EX(lt "q_ EX(3) . PALOT/_/(I,K4)* ET(I)*(.O4 LTL(I))
,, e
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_AL 6
CAL 5 CAL 6
Q'JEST[OH _ 13 QUESTION_ 18
ALTL(I)*(. I*EN (I)4-. 0667" .25*ETR (I)*ALTL(I)
_.s(D*PT(Dt-. 02S*_ (D
[ +.0167*_(Z)*_(Z)) _O) - eALCT-_(20)
I EX(19) I,PALOT/PV(I, K4)*
PT(1)*(.I*EN(1)_-.025* QUESTION _ 19E it(I)+.066 7*EN(I)*ALTL(]I
+.OI67*ETR(1)*ALTL(I)) EX(20) = PALOT/PV(I, K4)*
_20)-"'--_ RVAL- (PALOT-EX(20)-EX(19)) EXPRI(I)*ALTL(I)*
/(.8*Es(z)+.2,_ (T)) (.2t.033*PT(X))
EX(7) -- .8*RVAL*EN(I) EK(19) a, PALOT/PV(I,K4)*
Exert(z)*_(z)*
EX(5) -- .2*RVAL*ETR(1) -- (.05"P.033*ALTL(I))
[ QUESTION_ 14 EX(13)., PALOT-EX(20)-EX(19]




•-i. EX(20) -- PALOT/PV(I,K4)* ALTL(I)*(EACCI(I) ECPC(I)* TL(I)* (. 05  EXPR2(1)4"£DR (I) )
• 133*PT(T))
ex(z) - eAWZI{IS*_(Z,W,))*
--| _ (19)_PALOT-EX (20)-EX (19) -..I, EACC1(1)* (24-ALTL(I))
EX(12)mPALOT/(16*FV (I,K4))* ,"'",
QtmSTLON_ 15 ZOI(T)*(_AL_(X))
_(20). eAt_/ev(LW+)* ] _x(t3).._u,o_-Ix(20)-IxOt)-ex(_2)_,
.25*ALTL(I)*ECPN (I) _._ " "
QUESTION _ 16 LK (20) u PALOT/PV (I.K_)* ]_ 1
•2_,s,cc2 (I)*ALTL(X)
L _ ,,[ _x(zg). e,_o_/ev(x,_)* _x(x)= esm_-_x(2o) _ !
• 1875*EEC(I)*I_(T)
EX(]_ __ QUESTI.0N(_ 22
))
(3) (_ms_ms t'_ 17 ex(2o) - eku)_/ev(z,_).
.12S*Ua(Z)*k_TL(O
EK(20) m PALOT/PV(I.i_)* EX(6) - PALOT-SK(20)
.25_SR (I)*ALTL(I)





=Acc(z)- Ix(J) J EF(X)= V..X(J) ZT(Z). IX(J) J
_s sec(i), sx(j)
1970016842-185
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FILE 4)
DO 15 J- 1, 20
F_
J















i L_2czxo) = Aczx(ls)-zx(2o).zx(ts)c_czxo) ]ii I.,,:,,., _,_ FIJ, I _o,_-,c_,,_._c,.,_,,_<_,_'1
_, i .,
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Table E-2 Symbol Chart
Program Usage
_Symbol i............. Defin!tion ................ __MISE_L_.SAM____P_.TAy}_.C__ALI{7_....."C-'_/6-
A Cosine of Entry Site Latitude X
ACEX(J) Accumulated Value of the jth instrument X
; AJIJ Number of Points in Cumulative Value Profile
, (_10) X
AJ2J Number of Points in Required Radius List (_5) X
AL Number of Points in Design Measurement List
, (<_4)= LL X
, ALAT Entry Site Latitude X
I
ALONG Entry Site Longitude X
ALTh(1) I Value of Higf1-A]titudeReference on ith Probe X X
ALTL(1) Value of Low-AltitudeReference on ith Probe X X
AM Number of Points in Descent Time Profile (_20) X
B Cosine of Entry Site Longitude X
BS(L) Remarks or Title:
40 Characters for Mission Title,
28 Characters for Probe or InstrumentTitle X
i
C Sine of the Absolute Value of Entry Site Longi- t
rude X
CALl-7 Calculation Subroutines I thru 7 X X X
CV(JI) J1th Value in Cumu]ative Value Profile Xi
D : A*B : Cosine of PSI X
DH(K2) Delta Radius (km) in Required Radius List X
DT(L) : Lth Time Interval (sec) between Samples in De-
sign Measurement List X X '
E ' Cosine of Latitude _ Sine of Longitude X
EACC(1) _rAccelerometer Instrument Value Q6 , X X .,.
EACCI(1) i Accelerometer Instrument Value Q2o , X '
EACC2(1) i Accelerometer InstrumentValue Q21 X
EAR(1) I Altitude Radar Instrument Value (Altitude Ref- '
,I I erence) i I X
, ECPC(1) ; Cloud Composition InstrumentValue Q7 Qi4 X
I
; ECPN(1) ; C]oud Particle Number, Density and Size Qs Q1s X
EDR(1) i Drift Radar InstrumentValue Q2o X
EEC(1) I Evaporimeter/CondensimeterValue Ql6 X!
EELC(1) I Electron Density and Temperacu_'aValue Qz Q3 X
EHMS(1) I High-Altitude Mass Spectrometer Value Q2 , X X
EION(1) I Ion Mass Spectrometer Instrument Value Qz o _ , X
EMS(1) I Mass Spectrometer Instrument Value Qa X
EMSI(1) i Mass Spectrometer Instrument Value Q9 x
EMS2(1) I Mass Spectrometer Instrument Value Q]o QlJ X








Symbol Definition MISEL SAMPL TAV1 CALl/7 ,CAL2/6
EPC(1) Pressure Gauge Instrument Value (Altitude Ref-
erence) X
EPI(1) Pressure Gauge Instrument Value Q_ X
ESR(1) Solar Radiometer Instrument Value Q! Q_L X :
ET(1) Temperature Gauge Instrument Value Q= Ql X X
ETR(1) Thermal Radiometer Instrument Value Q13 QIB X
EUVl(1) UV Photometer Instrument Value Q, X
EUV2(1) UV Photometer Instrument Value Q_ X
EUV3(1) UV Photometer Instrument Value Q. X
EX(J) Value Index for jth Instrument X
EXPRI(1) Transponder Instrument Value Ql9 X
EXPR2(1) Transponder Instrument Value Qzu x
H(L) Radius (km) at Which an Instrument Either Starts,
Stops, or Changes Its Sampling Rate X X
I Probe Index X X X X
I Target Type Index:
ISI = 1 (Primary);
ISI = 2 (Secondary) X
II Number of Probes in Mission X X i X
t
IN Index Number of Probe Affected by Configuration I
Change X , , l
IS(I) Target Zone Index for ith Probe: ' i
1 = Subsolar;
2 = Polar;
3 = Evening Terminator _ :
4 = Morning Terminator , ,
5 = Antisolar X X
ISI Target Type Index: , :
1 = Primary;
2 = Secondary , X : Y
ISK Target Type Binary: 0
0 = Primary;
1 = Secondary ' I X .
,
IT Number of Probes in Mission X ,
IY(1) = I when EELC(1) = 0.1 , , X
IZ(1) = 1 when EION(1) = 0.1 i X
11 Data File Record Index X , i
12 Data File Record Index X X
0
13 Data File Record Index X X :
14 Data File Record Index X , i X X
15 Data File Record Index X i , X X
16 Data File Record Index X _ :




18 Data File Record Index , ' X l







Definition | MISE SAMPL TAV1 ALl/7
.................... _ _....x...........--x....














16 = ElectronDensityand Temperature;




Numberof InstrumentsCarriedon Probe X
Numberof INstrumentson ith Probe X
NumbericalIndexof Instruments X
Indexof Pointsin CumulativeValueProfile X
Indexof Pointsin RequiredDeltaRadiusList X
Numberof Pointsin CumulativeValueProfile X
Numberof Pointsin RequiredDeltaRadiusList X
QuestionIndex- QuestionNumber X X X
Sef,seSwitchIndicators5 (MISEL),8 (SAMPL),and
(CALl/7) X X X X ,"_'
S:nseSwitchIndicators7 (MISEL),6 (SAMPL),and




IndexControllingUse of Subroutines X
Indexof CumulativeValue(AlsoNumberof Sam- _"
plingIntervalRatiosAveraged) _ X
QuestionIndex= i forAccelerometer X
QuestionIndex= 2 for PressureGauge X
QuestionIndex: 3 forAltitudeRadar X
QuestionIndex= K in CAL 2
_ K- 4 in CAL 3 I
= K- 8 in CAL 4 i
= K- 12 in CAL 5 I
K 17 in CAL6 ) Xz t
Indexfor Remarks X I
{Indexfor DesignMeasurementList X X






Symbol Definition MISEL SAMPLTAVl CALl/7 CAL2/6
, "L Index for Target Value Curves X
L Index Equal to IS(1) and Used for Target Zone
Index for Variables PS and TAR X
LL Number of Points in Design Measurement List X X
M Index of Descent Time Profile Points X X
MM I Number of Points in Descent Time Profile X X
!
N i Index of Points in Cumulative Value Profile X
'_ N I Number of Sampling Interval Ratios Averaged Less
:One X
: L
NN Number of Sampling Intervals from Radius wherei
Ratio : 1.0 to End of Measurement Range X
•? P i Total Probe Value (when PAR = 2)
! Total Probe Value/3 (when PAR = 3) XI
PALOT .IValue Allotted to Probe under Consideration X
I
! PAR f Primary Accumulation Rate X
I
PR I Probability of at Least One Radar-Pressure Cor-
I relation X
i PRAD i Value Allotted to Radar-Pressure Combination I X
I
PS(L) i Target Type:
• 2 1 = Primary;
i = Secondary X2I
PSl InAngle of Entry from Subsolar Point (deg) X X X
i PT(1) i Pressure-TemperatureReference of ith Probe X X
PV(I,K) ! Probe Instrument Value for ith Probe with Regard
i to kth Question X
PVS i Special Summation of Probe Instrument Value X
- VT I Total of Prob Instrument Value .',.
Q(K) : Fraction of the Value Achieved for the kth X
i Question
RATIO i PSl Interpolation Ratio in Target Value Curves X
f
REL ) Reliabilityof Probe X X
I lotal Value Achieved by Probe XRV [
RZ(J2) i Radius in J2th Pair of Points in Required DeltaList X
SAR AccumulationRate for Secondary Targets ^
SF Sampling Factor X X X
SVS Special Summatio,1of Probe Instrument Values for
Secondary Targets X
SVT Total of Probe Instrument Values for Secondary
Targets X
TAR(L) Target Value for Lth Ideal Target Site X
TARG(1) T_rget Value for ith Probe X
i TH Trial Radius (km) X
THETA Inclination Angle Measured Counterclockwise "_








TMI Target Value for PSI Measured along Evening ' !
Terminator Great Circle l X
TV2 Target Value for PSl Measured along Polar Great
Circle X
TV3 Target Value for PSI Measured along Morning
Terminator Great Circle X
TYPE Probe type:
= 0 for Descent Probes;
= i for Balloon Probes X X
V(M) Mth Value of Time (Log of Seconds) in Descent
Time Profile X
VAC(KI) KIth Value Interpolatedin Cumulative Value
ProfiIe X
VAL Sampling Interval Ratio X
VALP Sampling Range Fraction X
VT Total Mission Value X X
VX Single-PointSampling Interval Ratio X
WP Fraction of Question Value from Primary Targets X
WPSI(I,L) Value of PSI in Target Value Curves X
WVl(I,L) Target Value along Great Circle through Evening
Terminator X
WV2(I,L) Target Value along Great Circle through Pole X
WV3(_,L) Target Value along Great Circle through Morning
TerminaLor X
X(M) Mth Value of Time (Log of Seconds) in Descent
Time Profile X
XO Log of Time in Seconds Corresponding to a Radius ,
of TH in Descent Profile , X :
XO0 Log of Time after Sampling Time Interval X
Z(M) Mth Radius in Descent Time Profile X X z i
ZOO ' Radius Corresponding to XO0 in Descent _i_
'Profile X * 1
iZV(JI) ! J1th Radius in Cumulative Value Profile X
i
,- , I'II 11 Ig I|
1970016842-193
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The first step is the reading of the mission and probe input
data shown on Sheet 3 and the transformation of the probe entry
latitude and longitude into PSI and THETA on Sheets 4 and 5 (note
that the important mission facts are stored in Temporary Files 1
' and 2). On Sheet 6, the information on each instrument is read
, _ and stored in Temporary Files 3 and 4. Sheet 8 shows the routing
i through the seven calculation subroutines.
I. Determinin9 Altitudeand P-T References
The first step in computing the actual value is diagrammed on
Sheet 16. This consists of a search for the five instruments (on
the probe in question) which form the basis of the pressure-tem-
perature reference and both the high- and low-altitude references.
At least one of these references is used to obtain the question
i value for all questions except Question 6. i
The pressure-temperature reference has a value of one for
any probe that carries both a pressure sensor and a temperature
sensor. The low-altitude reference is one w Lth a perfectly per-
forming altitude radar; but when there is a pressure gauge in-
stead of a radar, the reference is 20%. This reference approaches
90% if a pressure gauge-altitude radar pair is found u,, any other
mls-ion probe.
The hlgh-altltude reference is provided by an acc_]erometer
i carried onboard the probe, but may be reduced by a factor of 0.5
if there is no low-altltude reference to tie the accelerom(.ter
i
profile to the ground. The high altitude reference can also be
reduced by a second 0.5 factor if there is no mass spectrometer
aboard the probe to calibrate the accelerometer.
2. Determinethe InstrumentVa]ue
Each of the calculation subroutines, CAL 2 thru CAL 6, which
find the value achieved for each q;_stion, is basically similar,
and the first step is to obtain an instrument value, EXXX. The
1970016842-194
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XXXs are the instrument initials; for example, EACC(1) is the in-
strument value of the 8ccelerometer on the i_h probe• The instru-
ment value is a product of tileprobe reliability, probe target
value, the instrument's sampling factor, and the instrument's
value index, EXj. The instrument index, EXl, is normally _et to
1 if the instrument is carried on the probe, and to zero if it is
I
not. Values between zero and one are permissible to account for
differences in instrument complexity. The probe reliability is
also an input, but the sampling factor and target value must be
calculated in the appropriate subroutine as discussed below.
Sheet 15 of Fig. E-I indicates an instrument determination rou-
tine in which the instrument value is obtained. The specific
routines used for each question are diagrammed in Sheets 23 thru
25.
3. Determine the Value of the Probe's Instruments
Once the instrument values have been obtained for all the ap-
plicable instruments, these values are inserted in an instrument
equation that provides the logical and functional relationships
between the various instruments dealing with a specific question.
Once this equation is evalmlted, the result is the probe instru-
ment value for the Ith probe in regard to the kth question, PVl,k.
Sheet 26 of Fig. E-I diagrams the probe instrument value equa-
! tions for each of the 22 questions.
4. Summationof ProbeValue
Several methods of sum_ng the effects of multiple probes in
answering science questions are required. In one kind of ques-
tion, the answer is bas_cally obtained from a single measurement,
proviuln8 that the given measurement is perfectly made. With
i less than perfect sampling rates, less than ideal target sites,
and less than perfect reliability, a single measurement will pro-
vide less than a complete answer. For this type of question, it
is desirable to have the first probe provide a large proportion
of the answer and to add other probes _o drive the value of the
!
• answer asymptotically toward one.
' : mmp,q II !
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Other questions involve the concept of spatial distribution
so that a complete answer is not possible unless several measure-
ments are made at differing locations. With tbis type of ques-
tion, the first probe alone provides less than its proportionate
share of the value. The second probe measurement, on the other
hand, provides more than its proportionate share because the spa-
- tial distribution has largely been accomplished. For this kind
of question, an "S" curve is desired for the summation scheme.
Figure E-2 plots a family of summation curves, which are availa-
ble from a single summation equation, by using different accumula-
tion rates, PAR. The total probe value, PVT, is the simple ad-
dition of the value achieved by each probe with regard to a given
question. The probe value summation, PVS, is the desired summa-
tion of the effects of the various probes, as given by the fol-
i lowing equation:
PVS - 2 PAR - 3 AR- (PAR-l) (2 PAR - 3) "
It is appa;ent that various values of PAR are possible; how-
ever, only two were adopted for use -- PAR - 2 for the single
measurement-type question, and PAR = 3 for the questions requlr-
ing spatial distribution.
The above discussion refers to the more important primary.
target zones. In the case of the secondary target zones, the
summation is always linear, and SVS, the summation of the sec-
ondary value, is a fzaction, SAR, of the total secondary probe
value, SVT. Therefore,
:_VS= SAR " SVT. i








Ftg. [-_ [ffect of PARon SInmtIM Schmm
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regard to all questions. The array of ACEX, is always printed
J
out, but tilevalues of EX. are printed for each question and
J
probe only when Switch 1 is turned off. The flnal task accom-
i)llsi_edby the calculation subroutlnes CAL 2 thru CAI,6 Ls to
print out the total quustlon value as diagrammed on Sheet 22 of
, Fig. E-I. +
+
6. Allotment of the Reference Values
Calcu]atlon Subroutine CAI, 7, diagrammed on Sheets 28 and 29 !
of Fig. E-l, has the sole purpose of allotting the value accumu-
lated for ACEXIg, ACEXI9, and ACEX20 between the five contribut-
ing types of instruments. Once this has been accomplished, con-
trol is returned to tilemainline program, which tilenprints tile
total value contributed by each instrument, as well as the sum
of all instruments carried on tllatprobe (the value contributed
by tim particular probe). When the values for each probe are
printed, the program is free to recycle in either of the two pos-
sible modes of operation.
7. Tarqet Value Subroutine - TAVI
Sheet 14 of FIg. E-1 diagrams the manner In wh/ch th!s sub-
.:..'%,
routine [nterl)olateu a wtlue from the target value (:,ryes. A_
duscrll)ed above, the, re are elght I)Osslb[c sets of po|ntH along
three great circles. TV1 Is the target value for a given value
of PSi on tilecircle running through the evening terminator;
TV2 and TV3 are the target values for a given value of PSI on
the circles running through the pole and the morning terminator, +"
respectively. A llnear interpolation Is made between these
three values, depending on the input value of THETA.
8. Samplin9 Factor Subroutine - SAMPL
This subroutine first determines the proper value for the
' sampling range fraction, VALP. The highest and lowest radii in
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3
5
these two radii that tht. partlcular Instrument makes [t:_ measure-
,,ents. The difference In the vahJe LnLerpulated from ti,e cumu-
lative value profile for these two radil Ls then tlte fractlon of
the total desired vertlcal range which Itas been measured. This
interpolation scileme, as welll as the special handling given
question 19, which requires the use of a balloon, are diagrammed
in Sheet i0 of Fig. E-I.
In this later case, the cumulative value profile is given
a different meaning; the values are those attached to various
balloon flotation heights. A single balloon at a given location
produces 2/3 of the possible value, and a second balloon proviues
the remainder.
Sheets Ii and 12 of Fig. l".-]diagram the metitod of determln-
Ing the ratio of the required delta radlus to the particular one
actually experienced, VX. On the same figure, all such ratios
, for a given instrument are averaged to find the sampling interval
ratio, VAL. The product of this ratio and the sampling range
; fraction, VALP, gives the sampling factor that is returned to
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The equatLons used to compute tlme atmosl)h_:rl(: profiles are
derived from tilehydrostatic equations:
dP = -_,gdr, [F-IJ
the ideal gas law:
P = pRT.M, IF-2]
and the assumption that the temperature profile can be represented
by a series of linear segments
T = TO + y(r - re) , IF-S]
_e_e__dT/_r=IT-_ol/(r-_ol"_o_*o._[F-_]_n_[_-21/
,/ - /
i combine to give
r
In P = _ _ mg dr, [F-4]
_o RTI r
o
where m, g, and T are functions of the radius.
The acceleration of gravity is given by:
" _4/r_ = go ro_r___ [F-5]g
where GM = 324,859.6 km3/sec 2 for Venus. If the mean molecular
mass is constant with altitude, Equation [F-3] can be substituted
in [F-4] and the intesratlon gives:
Q
.. -. . .- ,,.. ,_._._r.,_
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(++)+o,:, ,,in --- _',-7-..::_'" 'o J/X;o"
,, _o+__(=_=,k(_o__)Ry el/_roY
(5///" )_- mg---_°in _o - 1 [F-61Ry Ar _\roY
If the mean molecular mass varies with altitude, the quantity
T/m (the so-called molecular scale temperature) can be assumed
to vary linearly over short enough altitude Intervals and Equa- }
tion [F-6] can be used with the substitution of m for m andO
o/m for T The lapse rate is now defined as:T o o
Y
7 ffid(.T/m) (T/m- Tdmoi [F-7]
_= (=-=o)
t'
In the event that y is zero, Equation [F-7] is replaced by
the simpler expression.
i ( ) ++"+
where Z - r - r° •
+ Thus, the calculation of the atmospheric profiles requires a
_ specification of an initial pressure and the temperature and
--_+ mean molecular weight profiles. In reproducing the NASA SP-8011
_,_
+ Models V2 and VS, the molecular scale temperature T/m was ass,a.ed
_ to vary linearly between the tabular values given in SP-8011.
-, The reason for the deviations of the computed pressures and
"--"-';_: +__,_:_ ml I I I
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J
denuLttu, from tiletabular values of,SP-8011 I_ that the chanses
I. the temperature lapse rates do not occur at the altLtudes
tal)u]ated In SP-8011 but at intermediate ;l]tttcJ(les,
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TABLE F-1
VENUS r_ODEL AT'_OSP,4ERE NO _I_C-LOWER DATE 11 SEPT 1969
t*EAN MOLECULAR ',lASS • _3,21 GRA'_S/MOLE
I_:ITtAL PRESSURE .O,500000E 07 DY_IES/SOCH AT 6088=S0 _I RAD|US
PRINT INTERVAL m |=00 KN
ALTITUDE IS AROVE 6050.3 KN RADIUS )
ALT ITUDE TE_4P PRESSURE _ASS DENSITY
KN KFT KELVIN DY;iE/C_12 ATr4 G/CH3 SLUG/FT3
-5,000 -16,404 B03,33 _,12660E 09 0.12494E 03 0,81902E-01 0,15891E O0
-4.000 -13.123 795,66 C.119_QE 09 u,l1793E 03 u.TBU49E-ul u,lS144E _b t
-3.000 -9.842 7_8,00 0.11272E 09 0.11124E 03 0.74344E-01 0-1442_E 00
-2.000 -_,561 7_0,33 0,10627E 09 0,10488E 03 0.70782E-01 0.13734E 00
-1,000 -3,280 772,66 0,10014E 09 0,98837E 02 0.67360E-01 0,13070E O0
0.000 0.000 765.00 0.94314E 08 0,93080E 02 0.64372E-01 0,12432E O0
1.000 3.2R0 757,33 0.88769E 08 O,e7608E 02 0-6_916E-010.11819E O0
2.000 6.561 749,66 O.B3SOOE O_ 0._2408E 02 O,578E6E_I _.11231E uO
3.000 9.E_2 742.00 0.78497E G8 0,77470E 02 O.5498GE-G1 0.10667E O0
4,000 13.123 734,33 0.73747E 0_.0,72783E 02 O.52193E-G1 0,10127E O0
5.000 16,404 726.66 0.692_1E 08 0.68335E _2 0.49520E-01 0.96086E-01
6.000 19.685 719.00 0.64968E 08 0.6411BE 02 0,46960E-01 0,91118E-01
7.000 22,965 711.33 0._0918E 08 0,60122E 02 0.44507E-01 0.86339E-0_
_.000 26.246 703.66 0.57083E 08 0.$6336E 02 0,42139E-010.B180_E-01
9.000 29.527 696,00 0.53451E 08 0.52752E OZ 0.39912E-01 0.77443E-01
10,000 _2,_OR 6_.33 0.50316E OB 0._9362[ 02 0,37763E-01 0,73273E-01
11,000 36.089 _.66 0.46767E 08 0,46156E 02 U,35708E-01 0.69283E-0|
12,000 39.370 $'?3.00 0,4369BE 08 0,_3126E 02 0.33744[-01 0,63475E-01
13.000 42.650 665,33 0.40799E 08 0.40265_ 02 0.31_69E-01 0.61836L-01
14.00G 45.931 657.66 0,38062E C8 0.375_5E u2 0.30_7_E-._1 _.$8361E-_1
15.000 49,212 650,00 0.35482E 08 0.35018E 02 0,28369E-01 0,53046E-01
15.000 49.212 650.00 0.35482E 08 0,35018E O_ 0-_8369E-_1 0.SS046E-01 '_'
16,000 52.493 642.00 0.3304_E 08 0,32616E 02 0-26733E-01 0-$1910E-01
17.000 55.774 634.00 0.30755E 08 0,30353E 02 0.25211E-01 0,4_918E-01
18,000 59,055 626,00 0-2BS96E 08 UeZ8222E 02 0-_3740E-01 0,46065E-01
19,000 62.335 618,00 _-26564E 08 U_Z6217E 02 0*22339E-01 u-63365E-01
20,000 69.616 610,00 0,74654E 08 0.24331E 02 0-21004E_01 0-4_753_-01
21.000 6_.R97 602.00 0.2285_E _80eZZS§9E 02 U.19734E-01 0-38290E-01
22.000 72.178 504.00 0.21173E 09 0.20896E 02 U.18325E-_1 0.35944_-01
23.000 73.439 586.00 0.1_92E 08 0.19336_ G2 0.17376[-01 0.33715E-_1
24.000 7_,740 578.00 O,I_IIOE Oq 0.17873E 02 0.16284E-01 0.31396E-01
2_,000 e2,0_O 570,00 _,16723E 08 0,16504E 02 0,13247E-01 0._9583E-01
25,000 82.020 570.00 0.16723E 08 0,16504F 02 0,13247E-010e29383E-01
?6.000 _5.301 561.4_ 0,13424E Og U.15222E G2 0o14276E-bl 0-27701E-01
27.000 8_-5_2 552,96 00142_9E O_ 0014023E 02 0.13354E-_1 0025912L-01
28,000 91,863 54_.44 0,13_73E 08 0,12902E 02 U,12479E-ul O,2k213E-01
29.900 q5,144 535.92 0,12012E US 0.11855[ 02 u-l1649E-_l u-22603_-_1
30.000 9_-4_S 577.40 0-11023E 08 0.10879E 02 0-1¢862E-01 0.21077E-01
31.000 101,706 518.B80.IOIO_E 08 0.99703F 01 0-10118E-_1 0.19632E-01
32.n00 10_.936 $10.37 0.9244eE 07 0.91239E 01 0.94140[-G2 0._8266E-0| ..
33,000 108,267 S01,83 Cea6477E 07 0,$3372E Ol 0,87483E-02 0,16974E-01
34.000 111,948 493,33 U.T7076E 07 0.76069E 01 0.81197E-02 O.lSTS_E-O| "_
35,000 114,ff29 4_4,81 0.70214E 07 0.69296E 01 0.73267E-_2 0.16604['01
36,000 11q-110 476,29 O*63ssgE _7 U,63024E dl U*69679E-_2 0-1352GE-_1
37.000 121.391 467,77 0-97982E 07 0,$7223E _1 0.64418E-02 0.12499E-01
$8.000 124.671 459,2S 3.92SS_E 07 0,51866[ 01 0.$947|E=_20eII$$gL'o_
3_-300 126,312 4S5,00 O-SO000E _7 0.493_6E 01 0,$7110k-_2 0,11081E-0_
m
1970016842-205
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i  ASLSr-x (cont:
0 VENUS :._ODEL AT:._OSPHERENO _C-LOWER DATE 11 SEPT 1969
_EhN 'POLECULAR _.'ASS = 43,21GRA'IS/MOLE
I_ITIAL PRESSURE =OoSOOOOOE O? DYNES/SOCv AT 6088e50 KH RADIUS




i ALTITUDF IS ABOVE 5050,0 K_ RADIUS
4 r
P ALTITUDE TEHR PRESSURE HASS DENSITY
K_ KFT K[LVI_ DYNE/CH2 ATM G/CM3 SLUG/FT3
I 39,000 127.952 45C,40 0.47547E 07 G.46925E 01 _,54863E-_20el_645E-01_0.000 13],2_3 4_1.20 0._2930E _7 0,4239E 01 0.50569E-_2 0,98121E-02
41,000 13_,514 43_,00 O.3e680E 37 O.3B174E 01 0,46533E-02 0,90290E-02 '
42,000 137.795 422,B0 0,34774E 07 0.34319E01 0,42744E-02 0,82938E-02
43,030 141.076 413,60 0,31190E 07 0.30782E Ol 0,39192E-02 0,76045E-02
4_,000 1_.356 40_,40 0°27908E 07 0°27543E 01 0,35866E-02 0,69591E-02
_5.000 147,637 395°20 0.24909E _7 0,24583E O1 0,32756E-02 _,63558E-02
46,000 150,91_ 3R6,00 o°22173E _7 0°21883F O1 _.29854C-02 0°57926E-02
47°000 154°199 376,R0 0°19683E 87 0o19426E 01 0027149E-02 0o52677E-02
l _.000 157._0 367.60 0,17422E 07 0.17195[ O10°24632E-U2 0,47794_-02
1 49,000 160o761 358,40 3°15374E 07 0,15173E O1 0.22294E-02 0,43258E-02
" 50,000 164,0_1 3_9°20 0.13523E 07 0°13346E 01 0o2C127E-02 0.39053E-02
I 51°000 167°322 _40,00 0,11855E 07 0,11700E 01 0,18121E-02 0,35162E-02
i 5].000 167.322 340.00 0.11_55E 07 O.11700E 01 O,1B121E-02 0,35162E-02s
52°000 170.603 331._2 0.13_57E 07 0.10221E 01 0016241E-02 0.31513E-02
53.300 173°884 322°S5 0,9di7_ 05 G°S8991E UO 0°14514E-_2 0°28163E'02
540000 177°165 314,28 :,Ys21?E b6 u°77189E uu U.12933E-_2 Uo25094E-02
54°500 178°805 310°00 _72_:,_ _6 0°71785E OU 001219_E-_2 0°23660E-025 0 P0o_46 06 33 '.o '_.:'E 0 .66698 0 ° 1465 -0 . 2246
56°000 I_3°727 299°00 _°5_9E c6 0°57428E O_ _.I0114E-U2 0.19624E-02
57°000 187o007 291,66 0°49918E u6 0,49265_ O_ 0o88946E-03 0o17258E-02
5_°000 lC002_8 2R4033 O._265BE 06 0°_2100E O0 0o77970E-03 0015128E-02
59°000 193°569 277000 0.36_06E 06 0°35831E O0 0,68118E-03 0o13217E-02
60.000 196.850 269°66 0.30768E 06 0.30366E O0 0.59298E-03 0.11505E-02 "
61.000 2_0.131 262.33 0.25958E 06 0.25619E OU 0.51426E-03 0.99784£-03"i
62o00_ 203°412 255°00 u.21796E 06 0°21511E OO u°44422E-O3 0°86194E-03
62,000 203,412 255,00 0,21796E _6 _,21511E O0 0,44422E-U3 0,86194E-03
63,000 2C6,692 252,81 0,18242_ 06 0,18004E O0 0,37501E-0_ 0,72765E-03 I
; 64,000 209,973 250,62 O,lf1246E 06 0,15046E O0 0,3161_E'03 0,61342E-03
65.000 213,254 248,43 0.12722E 06 0.12555E O0 0,26613E-03 0,51638E-0_
; 66,000 216,535 246,25 0.10599E 06 O,10461E O0 0,22370E-0_ 0,43406E-03 _
67,000 219,816 244.06 0.88176E OS 0,87023E-01 0,18776E-03 0,36432E-03
68.000 223.097 241,87 0,73234E 05 0,72276E-01 0,15735E-0_ 0,30531E-03
69,000 226,377 239,68 0,60725E OS u,59931E-gl 0,13166E-0_ 0,25_47E-03
70,U00 229,658 237,50 0,50269E OS 0,49612E-01 0,11_0_E-03 0,21343_-U$
71,000 232,939 235,31 _,4154_E 05 0,41000E-01 0,91753E-04 0,17803E-03
72.000 236e220 233.12 0.]_274E 05 0,33826E-01 0,76407E-0_ 0-1482SE-0_
73,000 239,501 230.93 0.28227E 05 0,27857E-01 0.63522E-04 0,12525E-05
74,000 2_2o782 228.75 0,23205E 05 0,22901E-_1 0o52721E-04 0,10229E-05
75,000 246,062 226,56 0,19042E OS 0,18793E-01 0,43681E-0_ 0,847S5E-04 1
76e000 249,343 2_4,37 0,15S97E OS 0,15393E-_1 0,36127E-0_ OeTOO98E-04 'j
77,000 252e624 222,18 0,12751E OS O,125g_E'01 0,29826E'04 U,57872E"04 1
78e000 255o905 220.00 OelO404E OS 0,10268E-01 0024579E'U4"Oe47691E'_4 ....
79e000 259,186 217._1 0_84752E 04 0,83624E-02 0.2_217E'04 0,39_28E-04
80e000 262.467 215.62 Oe6586SE 06 0,6796*E-02 0o16S98E'04 O,32205E"04
81e000 265e748 213,43 OeSS_S4E 04 OeSS124E-02 Oe136OOE-04 0026388['04
..
1970016842-206




VENUS h'O_EL AT;/OSPHERE NO M_C-LOWER DATE 11 SEPT 1969
_EAN _IOLECULAR ;_ASS _ 43,21GRA_S/MOLE
ZNITIAL PRESSURE sO,5OOOOOE 07 DYNES/SOCM AT 6088,50 KH RADIUSPRINT INTEqVAL • 1,00 KM
.
ALTITUDE IS A_OVE 6050.D _M RAD|US.
...... •
ALTITUDE TEMP PRESSURE MASS DENSITY
KM KFT KELVIN DYNE/C_2 ATM G/CI43 SLUG/FT3
82.000 269,028 211,25 0,45207E 06 0.66616E-02 0,11121E-04 0,2_579E_04
83,000 ?72,309 209,96 0,36512E 04 0,36034E-02 0,90765E-05 0,17611E-04
'_ 86,000 273,590 206,87 0029625E 06 0,2904UE-02 0,73921E-05 0.14343E-04
85.000 278.871 206.68 0.23661E 04 0.23351_-02 0.60073E-05 0.11656E-04
i 86,000 282,152 202,50 3.18982E 04 0,18734E-02 0048718E-05 0,94529E-05
87,000 2_5.433 200.31 0,15194E 04 0,14995E-02 0.39621E-05 0,76490E-05
89,000 2Rq,713 198,12 0,12133E 04 0,11974E-02 0.31827E-05 U,61754E-US
89,000 291,994 195,93 0.96653E 03 0,95389E-03 0.25636E-05 G.49742E-05
90,000 295,27_ 193,75 0o76803E 03 0,75798E-63 0-20601E-05 0-39973E-05
91,006 298,556 191.56 0,60875E 03 0,60079E-03 0*16515E-05 0.32045E-05
92,000 301,897 189,37 0-_8125E 03 o,47496E-03 0013207E-05 0.25626E-05
93.000 305.118 187.18 0,37945E 03 0,37449_-03 0.10535E-05 0020441E-05
94,000 300.398 185,00 0,29837E 03 0,29647E-03 0,83021E-06 0.16264E-05
95,000 311,679 la2,81 0.23397E 03 0,23091E-03 0,66514E-06 0,12903E-05
96,000 314,960 180.62 0.18294E 03 0,18055E-03 0.52638E-06 0.10213E-05
97*000 31_.241 178.4_ 0.14263E 03 0.14076E-03 O*41542E-b6 0*80605E-06
98,000 321,522 176,2!, 0,11087E 03 0,10942[-03 0.32692E-06 0-63433E-06
99.000 324,809 176.06 0.83917E 02 0.84794[-04 0.25652E-06 0.49774E-06
100.000 328.083 171.8T 0.66372E 02 0,65504[-04 0.20069E-06 0.38940E-06
101.000 331.364 169.68 0.51108E 02 0.50439E-04 0.15653E-06 0.30571E-06
102.000 336.645 167.50 0.392_4E 02 0.38711E-04 0.12170E-06 0.23614E-06
103.000 337.926 165.31 0.30002E 02 0,29609E-04 0.94320E-07 0.18301E-06
104.000 341.207 163.12 0.22868E 02 0.22569E-06 0,72857E-U7 0.14136_-06"
105.000 344.488 160.99 0.17368E 02 0.17141E-04 0.56087_-07 0.10882E-06
#
106,000 347,769 198.75 0,13143E 02 0,12971E-04 0.63_27E-07 0,83486E-07107.000 351.049 156.56 0.99081E 01 0.9778fiE-05 U.32889E-07 0.63816E-07
108.000 354.330 154.97 0.74404E 01 0.73431E-05 0.25048E-07 0.48601E-07
109.000 357.611 132.18 0.55650E 01 0.54923E-05 0.19004E-07 0.36874E-07
110,000 360,892 150,00 0.41453E 01 0,40911[-05 0.14362E-07 0.27867E-07
110,000 360,892 150,00 0,41453E 01 0,40911E-05 0.14362E-07 0.27867E-07
"111.000 364.173 194.16 0.30939E 01 0.30535E-05 0.10430E-07 0.20237E-07 "1
i 112.000 367.454 158.33 0,23275E 01 0.22971E-03 0.76399E-08 0.14823E-OT -
113.000 370,734 162,50 0.17641E 01 0,17410[-05 0.56421E-08 0,10947E-07
114.000 374.015 166.66 0.13466E 01 0.13290[-0S 0.41992E-08 0.81478E-08
115.000 377.296 170,83 0.10349E 01 0.10213E-05 0.31486E-08 0.61090[-08
116.000 3_0.577 175.00 0.80049E O0 0.79002E-06 0.23772E-08 0.46126E-08
117.000 389.898 179.16 0.62296E O0 0*61481[-06 0.18070E-08 0.35062E-08
118.000 387.139 183.33 0.48764[ O0 0,48127E-06 0.13823E-08 0,26822E-08
119,000 390,419 1#7,50 0,38386E O0 0,37884[-06 0,10639E-08 0,20644E-08
120.000 393.700 191066 U.3037R[ O0 0._9980[-06 0.82370E-09 0.15982E-08
.121.000 396,981 195.89 0.24163[ O0 0.23847[-06 0.64126E'09 0.12442E'081220000 400,262 200,00 0.19514E 0 0019062[-06 0.50190 009 0,97585 '09
123,_90 403,549 204016 O,1SSllE O0 0,15308[-06 0,39484E-09 0,76613E'09
124,C'_0 406,824 208,33 0.12S13E O0 0,12349[-06 0.312_-09 0*60568E-09
125,0_0 410.104 212,S0 0,1013AE O0 0,10005E-06 0.24795[-09 0,68110£'09
126,000 413,38S 216.66 0,82483[-01 0,81403[-07 0.19784E'09 0,$8589E-09
4
]9700]6842-207
HCE-70-89 _ol zzZ) _
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r-1 (to.t) t
VENUS t_ODEL AT_._OSPHEREP_O_C-LOWER DATE 11 SEPT 1969
_'EAt_ HOLECULAR _ASS • 43.21 GRA_S/MOLE
|_ITTAL PRESSURE sO,SO0300E 07 DYNES/SOCM AT 6088.50 K_ RADIUSPRINT INTERVAL • 1,00 KH
ALTITUDE IS ABOVE 6050.0 KM RADIUS
ALTITUDE TEHP PRESSURE MASS DENSITY
KM _FT KELVIH DY_E/C_2 AT_ G/CM3 SLUG/FT3
• 12T.000 416.666 2?0.83 O*67375E-G1 0.66494E-07 0.15856E-09 O.3&765E-09
128.000 419.947 225.00 _.55246E-_1 0.5452_-07 u.1276uE-_9 0,2476uE-_9
129.000 423.228 229.16 O.45469E-O1 0._6874E-07 0,1_311E-_9 0.20007E-09
130.000 426.509 233.33 0.37556E-0_ O.3TO65E-_7 0.8_650E-10 _,16230E-09
131,OOG _29.790 237.S0 0.31127E-01 0_307_E'-07 O.6el14E-lO 0,13216E-09
132.000 43_._70 241,66 0-25885E-010,2_546F"'OT 0.55666E-10 0,10801E-09
133.000 426-351 245,83 0-21594E-01 0.21312_-07 0.45_52E-10 0,88581E-10
134.000 439.632 250.00 0.18071E-_1 u,17835E-07 O.3TS67E-10 0.72893E-10
133.000 442.913 254.16 0.1516_E-01 0.14970E-07 0.31016E-10 0.60181E-10
136,000 446.194 258._3 0.12769E-01 0,12602E-07 0,25688E-10 0.49843E-10
137.000 449,473 262.50 0.10779E-01 0,10638E-07 0,21_41E-10 0.41409E-10
133.000 _52.755 266,66 0.91244E-_2 0,90051E-08 0.17782E-10 O,34504E-lO
139.000 _56,036 270.83 0.77440E-02 O,T6427E-O8 0.14860E-10 0_28833E-10
1_0.0_0 450.317 275,00 0.65892E-02 0.65030_-08 0.12452E-10 0.24162E-10
140.000 459.317 275,00 _.6_392E-_2 0.65030_-08 0.12452E-10 0.2_162E-10
141.000 462.598 2_6,25 _,56317E-_2 o.55581E-08 0.10224E-10 0.19839E-10
142.000 465.879 297.50 0.4_429E-02 O.47T9SE-OB 0.84601E-11 0.16415E-10
1_,000 469.160 308,75 3.41881E-02 0.41333E-05 0.70497E-11 0.13678E-1014_.000 472.440 320.00 0.36409 -02 0.35933_-08 0.59131 -11 0.11473 -10
145.000 475.721 3_1,23 O.31BCTE-_2 0.31391F-08 0.49902E-11 0.96827E-11
146.000 479.002 3_2._0 0.27913E-02 0.27_48E-08 0.42355E-110.B2183E-11
147.000 482.28_ 3_3.75 _.24601E-_2 0.24279E-08 0,36142E-11 0.70127E-11
14B,O00 _85.56_ 365,00 0,21768E-0_ 0.21483E-08 0.3099_E-11 0.60140E-11
149,000 48_.845 376.25 0,19334E-02 0,190_1_-08 0,26706E-11 0.51819E-11
150.000 492.125 387-5_ _-17233E-02 O.'TO_8_-c8 U*23113E-11 0,44847E-11
151.000 495.406 398.75 _.1_411E-02 _.;_21.[-08 0.2_7E-11 _.3897_E-11
152.000 _98.687 410.00 0.13826E-02 0.13615_-0_ 0.1752_E-11 0.3400_E-11
1S_,OOG 501.968"421.25 0.12440E-02 O,l"2278E-OB 0,1334BE-11 0.29780E-11 •
154.000 505.249 _32.S_ 0.11225E-_2 0,11C7_E-_8 0.134_9E-11 0.26173E-11
155.003 _'_.530 443,75 0.10136E-02 0.10023E-08 0.11894E-11 0._3079E-_1
136.000 521.811 _55.00 0.92121E-03 0.90916[-09 0,10522E-11 0.20416E-11
197,000 51_.091 466.25 0,83750E-03 0,_2664E-09 0.93362E-12 0.18015E-11
153.00o 513,372 47T,5_ OeT63_2E-v3 o,7_334E-og 0,83079E-12 0°16120E-11
159.000 521.653 48_.75 O,69715E-03 0.68804E-09 0.74131E-12 0.1_38_E-11
160.000 52_,934 500.00 O.63806E-D3 0.62972E-09 0.66321E-12 0.12868E-11
160,000 52_,9_4 900,00 0.63806E-03 O,62972E-09 0,66321E-12 0.12868E-11
16]o000 52e.215 50_,12 _,S_474E-03 0,57709_-09 0,60401E-i2 0.11719E-11
162,000 531.496 506.25 0.5_617E-03 0.52916£-09 0.$9042E-12 0,10680E-11
163,900 _3_.T76 S09,37 0.49192E-03 0,4_[-09 0._0190E-12 O,97386E-12
164,000 _3_,057 512.50 _,45157E-_3 0.44566E-09 0,4_792E-12 0*88831E-12
169,000 941,_38 515.62 _.414T_E-03 0.40933E-09 0,41804E-_2 0,81113E-12
166,000 $44,619 51_,75 0,3811_E-03 0,37616E-09 0,$8185E-12 0.74091[-12
._ 167,0_0 _T,900 521,87 0.35045E-03 0.34587E-09 0,34899E-12 0,67716E-12 _168.000 531,151 S2S,00 0*32239 '03 O*31618E-09 0-31914 -12 0,61925 '12
169,000 5_,461 528012 0,29674E-03 0,29286[-09 0.29201E-12 0s['('60E-12




¢+ J_8 _ , Hao70,-89 (vol zn) ....• .! 7-1 (oonr.)j . ,
. VENUS :aO_EL AT_._OSPttERE NO v_C-LOWER DATE 11 SEPT 1969
• PeEAN _OLECULAR P'ASS = 43,21 GRA_S/HOLE
_0 ;hITIAL PRESSURE =0,500000E 07 DYNES/SOCv AT 6088_50 KM RADIUS
PRINT IHTERVAL • 1.00 K_ ......
! ALTITUDE I$ ABOVE 6050,0 KH RADIUS _
ALTITUDE TEHP PRESSURE HASS DENSITY
KM KFT KELVIN DYNE/C_2 ATM G/CM3 SLUG/FT3
171*000 561.023 53_.37 0o2517BE-03 0o24849E-09 0-24487E-12 0,47513E-12
172.000 564.304 537.50 0,23210E-03 0.22907E-C9 0.22442E-12 0,43545E-12
' 173.000 567.585 540.62 0.21407E-_3 C,21127E-09 0,20578E-12 0.39929E-i2
174.000 570.866 543.75 0,19753E-03 0.19495E-09 0,18880E-12 0.36633E-12 -
175,000 57_.146 546,87 0,1_236E-03 0.17997E-09 0.17330E-12 0.33626E-12
176.000 277.427 55C.00 0o16843E-03 0.16623E-_9 0.15916E-12 0.30882E-12
177e000 5P0-7C8 553-12 G*15565E-03 0.15361_-39 U,1462&E-12 G*28376E-12
17_.00C 583.989 556.25 0.14390E-03 0.14202E-09 0.1344_E-12 0,26087E-12
179.03C 5_7,27C 559,37 0.13310E-_3 0.13136£-_9 0-12366E-12 0.23994E-12
I80.000 593.551 562.500-12316E-03 0-12155E-09 0-11379E-12 0.22080E-12 "
18].000 593.832 565.62 0-11402E-03 0.11253E-09 0-10477E-12 0.20329E-12
182.000 597.112 568.75 0-10561E-03 0°10423E-C9 0*96507E-13 0.18725E-12
183.000 600.393 571o57 3.97864E-04 _,96585_-100,88937E-13 0,17256E-12 --
le_.ooo 603.674 575.00 G,90723E-04 _._9537_-10 Oe81999E-13 0-15910E-12
185.000 6_6.955 578.12 0.84139E-04 0°93039E-10 0,75637E-13 0,14676E-12
le6,O00 610,236 5R1.25 0.78067E-C4 0.77046E-10 0,69801E-13 0.13543E*12 "-- BE=
187,000 E13.517 584.37 0.7246&r-0¢ 0°71516E-10 0.64445E-1) 0=12504E-12
188.000 _16.797 58_e50 0.6729.c-04 0,66411E-10 0,59526E-13 0-11550E-12 ._189,000 620.078 590.62 0.62513E-04 C,61696 -10 0,55007 -13 0-1_673 -12
190,000 623.359 593.75 0-SB099E-04 0.57339E-10 0,50854E-13 0.98673E-13
191.000 626.640 596-87 0-5401_E-04 0o53312E-10 0.47034E-13 0-91262E'13
192.000 625e921 600,00 OeSO245E-O_ 0.49588[-10 0.43521E-1) 0-84445E'13
19_*000 633.202 603.12 0-46753E-0_ _.46142E-10 0._C287E-13 Ue78170E-13
194-000 636.482 606-22 0-43522E-04 0,42952_-10 0.37309E-13 0e72391E-13 '_
lY5-000 639.763 609e37 0-40529E-04 0.39999_-10 Oe34565E-13 Oe67068E-13
196.000 6_3.044 612.50 0.37757E-0_ 0.37263E-10 Oe32037E-I_ 0,62162E-13
197.000 646._25 615.62 0.3518PE-04 0o34728E-10 Oe29705E-13 0.57639E-13
19_,000 649,606"618.75 0,32506E-04 0,32377E-10 0,27555E-13 0,5_466E-15_-
199,000 652.887 621.87 0,30597E-04 0.30197E-1U 0.25570E-13 0.49615E-13
200,000 656,167 625.00.0,28548E-C4 0,2817_E-10 .0"2373RE-13 0,46060[-13 .......
200.000 656.167 625.00 0.28548E-0_ 0.28174E-10 0.23738E-13 0.46060E-13
201,000 659.448 675,00 0.26640E-04 0.26292E-10 0,22152E-13 0,42983E-13 *
202.000 662.7?9 625,00 0,24861E-04 0,245)6E-10 0,20673E-13 0.40112E-13 ' .
203,000 666,010 625,00 0'23201E-04 0£22898E-10 0,1_292E-1_ 0e37434E'I3 --
204,000 669,291 625,00 0.21655E-0_ 0,21370_-10 0,18005E-1_ 0,349_5E-13 * "
?05,000 672,572 625,00 O,20208E-U4 0,19944E-10 0-16803E'15 0,32604E'15 _(_
206,000 675,853 625,00 0,'18860E-04 0,18613E-10 0.15683E-15 0,30430E-13 .... _._
?07.000 679,133 6?5000 0,17602E-Ok 0017_72E-10 0014637E-1_ 0,28400E-15
_08,000 682,414 625,00 0.16429E-_4 _,1621_F-10 0,13661E-13 0.26S07E-13
209,000 S_5,695 625,00 0,15334E-04 0,15135E-10 0.12751E-1_ 0,24741E-1_ ......
210.000 68_,976 6?5,00 0,14512E-0_ 0,14125E-10 0,11901E-13 0,25092E- _1_.
211,000 692,252 625,00 0.1_359E-04 0,1_184E-10 0,11108E-15 0,215S4E*.13"_*'_
' 212,000 695,_38 625,00 0,12470E-04 0,12307E-10 0,10_69E-13"O,20119E-l$:.O.18780k.l_. "_" '_ ;
213,000 69_,_8 625,00 0,11640E-04 0,11487E-10 0,96791E-14 ! +
214,000 702,C99 625.00 U.10865E-04 ¢.1072_[-t0 0,90350E-14 0,175_0E-13_ '
215,000 705,380 625,00 0,10142E-04 O, lO01_G_E-JO 0,.__84341E-14 0,1636kE-15 *_._i
_ , • ,.< t- .. :
+ ............. _i+.. ;2_ "_
] 970016842-209
-7o-n (voxxxx)-i! I-............i(c ne1)
VENUS .'_Or_EL ATvO_PHERE _qO _'C-LO_:ER DATE 11 SEPT 1969
P:EAN _._OLFCULAR :._ASS • 43,21 GRA_.S/MOLE
II.tlTIAL PRESSURE -O=500000E OT DYNES/SOC._. AT 6088,50 K_1 RADIUS
PRINT I_TERVAL • 1=00 KM
ALTITUDE IS AgOVE 6050,0 K_ RADIUS
ALTITUDE TE_P PRESSURE t_ASS DENSITY
KW KFT KELVIN DYNE/CH2 AT_ GIC:,_3 SLUG/FT3
216,000 70_.661 6_5,00 0,_468_E-05 0.93445E-11 0.78732E-14 0,15276E-13
_17,000 711,9_2 625,00 0._8389E-05 0.87233E-11 0,7349_E-14 0,14261E-1)
' 21fi,000 715.223 6_5.00 0.82515E-05 0.81436E-11C,68614E-14 0,13313E-13
719o000 71q,503 675,00 J,77O33E-05 0.76026F-11 0.64055E-14 0,12428E-13
22o.000 721,784 625o00 0,71917E-05 0,70976E-11 0,59801E-14 0,11603E-13
221.000 725.065 625,00 0,67142E-05 0,66264E-11 0.55830E-14 0,10832E-13
222,000 72P,346 6?5,00 0,62685E-05 0,61865E-1I 0.52125E-14 0,10113E-13
223,000 731.627 625,00 0,58526E-05 G,57760F-11 0,48666E-14 0.94428E-14
22&.000 73_.Q08 625,00 O,S&643E-05 0,53929E-11 0.45438E-14 0,88164E-14
725,000 73=,188 625,00 0,51020E-05 0.50353E-11 0,4242&E-14 0.62318E-14
226,000 741.469 675.00 3,4763RE-05 0,47015_-11 0,_9612E-14 0,76860E-14
227.000 744,750 625,00 0,44480E-05 0,_3899E-11 0.36987E-14 0,71767E-14 :
228.000 748,031 625,00 0,41533E_05 0.40990E-11 0,345_E-14 0,67012E-14 !
22c.000 751-312 625.00 U.38783E-05 0.38275E-_1 0.32249E-14 0,62574E-14
_30,000 75_,593 625,00 0,36215E-05 O,3fi741E-ll 0,30114E-14 0,58430E-14
231,000 757,874 625,00 0,33818E-05 0,33375E-11 0,28120E-1_ 0,54563E-14
2_2,000 761,154 625,00 0,_1580E-05 0,31167E-21 0,26260E-14 0,50952E-1_
_3.000 764.435 625.00 0,29491E-05 0.29105E-11 0.24522E-14 0,47582E-14234,000 767.716 625,00 0.27540 '05 0.27180 -11 0*-22901E-14 0.44435 --14
2_5,000 770,997 625,00 O.25720E-u5 u,25_83E-11 u,21387E-14 0,_1498E-_4
236,D00 774,278 625,00 3,24020E-05 O.2_706E-11 0,1997_E-14 0,_8755E-14
237,090 777,559 625,00 0.22433E-05 0,22140E-110,18654E-1& 0,36194E-14
238,000 780,839 625,00 0,20951E-05 0,20677E-11 0,17422E-14 0,33804E-14
239,000 784,120 6_5,00 0,19568E-05 0,19312E-11 0.16271E-14 0,31572E-14 _
240,000 787,_01 625000 0°18276E-05 C,18037E-11 0,15197E-14 0,29488E-14
241,000 793,682 625,00 0,17070E-05 0,16847E-11 0,1419_E-14 0,27542E-14 !
242.000 793.963 625,00 0,15944E-05 0.15735E-11 0,1_258E-14 0,25725E-14
243,000 797,24_ 625,00 0,14892E-05 0,14696E-21 0,12383E-14 0,2_028E-14
244,000 800,524 625,00 0,13911E-05 0,1_729E-11 0,11567E-14 0,22444E-14.
2_5,000 803,805 625,00 0-12994E-05 0,12824E-11 0.10805E-14 0,20965E-14
246,000 807,086 625,00 0012138E-05 0,11979E-11 0,10093E-14 0,19584E-14
247,000 810,367 625,00 0-11_38E-05 0-11190E-11 0-94284E-15 0-18294E-14
248,000. 813.648 625.00 0.10592E-05 0.1045_E-11 0*88076E-1S 0.17089E-14
249.000 816.929 625.00 O*98948E-U6 0.97654E-12 g*82278E-15 "0.15964E-14
250,000 820,209 625,00 0,92436E-06 0,91228E-12 0-7686_E-15 0,14914E-14
h
7- " "_ " . ................................. ...... _........ _....







VENUS _ODEL AT_OSPHERE NO 5P8011/VS. DATE 04 AUG 1969
*.'EAN _OLECULAR VASS • 42,40 GRA_S/NOLE
i) I_ITIAL PRESSURE =0,169000E 09 DY_:ES/50C_' AT 6048,00 KH RADIUS
PRINT |NTERVAL • 1,00 KH
ALTITUDE IS AROVE 6050,0 K_ RADIUS
ALTITUDE TE_P PRESSURE MASS DENSITY
KH KFT KELVIN DYNE/CM2 AT_ G/CH3 5LUG/FT3
O.O00 0.000 755.32 0.15007E 09 C.14811E 03 0.10132E O0 0.19660E O0
1,000 3,280 7_7,98 0,14131E 09 0.13946E 03 0.96343E-01 0,18693E 00
2.000 6.561 740.6_ 0.13297E 09 0.13123E 03 0.91560E-01 0.17765_ O0
3.000 9.842 733_30 0.12506E 09 0.12342E 03 0086973E-01 0.16875E 00
3.000 9.842.733,30 0.12506E o9 0.12342E 03 _.86973E-_10016B75E 00
4.000 13.123 725,96 0.11754E 09 0.11601E 03 0.82574E-01 0,16022E O0
5.000 16.404 718.62 O.11041E 09 0.10897E 03 0.78358E-01 0.15203E O0
6.000 19.685 711.28 0.10365E 09 0.10230E _3 0.74318E-01 0.14420E O0 i
7.000 22.965 703.94 0._7247E 08 0.95_7fiE 02 0.70450E-01 0.1366_E O0
8.000 26.246 696.60 0.91175E 08 0.89983_ 02 0.66747E-01 0.12951E 00
R.O00 26.246 696.60 0.91175E 08 0,899_3E 02 0.66747E-01 0.12951E 00
9.000 29.5_7 689.28 0.85_26E b8 0.84308E 02 0.63202E-01 0.12263E 00 t
10.000 32.808 681.96 0.79985E 08 0.78939E C2 U.59812E-01 0.11605E O0 t
i 11,000 36,089 674,64 0.74839E c8 _,73860E 02 0,56571E-01 0,10976E 00 i
12.000 39.370 667.32 0*69975E _8 _.69060E 02 0.53475E-01 0.10375E O0
13.000 42.650 660.00 0.65380E 08 0.64525E OZ 0.50517E-01 0.98020E-01 r
13.000 42.650 660.00 0.65380E 08 0.64525E 02 0.50517E-01 0.98020E-01
14.000 45.931 651.9_ 0.61040E 08 0.60242E 02 0.47744E-01 0.92639E-01 .. p
15.000 49.212 643.96 0.56941E 08 0.56196E 02 0.45092E-Cl 0.8749_E-_I
16.000 52.493 635.94 0.53072E O_ _.52378E u2 0.425riSE-u1 0.82577E-01
17.000 55.774 627.92 0.49423E 08 O._f1776E 02 0.4013EE-01 O.77882E-ul
+ 18.000 59._55 619.99 0.45983E _8 u.45382E 02 _.3782aE-u1 0.73400E-_1 :
i 18.000 59.055 619.90 U.45983E 08 0.45382E _2 0.37828E-01 _.734u0_-_1 +,
19.000 62.335 611.90 0.42744E 08 u.42185E 02 0.35624E-01 U.69122E-01
20.000 65.616 603.90 _.39696E 08 0.39177_ 02 0._3522E-01 0.65345E-01
21.000 68.897 595.90 0.36830E 08 0.36349_ 32 0.5151_E-01 0.611riTE-01
22.000 72.178 5P7.90 0.34137E OS 0.33691E 02 3.29612E-01 0.57457E-01
23.000 75.459 579.90 0.31609E 08 G.31196E C2 _.27797E-01 0.5393fiE-01"
23.000 75.459 579.90 0.31609E O_ 0.31196E 02 _.27797E-01 0.$393_E-01
24.000 78.740 571=92 0=29238E 08 0.28855E 02 u.26070E-01 U=50585E-G1
25.00_ 82.O20 563.94 _.27015E 08 0.26662_ G2 U.24430E-01 0._7_02E-01
26.C00 85.301 555.96 0.24934E 08 C.2460_E 02 0.22871E-01 0.44378E-U1
27=000 88.582 547=98 9.22988E 08 0.22687E 02 0.21393E-_1 0.41509E-01
28.300 91.863 543.00 0.21168E 08 0.20891E 02 0.19991E-01 0.38789E-01
28.000 91.863 540.30 0.21168E 08 0.20891E 02 0.19991E-01 0.38789E-01
29.000 95.144 530.82 0.19468E _8 0.19213E G2 0.1870_E-01 G.36290E-01
30.000 98,425 521,64 O.17S78E _8 0.1764_ 02 0.17_78E-01 0.33913E-01
31.000 lul.7_6 512.46 _-16394E _8 _.16179E 02 _.16314E-01 0.316_5E-01
32.000 10_.986 503.28 3.15010E O, 0.14_13E 02 3.152q9E-01 0.29511E-01
33,00_ 108.267 494,10 _,13721E 08 _.13541E u2 U,14161E-_I +0.27478E-01 "+
33.000 108,267 494,10 0.13721E 08 0,13541E 02 0,14161E-01 D,27478E-01
34,000 111,548 484,94 0.12522E 08 0.12358E 02 0.13168E-01 0.25550_-01
35,000 114,829 475,78 0,11408E 08 _.11259E'O20,12227E-UZ o_2572_E-_1 "
$6.000 118.110 466.62 _*10374F 08 0.1023_[ 02 0.11338E'01 3*22000E-0_
37,0C0 121,391 457,46 0,94177E 07+0,92946E 010*l_498E'UZ_U.2G3TOE-_I
_8,000.124,671 448,30 0,8532_E U7 U,84209E 01U*TU61E'02 0-18833E-01 +"




,.cR-7o-u zzz) I .... l r-u_ I
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VENUS _ODEL AT_OSPHERE NO SPB011/V5 DATE 04 AUG 1969
'.lEAN MOLECULAR _ASS = 42.40 GRA_S/HOLE
INITIAL PRESSURE =0.169030E 09 DY_ES/SQCH AT 6048.00 KM RADIUS
PRIhT INTERVAL • 1.00 KM
i
.
' ALTITUDE IS ABOVE 605060 K_ RADIUS
i ALTITUDE TEMP PRESSURE _IAS$ DENSITYt
KM KFT KELVIN DY_EIC_2 ATM G/CM3 SLUG/FT3
38,000 124,671 448,30 0,85325E 07 0,84209E 01 3,97061L-02 0,18833_-01
39.000 127.952 439,16 0.77149E 07 0.761_1E 010.8958BE-u2 0,17383E-01 f
, 40,000 131,233 430,_2 0,69612E 07 0,68702E O1 0.82554E-02 0,16018E-01
- 41.000 134,514 420.88 0.62675E 07 0,61855E O1 0,75941E-02 0,14735E-01 -_
42,000 137,795 411,74 0,56301E _7 0,_5565E 01 0,69732E-02 0,13530E-0|
43,000 141,076 402.60 0,50455E 07 0,_9796E O1 0,639.11E-02 0,12400E-01
43,000 141,076 402o60"0.50455E 07 0,49796E 01 0.63911E-02 0.12400E-01-
44.000 14_,356 393,48 0,45105E 07 0,44515E 01 0,58458E-02 0,11342E-01
45,000 147,637 384,36 0,_0218E 07 0,_9692E O1 0,53360E-02 0,10353E-01 i
46,000 150,918 375,24 0.35762E 07 0,35295E 0i 0,48603E-O2O,94305E-02 "
47,000 154,199 366,12 0.31710E 07 0,31296E 01 3,44169E-02 0,85703E-02
4e,000 157,480 357°00 0,28033E 07 0,27667E 01 0,40045E-02 0.77701E-02
4B,O00 157,4R0 357,00 0,28_33E 07 0,27667E 01 0,4c045E-02 0,77701E-02
49,000 160,761 347,88 0,24765E 07 0,24382E 01 u-36216E-U2 u,70270E-02
50.000 164,u41 338,76 0,21699E 07 0.21416E 01 0,32666E-02 0,63383E-02
51,000 167,322 329,64 0,18993E 07 0.18745E01 0,29383E-02 0,57013E-02 --
52,000 170,603 3?0,52" 0,16563E 07 0,16346E 01 0,26353E-02 0,51134E-02
53,000 173,884 311,40 0.14388E 07 _,14199E 01 0,23562E-02 0,45718E-02
O 53'000173,884 311,40 0,14388E 07 0,2_199E 01 0,23562E-02 0,_718E-02
54,000 177,165 303,78 0,12451E 07 0,12288E 01 0.20902E-02 0,40556E-02
55.000 180,446 296,16 3.10735E 07 O,10fi95E O1 0,18486E-02 0,35869E=02
56,000 183,727 288.5_ C_,92218E 06 o,91012E O0 0,16298E-02 0,31624E-02--
57.000 1870007 280,92 0,78994E 06 o,77863E GO _,14322E-u2 0,27789E-02
58,000 190,288 273,30 0.67210E 06 0.66332E O0 0,12541E-02 0,24334E-02 _
5_.000 190,288 273,30 0,67210E 06 0.66332E Ou 0,12541E-02 0,24334E-02 .....
59,000 193,569 271,68 0,57105E _6 o.5635_E Ou U,1U719E-O2-O,20798E-O2
60,000 196.850 270,06 0,48474E 06 O,_7_OE 00.0,91536E-03 0,17761E-02
-.61;000 200,131 268,44-0,41110E 060,_0572E 00 0.78098E-03 0,15153E-02 ....
62,000 203,412 266,82 0,34831E 06 0,34375E O0 0,66572E-03 0,12917E-02 ._
63,000 206,692 26_,20 0,29483E ¢6 u.29_98E Od 0,56695E-O3 0,11300E-02
63,000 206,692 265,20 0,29483E 06"0,29098E O00,56695E-O3O,IlOOOE-02 ..... i
64,000 209,973 263,42 0,24931E.06 U,24605E O_ U.48265E-03 0,93650E-03
65,000 213,254 26106_ 0,21059E 06 0,20783E O0 0,41046E-03 0,79644E-03
66,000 216,535 259,86 0,17769E 06 0,17536E O_ 0,34871E-03 0,67661E-03 " -_
67,000 219,816 258,08 0,14976E 06 0,14780E OO ¢,29593E-03 0,57419E-03
68,000 223,097 256,30 0,12608E 06 0,12443E OO 0,25086E-03 0,48676E-03
68.000 223,097. 256,30 O,12608EO6"c. I2443E O0 0.2_86E-03 0,48676E-03 ....
69.000 226.377 253.96 O.106_OE 06 u.10461_ O0 o.21286E-_3 U,41301E-03
70,000 229,658 251062 0.88985E 05 0,_7821E-01 0,18034E-03 0.34993E-03
7i,000 232,939 249,28 0,7_581E OS 0,73606E-01 0,15257E-03 0-29604E-0_ --
72,000 236.220 246.94 0.62408E 05 u.61592E-ul O.1288BE-u3 0.25007E'_3
73.000 239,501 244.60 0.52137E OS 0.51455E-01 0.10_70E-03 0.21091E-03.
• 73.000 239.501 244.60 0.52137EO5 0.51455[-01 0.10870E-03 0.2_091E-03 ....
74,000 242.782 242.02 0_43479E OS 0.42910E-01 0.91616E'04 0.17776E-0375,000 246.062 239,44 0,36191E 05'0,357_.8E-_1 u,77081E-04 0,14956[-03
++ 76,000 249,343"236.8_ +0o_0066E OSo,2967_E-O_ O,b_734E-O4 0.12S60E-03_ .....
.................,_,,,,
1970016842-212
r..,, I (voluz)f I ...............r-= lint)!
VE';US FODEL AT_.'OSPHERE _:O'SPeO11/V5 DATE 04 AUG 1969
;.;EA;_ fVOLFCULAR ;4A$S • 42.40 GRA._+,S/HOLE
It,JZTIAL PRESSURE =Oe1690_OE 09 DYNES/SQC'I AT 6068.00 K_ RADIUS
PRINT INTERVAL • 1.00 KH
ALTITUDE IS ABOVE 6050.0 KH RADIUS
........... o
ALTITUDE TE_P PRESSURE _ASS'DENSITY
KH KFT KELVIN DYNE/C.'2 ATH G/CH3 SLUG/FT3
77.000 252,624 234,28 3.24929E 05 0.2_603E-01 0*54264E-04 0,1GS29E-03 ----+
7R.O00 255.905 231,70 0.20628E C5 0._0355E-01 0.45402E-34 0,88095E'04
. 76.000 255,905 231.70 _,2_628E 05 0.20358_-01 0.45402E-04 0.8809fiE=04
79.000 259,166 229.28 0.17035E 35 0,16812E-01 0.37890E-_4 0,73319E-04
80,000 262,467 226,86 0,14040E 05 0.13857E-01 0.31562E-04 0,61241E-04
61o000 265,748 224.44 0,11549E o5 _.11398E-010,26241E-U4 0.5_916L-04
82.000 269,028 222.02 0.94_02E _6 _,93562E-02 0.2177fiE-04 0,42251E-0_ -
83.000 272.309 219.60 0.77656E 04 0,76640E-02 O,18033E-04 0,34991E-04
83,000 272,309 219,60 0,77656E 04 _,76640E-02 0,18033E-04 0-349_lE-Ok
- 84,000 275,590 217,46 0.63483E 04 0.62652E-02 0,14867E-04 0,28886E-04
_5.000 27_,871 215,_2 0,51796E 04 0.51119E-02 0,12267E-04 U.23803E-04
86,000 282,152 213,18 0,42178E 04 0.41627E-02 0.10089E-04 G,19577E-04
87,000 285,433 211,04 0.3427RE 0_ O.33329E-02 0._2830E-05 0,16071E-04
88,000 2SR,713 208.90 0o27800E C4 0.27436E-02 0.67866E-05 0.13168E-04
88,000 268,713 208,90"0,27800E 04 0.27436E-02 0,67866E-05 0,13168E-04
89.000 291,994206+70 0,22499E 0_ 0.22204E-02 0,55508E-05 O.1077uE-u4
90,000 295,275 204,50 O,1816PE 04 0,17931E-02 0.45307E-05 0,87911E-05
91.000 29P.556 202,30 0.14636E 04 0.14447E-02 0,36902E-05 0,71602E-05
92.000 301.837 200,10 0.11767E 04 c,11614E-02 0,29991E-05 0,58192E-05
93.000 305.118 197,90 0.94379E 03 C,93144E-03 0.24320E-05 0,47189Ev0S
93.000 305.118 197.90 0.94379E 03 0.93144E-03 0.24320E-05 0.47189E'_
94.000 308,398 195,72-'0-75_1iE 03 O.74524E-O3-O.19675E-05 0.38176E-0_
95.000 311.679 193.54 0,60270E 03 Go594a2E-03 0.15880E-05 O,30a13E-OS_96.000 314.960 191.36 0.47985E 03 0.47358E-03 0.12787E-05 0,24812E-05 _'.
97,000 31P.241 189,18 0,38108E 03 0,37610E-03 0,10272E-05 0.19932E-05 '_"
96.000 321.522 187,00 0,3018_ 03 0.29790E-03 0,_2318E-06 0,15972E-05 "-
9_,000 321.522 187,00 0.30185E 03 G,29790E-03 0,52318E-06 0,15972E-05 ._>..
99.000 324,803 185.55 0.23857E 03 Ue23fi4SE-03 0.65570E-06 0,12722E105 ....
100,000 328.08_ 184,10 0,18823E 03 0.16576E-03 0,52140E-06 0.10116E-05
101.000 331,364 182,65 0_14824E 03 0,14630E-03 0,41389E-06 0.80309E-06
102,000 334.645 181,200,11653E 03 0.11501E-03-0.32797E-06 0.63637E-06 + -
103.000 337,926 179,75 0,91440E 02 0.90245E-04 0.25942E-06 0,50336E-06_\_ .
104,000 34],207 178,30 0,71614E 02 0,70678E-04 0,20482E-06 0,39743E-06 +_
105,000 34_,468 176;65 0,55980E 02 0,55248E-04 0,16142E-06 0,31321E-06
106,000 347,769 175,40 0,.43673E 02 0._3102_-04 0,12697E-06 0,24638E-06
107,000 351,049 173,95 0,3400_E g2 0,3356_E-04 0,99692E-07 0,19343E-06
108,000 354,330 172'50 0,26424E 02 0,26078E-04 0,78118E-07 0,15137E-06
108,000 354,330 172,50 0,26424E. 02 0.26078E-04 0,78118E-07 0,15157E-06
109,000 357,611 175,55 0,20_58E 02 O,2U289E-04 0,$9721E-07 0,11587E-G6
110,000 360,892 178,60 'O,!_Q63E 02 0.15853E_04 0.45872E-07 0'89006E'07'
111.000 364.]73 181.65 0.12607E _2 0.12442E-04 0.35393E-07 0,68678E-07
112,000 367,454 184.70 0.993_1E 01 0.98052E-03 0,27_31E-07 0.$3223E-07
113,000 370,734 187,75 0,78602E 01 _,7737$E'03 0-21350E-07 0,41423E'07
114.000 374.01S 190.80 0-62427E 01 0,61610E-0$ 0,16683E'07 0,3_374E-U?
115,000 377,_96 193,85 0*49763E 01 0,49114E'05 0,13091E-07. 0,25402E'_7
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•r _ 7-2 (ecmt)I •
VENUS f_O_EL AT'._OSPltERE NO SPROZ1/VS DATE O_ AUG 1969
r*EAN _OLECULAR HASS • 42,40 GRA_S/HOLE
I_:ITIAL PRESSURE mO,I690OOE 09 DY_!ES/$OCu AT 6048=00 K:4 RADIUSPRINT INTERVAL • 1,00 KH
ALTITUDE IS ABOVE 6050.0 K_ RADIUS
ALT I TUDE TE_/P PRESSURE HASS DENSI TY
KH KFT KELVIN DYNEIC_2 ATH G/CM3 5LUG/FT3
117,000 383,858 199,95-0.31966E O1 0.31548E-05 0.81528E-_8 0,15819E-07
llR,O00 387.139 203,00 0.25751E Ol 0.25415E-05 0.64692E-08 0.12552E-07
• 118.000 387.139 203.C0 3,25751E ul 0.25415E-05 0.64692E-08 0,12552E-07
119.000 390.419 204.37 0;20795E O1 0.20523E-05 U,51891E-08 0.10068E-07
120,000 393.700 205,74 0.16818E 01 0o1659_E-05 0°41688E-0_ OedO_bE-OU
12!.000 396.981 207°11 0.13622E O1 0,1344_E-05 0.330_2E-08 0.65082E-08
122,000 400°262 208.48 _.iI049E Jl O.IU9OSE-Ob 0.27028E-_8 0,52443E-08
123.000 403,543 209.85 0.89755E OO d,88581E-06 0o21_11E-08 0,42321E-0_
124,000 406.824 211,22 0.73011E O0 0.72056E-06 C,17627E-08 0,34203E-08
125,000 410.104 212,59 _.59474E O0 U.58696E-86 0,14266E-08 0,27682E-88 i
126,000 413o385 2_3.96 0.48514E O0 ¢.47880E-06 0.11563E-08 0,22436E-08
127.000 616,666 215*33 0.39628E 00 0o39110E-06 0o93852E-09 0.18210E-08
128,000 419o947 216,70 _.32413E u_ u,31989E-06 _o7628_E-_9 _,148dUE-U8
128,000 419,947 216,70 0.32413E O0 _.31989E-86 0.76280E-09 0,14800E-08
129,000 423,228 222,26 0.26598E O0 _.26250E-06 0,61328E-09 0,11841E-08
130,000 426,509 227,82 ¢°21934E O0 0o21647E-06 0°49_98E-_9 0.95267E-09
131,000 429e790 233e37 0-1817_E O0 0,17935E-06 0°39711E-09 OeTTO52E-09
132,000 633,070 238,9_ 0-1_125E O0 _,14927E-06 0,32281E-09 O*62636E-G9 ..." - 3, 4 6.351 _44,50 * 2642 ¢_ 0° 247 -_ °26368 - be51163 09
134,000 439,632 25u.C60.lu610E O_ 0,10471E-06 0°21638E-_9 0,41985E-09
135,000 442,913 255°62 O.89_98E-u1 0°_8229E-07 d°17_SSE-09 0,34605E-09___
136,000 446,194 261e18 0.75605E-010;74616E-OTO,14762E-09 0o28643E-09
137,000 449,675 266,74 U.64169E-_l 0,63330_-u? _,12268E-_9 0.23884E-_9
138,000 452,755 272.30 0,54651E-01 0.53936E-07 0,10235E-09 0,19859E-09
138.000 452.755 272.30 0.54651E-01 0o53936E-07 0,10235E-09 0.19859E'09
139,000 456,036 285.00 0-46791E-01 0°46179E-07 0*83726E-10 0,16245b-_9
140,000 459o317 297,70 0.40336E-01 0.39809_-07 O.b9097E-lO 0.13407E-09
141.000 462,598 310,40 0-34989E-01 0,34532E-07 0,57485E-10"0,11154_-09
142,000 465,879 323,10 _-30526E-010.30127E-07 0.48181E-10 0.93486E-10
143.000 469,160 335.80 _.26774E-_1 0.26424E-07 O.40661E-lO U.78895E-IO -
_- -1_4,000 472.440 348°500.23599E-010,23290E-O7O.34532E-lO 0,67004E-10
145,000 475,721 361.20 0.20_95E-01 0,20622E-07 0.29501E-10 0,57242E-10
146,000 479,002 373,90 0-18580E-01 0,18337E-07 O,25341E-1G _,49170E-10
1_7.000 482.283 386,60 0.16586E-010.16369E-O7"O,21879E'lO 0.42453E-10
148,000 48_.564 399.30 0.14862E-01 0,14668_-07 0.18981E-10 0.36830E-10
148,000 485,564 399,30 _,14862E-01 _.14668E-O7 U,18981E-10 0,36838E-10
149,900 48_08_S 414,95 O.13368E-Ol U.13193E-07 0016429E-10 0.31879E-10
15G,000 492.125 430.60 0.12072E-01 0,11914E-07 0.14297E-10 0.27742E-10
151.000 495.406 4_6.25 0.10942E-01 0.10799E-07 0.12504E-10 0.24263E-10
152.000 498,687 461.90O.99520E-U2 0.98218_-08 O,lO987E-l_ 0.21319E'10
153,000 501.968 477,55 0.90801E-02 0.89614E-08 0,96964E-11 0,18814E'10
154,000 505,249 493.20 0.83094E-02 0,82007E-08 0,85918E-11 0,16670_'10
155o000 508,530 508,85 0*76254E'U2 Uo75257E-08 0,76421E_11 0o14828_-10
156,000 511,811 524.50 0*7_!61E'02 0o69244E-08 0o68217E-11 0*15236E'10
15T,000 515,091 $40,15 0*64715E'02 0.63869_-08 O,61099E-11. O*l1855E-IO.
..... 158,000 518,372 555,80"0,59831E-02 0,59049E-08 0*54897E-11 0*10651E'10
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1970016842-214
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a 7-2 (c t) t I
VE,_US r_O_EL AT'.'OSPHERE NO SP8011/V5 DATE 04 AUG 1969
_'EAN _OLECULAR ,VASS • 42=40 GRAHS/NOLE
.)- I,_ITIAL PRESSURE •0.169000E 09 DYNES/SQC:/ AT '604c].00" KH RADIUSPRINT INTERVAL • 1-00 KH
ALTITUDE IS A_OvE 6050.0 KH RADIUS
ALTITUDE TEvP PRESSURE HASS DENSITY "
K_I KFT KELVI_ DYNE/CH2 ATM GIC;43 SLUG/FT3
158.000 518.372 555.80 0.59831E-U2 0.590498-08 0.548978-11 0.106518-10
159.000 521,653 567,75 0,55428E-32 0.54703E-08 ¢.497018-11 _.96436k-ll
160.Ou_ 524e934 579.71 0.51438E-b2 0.507668-08 0._5098E-11 u,875_5E-11
161.000 52P.215 591.68 0o47816E-02 C.47190E-08 0.410108-11 0,795738-11 "-
162.000 531.496 603.64 0.44519E-02 0._39368-08 0.37370E-11 0,725108-11
163.000 534.776 615059 0.41512E-02 0.40970E-08 0,341208-11 0.662058-11
164.000 538.057 627.56 0o38766_-02 0.38259E-0_ 0.312128-11 0.60563E-11 " "
165°000 541.338 639.51 0.362528-02 0.357788-08 0.28604E-11 0.555028-11
166.000 54_.619 651.48 0._394'IE-02 0,_5038-08 0.26260E-11 0.50954E-11
167,000 547.900 563.44 0.31830E-02 _.314138-08 "01241498-11 0,468578-11 ....
168.000 551.181 675.40 0,29882E-02 _,29491E-08 0.22243E-11 0,43159E-11
168.000 551.181 675.40 0-29882E-02 0.294918-08 0.Z2243E-11 0.431598-11
169,000 554.461 683.86 0.28_82E-u2 _.Z7715E-U8 _.2_628E-11_.401268-11 _
170,000 557.742 692.32 0.26412E-02 0.26067E-0_ 0.19150E-11 0,37157E-11
171.000 561.023 703.78 0,24862E-02 0.24537E-08 0.17795E-11 0.34528E-11
.172.000 564-304 709-24 0-23422E-02 0.23116E-08 3.1_551E-11 0,32115E-11 _- -
173,000 567.585 717.70 0°22082E-02 0,21793E-08 0,15409E-11 0,29899E-11
174.000 570.866 726.16 0-238348-02 0.20561E-08 0-14359E-11 U.278618-115 4 14 34 62 ,19671E- 19414 ¢. 3 928 -0,25985_-11 ....
176.G00 577._27 743,08 0.18586E-_2 0.18343E-08 3-12501E-11 0,24256E-11
177.000 580e708 751.54 C,175748-02 0.1734_E-08 0-11679E-11 U-226628-11
178,000 5830989 760,00 0'16628E-02 0.164i0E-08 0.10920E-11 0.21189E-11 ......
178,000 583,989 760.00 0.16628E-02 0.164108"08 _-1C920E-11 0,21189E-11
179,000 587,270 766060 0-15742E-02 0,15536E-08 0-!0234E-11 0.19857E-11
180,000 590.551 773,20 O.14912E-U2 0014717E-08 _-95969E-12 0,1862iE-11
181.000 593-832 779.80 0.1413#E-02 0.13953E-U8 ue_U55E-12 U.17473E-11
182=000 597,112 786-40 0=13404E-02 9013229E-_ 0-_4560E-12 _=16407E-11
183°000 600=393 793000 0.12719E-OZ U.12552E-08 G-79_§1E-12 0,15_1bE-11 _ -"
184.000 603-674 799-60 0=12075E-02 G.11917E-08 U-74697E-12 0.1_93E-11
185,000 606.955 806023 0,114698-02 0,113198-08 3.7_270E-12 0e136348-11 .._.
186.000 610,236 812.80 0.108998-02 0.107578-0_ _-661468-12 00128348-11
187.000 613.517 819,_0 0,10363E-02 0,10227E-08 0,62300E-12 0,12088E-11
188,000 616,797 826.00 0,98584E-03 0,97295E-09 0-58711E-12 0,11391E-11 ..... .
188,000 6160797 826000 00985848-b3 0,97295E-09 ;._871iE-12 0,113918_11
189.000 620,078 829063 0,93817E-03 _e9Z590E-09 "3-555_2E-12 0,10777E-11
190,000 623,359 833.26 0.89308E-03 0,881408-09 :.52562E-12 0,101988-11
191,000 626,64.0 836.89 0-850418-03 0.83929E=09-0*497588-12 0'965478-12 .......
192,000 629,921 840,S1 0,81_038-03 0,7994_E-¢9 u,_7120E-12 0091_28E-12
]93.000 633.202 844.15 0.771808-03 0.761708-09 C0_636E-12 00866098-1_*
1940000 636.482 8_7078 0,735588-03 0,72S.968-09 00_22978-12 0,820718-12 ......
1950000 639,763 851e40 00701278-03 0,692108-09 U04_0948-12 U.77796E-12
1960000 6430_44 85500_ 00668758-03 0o_5600_E-09 0038018E-12 00737678-12
1970000 646,325 858_67 0-63792E-03 0,629588-09 0-360608-12 0e699698-12 .......
I) 198.000 6_90606 862030 0.6086_E-03 0,600728-09 0.342148-12 0e66387E-121980000 6490606 862033 0e608688-03 00600728-09 U*342148"12 00663878-12
199.00u 6520887 865._9 00580948-03 U0873348-09 U-32_908-12 0.63042£_ ....
• • t ,, • ,
4





VENUS ,YODEL AT'4OSPHERE NO'SPP,OIZ/V5 DATE 04 AUG 1969
HEAN MOLECULAR _IASS • 62.40 GRAYS/MOLE
_ INITIAL PRESSURE •0,169000E 09 DYNES/SOC.v. AT 6048,00 K._ RADIUS
PRINT INTERVAL • 1,00 K.'q
ALTITUDE IS ABOVE 6050.0 K_ RADIUS
ALTITUDE TE_P PRESSURE HAS5 DENSITY
KH KFT KELVIN DYNE/CH2 AT_ G/CM3 SLUG/FT3
200.000656.167 867.88 0.55460E-03 0.54734E-09 _.30862E=12 u.59882E-12
201.030 659.448 870*67 0-529_8E-03 U.52265E-09 0*19323E-12 0*568_6E-12
202.000 662.729 873.46 3*S05UlE-03 0.49920E-09 0.27868E-12 0.5401'3E-12
203.000 666.010 876*25 0.48323E-03 0.47691E-09 0-26492E-12 0o51404E-12
204.000 669.291 879.04 0o46177E-03 0.45573E-09 0o25191E-12 0048880E-12
205oG00 672.572 881.82 3*44137E-03 0.43559E-09 0o23961E-12 0*46492E-12
206°000 675.853 884.62 0-42196E-03 0.41644E-09 0.22796E-12 0o4423,ZE-12
2C7°000 679*133 887-40 0o40350E-03 0.39823E-09 0.21693E-12 ¢-42092E-12
208.000 682.414 890.20 3.38594E-03 0.38090E-09 0.20649E-12 0.40066E-12
208.000 682.414 890o20 G.38594E-03 0.38090E-09 0.2_649E-12 0.40066E-12 !
209°000 685.695 891.76 0=36922E-03 0.36439E-09 0=19684E-12 0o381_3E-12
210.000 63_.976 893.34 0.35328E-03 0.34866E-C9 0.18767E-12 0°36414E-12
' 211.000 692.257 894.90 0.33809E-33 0.33367E-09 0.17896E-12 0.34724E-12
i 212.000 695°538 896.68 _.32361E-03 0._1938E-09 0.17069E-12 0._3119E-12
, 213.000 698.818 898.05 _.30980E-03 _.30575E-09 0.16282E-12 _.31594E-12
l 214.000 702.099 899.62 0.29663E-03 0.29275E-09 0.15535E-12 0033144E.-12 -"
215.000 705.380 901.19 0.28406E-03 0.28035E-09 0.!4825E-12 0.28766E-,12
216.000 708.661 902.75 v=272C8E-G3.U=26852E-09 0o14150E-12 U=27456E-12
217,000 711,942 904.32 0°26364E-83 0,25723E-09 0-13508E-12 0°26210E-_.2
218,000 715,223 905,90 0,24972E-03 0,24646E-09 0,12897E-12 0,25025E-12
218,000 715o223 905o90 0.24972E-03 0,24646E-09 0,12897E-12 0,25G25E-12"
219,000 718,503 906,98 0,23930E-03 0,23617E-09 0,12315E-12 0,23895E-1_
220,000 721,784 908,06 0-22935E-03 0°22635E-09 0,11761E-12 0-22820E-12
221.000 725,065 909,14 0,21986E-03 0,21698E-09 0,11234E-12 0-21797E-12
222,000 728.346 910.21 0,21079E-03 0.20803E-_9 0,10732E-12 0,20824E-12
_23,000 731,627 911,33 0,20212E-03 0.19948E-_9 0-1_255E-12 0-19896E-12
224,000 734,908 912,38 0-19385E-03 0,19131E-09 0,98008E-13 0*19016E-12
225,000 738,188 913,46 0*18594E-03 0,18351E-09 0,93681E-13 0*18177E-12
226,000 741.469 914.54 0,17838E-03 0,17605E-C9 0,89560E-13 0,17377E-12
227,000 744°750 913,62 0,17116E-03 0,16892E-09 0o85635E-13 0,16616E-12'
228,000 74P,031 916,70 0,16426E-03 O,16211E-09 0,81897E-13 0015890E-12
228,000 74p.031 916.70 0.16426E-03 0.16211E-09 0.81897E-13 0,15890E-12
229,000 751,312 917,31 0,15763E-03 0,15359E-09 0,78361E-13 0,15204E-12
230,000 7_4,593 917,92 0.15134E-_3 0,14936[-09 0°74990E-13 0,14550E-12
231.000 757.874 918-53 0.14530E-03 0.14340E-09 0.71774E-13 0*13926E-12
232.000 761,154 919.14 0,13951E-03 0.1_769E-09 0.68706E-13 0013331E-12
233,000 764,435 919.75 0*13398E-03 0,13223E-C9 0.65779E-13 0,12763E-12.
234,000 767.716 920,36 0,12868E-03 0.12700E-09 0-62986E-13 0*12221E-12
235,000 770.997 920.96 0,12361E-03 0.12200E-09 0,60321E-13 0*11704L-12
236,000 774*278 921*37 0.11876E-03 0,11721E-09 U,S7776E-13 _*1121UE-12
237,000 7770539 922.19 0.11411E-03 0,11262E-09 0.53347E-13 0.10739E-12
2380000 780.839 922080 0,10966E-03 0010822E-09 0053027E-13 0010289E-12
238.000 7800839 922,80 O*10966EoU30, IUB22E-09 Uo53027E-13 u;1;289E-12
O 239.000 784.1_0 923.20 0.10339E-03 0.10402E-09 0.S0788E-13 o.gbs45E'13
240.000 787.401 923039 0010131E-0_ 0099992E-10 0.48631E'13 0.94398E-13
._ 241.000 790.682 924.00 0.97407E'04 0.9613_E,10 0046611E'13 0*90441_'1_" i
. . . |
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.x6 I n-7o..n-Cvozz z)l "": '
VENUS MODEL ATMOSPHERE NO SPSOll/V5 DATE 04 AUG 1969
_.:EANt._,OLECULAR.'_ASS • 42,40 GRA,V.S/MOLE
O INITIAL PRESSURE sOe169000E 09 DYNES/SOCM AT 6048o00 KM RADIUSPRINT INTERVAL • 1,00 KM
ALTITUDE IS ABOVE 6050,0 KH RADIUS
ALTITUDE TE,'.IP PRESSURE HASS DENSITY
KM KFT KELVIN DYNE/CM2 ATM G/CM3 SLUG/FT3
242.000 793.963 924,40 0.93662E-04 0,92437E-'10 0,44666E-13 0,86664E-13
243,000 797,266 924,80 O,90075E-U40.88897E-1U 0,42806E-13 0,83057E-13
' 244,000 803,524 925,20 ;.),8663?E-U6 U,85506E-1U 0,61031E-13 0,79613E-13
245,000 8C_3,805 925,59 0,83343E-06 0,82253E-10 0,39336E-13 0,76324E-13
246,000 807,086 926,00 0,80185E-06 0,79137E-10 0,37717E-13 0,73183E-13
247,000 810,367 926,60 0,77159E-06 UeT615uE-1G 0.36170E-13 0,70181E-13
248,000 813,648 926,80 0,74257E-06 0.73286E-10 0,34692E-13 0,67313E-13
248,000 813,648 926.80 0.74257E-06 0,73286E-10 0,34692E-13 0,67313E-13 I_
269,G00 816,929 927,00 0,71476E-06 0,70560E-10 0,33279E-13 0,64572E-13 i
250,000 820,209 927,21 0,68806E-04 0,67906E-10 0,'31"929E-1_ 0,61952E-13 !!
251,000 823,690 927,43 0,66246E-06 O,65380E-ZU 0.30638E-13 0,_9667E-13 t'
252,000 826,771 927,64 0,63790E-06 O,62956E-1U 0,294_.'3E-13 0,57053E-13
253,000 830,052 927,84 0,61634E-04 O,6C)631E-'lU 0-28223E-13" U,56762E-13 " '{
254.000 ._33.333 928,06 (._,59173E-04 0.58399E-13 0.27094.E-13 0.._2572E-13
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I. TRIALMISSIONSUMMARY
A. PURPOSEOF TRIAL MISSION
, The trial mission system was configured as an effectlv_ method
! of early problem identification, although a high percentage ,_f
, design data and techniques developed were applied directly to the
subsequent baseline mission studies. It is important to recognize
that the trlal mission was a means to an end and not a recommended
; configuration. Its identification and discussion here is to 11-
: lustrate its usefulness as a mission design tool.
B. TRIAL MISSIONDESCRIPTION
I. GeneralDiscussion
The trial mission is composed of eight separate entry probes,
which are mounted on the modified Mariner spacecraft (Conflgura-
clon 20a) by means of a common capsule adapter. The eight probes
Include three basic types of probes: ballistic descent probes;
high cloud probes; and balloon probes. These probes are supple-
mented by upper-atmospherlc instruments mounted on the Impactlns
spacecraft. The ballistic probes are identified ms "large" or
"small" due to varied instrument complements. Table G-1 summa-
rizes the trial mission probes and target zones selected.
The instrument complements selected for the trial mission
i
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2. BallisticProbeDescriptio_
The large and small ballistic descent probes are similar in
design and operation, but differ primarily in the instruments they
carry, which affects their overall size, Both contain a pressure
vessel deslgnea to withstand the thermal and pressure environments}
i all the way to the planet's surface. The science instruments and
l
supporting subsystems are housed within this pressure vessel. A --
conic skirt is added to the pressure vessel to provide aerodynamic
stability during subsonic descent. All the items are contained
in a blunt cone aeroshell/heat shield for entry, and are extracted
by parachutes. Figure G-1 presents the major configuration char-
acteristics of the trial mission ballistic probes.
Deflection Propulsion-- ___
MatnParachute ,T . - _Sctence &
S - 0.01 - 0.; _ Communication
DescentCapsule_'- I "_1_, I / _" _J_55"
8 - LO - 3.0 I _-_.iI/"
Ftg. G-1 Trtal Mtsston Ballistic Probe Charackertsttcs
3. High-Cloud Probe Description
In the instrument selection process for each tarSet site, the
first ballistic probe vu found to require a large tnst_'mnent cou-
plement, which, J_ turn, defined a rather 'r._rt_e probe. Some of
the instruments, however, required deployment at a very hish alti-
tude (i.e., a radius of 6130 kn) to be effective, and requlred a
slow descant rata at _heae hiih altitudes to be coupattble with
sample-acquisition and proces8_ times. Providin8 the necessary
,, , Ill' r glnlml i
m nmmm
1970016842-220
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: dep]o}ment altitude and descent velocity to the large probe would
have required large supersonic decelerators, and extremely large
parachutes would have been needed to produce the required subsonic
ballistic coefficients (in the range of 0.005 slug/ft2). Since
relatively few instruments required those conditions (operation
above a radius of 6120 km), and since these instruments would be
l
of less value at lower altitudes, it was determined that they
should be placed in an extremely light probe designed to operate
only above a radius of 6100 km. This would allow the use of super-
sonic decelerators similar to those already tested, snd the size
of the main parachute could be reduced to an acceptable percentage
of entry weight. Hence, the high-cloud probe was configured to
contain the hlgh-cloud instruments, no protection was provided
against the pressure and temperature environments to be encountered
at lower altitudes, and the probe's mission was to be considered
complete at the 6100-km radius level. At this time it could be
switched to a noncoherent data link to avoid interference with
the other probes, and it could be monitored until its destruction
by the environment. See Fig. G-2 for the characteristics of the
high-cloud probe. "'_'
DeflectionPropulsion
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4. Balloon Probe Description
The balloon probes are instrumented gondolas supported by
i hydrogen-filled balloons. They are contained within an aeroshell
for entry in the same fashion as _he ballistic and hlgh-cloud
probes. However, their deployment altitude is not as critical
since they will return to the density altitude for which they weref
designed. Their float altitudes are the 50- and 500-mb pressure
zones, and their primary data are via the transponders and rang-
ing used to track their positions. The general configuration of i






Container RN = 0.4
H2 Tank
Deflection _ropulsion Entry B = 0.6 slug/ft2 ...,.
Fig. G-3 Trial Mission Balloon Probe Characteristics
5. Planetary Vehicle Configuration
The Planetary Vehicle is designated as that equipment placed
on the interplanetary transfer trajectory. It includes basically
the modified Mariner spacecraft, the eight entry,probes (includ- :-
ing their deflection propulsion systems and biological canlsters),
and the common capsule adapter. The capsule adapter is configured
to provide a clean interface between the probes and the Mariner
spacecraft and combines all common slgnals, requirements, and
support-functlon interfaces. It Includes the structure that adapts
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such as separation sequencers, power-condltloning equipment, bat-
teries, and separation mechanisms. Figure G-4 shows the general
arrangement of the Planetary Vehicle within the outline of the
payload fairing.
A weight summary for the trial mission is shown in Table G-3.
' Table G-3 TrialMissionWeightSummary
Deflection Probes
ProbeWeightBreakdown(lb) Entry Propulsion Installedon
AV Communi-Descent Decel- Aero- Weight Weight PlanetaryVehicle
ProbeType Target (m/sec) Sciencecations Capsuleerator(s)shell (lb) (Ib) (lb)
Large LSMT 5 75 55 275 15 198 488 4 552
HighCloud LSMT/SS 5/35 25 30 70 94 116 281 3/10 343/350I
Small P/SS/AS 17/41/50 11 I 41 114 34 81 229 10/8/10 3 @ 285
Balloon 50mb LSMT 5 10 50 217 13 123 353 3 405
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C. TRIAL MISSIONOPERATION
The trial mission utilizes a Type II trajectory to Venus and
an arrival date of 10/31/75. A 10-day launch period is considered
from 5/25/75 to 6/4/75. The maximum value of C_ for this mission#
! is 6.0 km_/sec _ and the maximum VHE is 3.6 km/sec. The Titan
lllC's payload capability for the mission is 4150 lb. The com-
munication range is 95 x i0_'km, and the maximum mission time is
159 days. All launch and midcourse maneuvers were considered to
be accomplished in the normal fashion for the designated systems
so that the study effort could be concentrated upon the deflec-
tion, approach, and entry portions of the mission.
Since the parametric flight mechanics studies (discussed in
detail under the baseline mission summary) and the methodology are
applicable to both _he trial and the baseline missions, only the
resulting parameters for each mission phase will be included here.
The deflection and entry parameters for an _mpacLing space-
craft mission are defined in Table G-4. The impacting spacecraft
is targeted near the light side of the morning terminator site
(LSMT). The perlapsis radius is 3200 km. The activity sequence
is shown in Fig. G-5.
...... ' -- m
1970016842-225
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Table G-4 Deflection and Entry Parameters for an Impacting
Spacecraft Mission*
Entry Altitude = 815,000 ft (6300 km); Deflection Radius = 4 x 10("km;
Entry Velocity = 35,367 fps (10.78 km/sec); Deflection Angle = 20° (160° for
balloons).
' Tarqets Subsolar Polar Antlsolar LSr4T
l.aI,iLude (duu) _0 -60 0 -30
LcmU itud_:(de(j) 25/12.5 55 15_ 66
L,try Flight Path Anule, _E (deg) 50/45 25 35 45
Entry Angle of Attack, '_E(deg) 34/38 51 45 !34/27
Deflection Velocity (m/sec) 35/40 17 60 5 fwd/12
, retro
I rTime from Deflection to Entry (hr) 296.8/ 298.3 295.0 299.6/
, 296.5 301.2 ,
; Maximum Entry Load Factor (g) 393/352 196 275 x/337/
I 341/352
Probe Types Small/ Small Small S/C/Large/
Cloud Balloon/
Cloud
*Subearth point is at 3.3° latitude and 93.97° l.on_itude.
l
1970016842-226
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D. TRIAL MISSIONCONCLUSIONS
The trial mission study effort resulted in a mission defini-
tion that would produce a good, but not an optimum, science data
return. The trial mission utilizes essentially all the Titan
IIIC's payload capability. The number of probes to be entered
leads to complicated, but not unfeasible, separation and activity
sequences.
The trial mission has brought out the need for the high cloud
probe, and the desire for balloon/transponder probes. It has
shown that, by properly applying the deflection velocity incre-
ment, coherent communications may be maintained with all entry
probes within tilecapability of the deep space communications net.
The most sisnificant contributions of the trial mission def-
inition are that no insoluble problems were discovered, and that
the solutions developed for the trial mission can be applied with
confidence to the baseline mission studies.




A mission that encompassed all likely probe-type candidates
and operating modes was identified in the early weeks of the study[
to aid In identifying potential items which would require more
study. The mission that was selected was purposely compllcated; _,
it contained eight separate probes, and used an impacting space-
craft. The science objectives were obtained directly from the !
18 science questions in Appendix D. This effort was limited to
i defining the gross configuration o£ all probes and the packaging
i on the planetary vehicle, selecting the science instruments, and
determining the fllght-mechanlce parameters.
i
i B. ENTRY PROBE STUDIES
1. Trial MissionScienceCapabilities
In retrospect, the trial mission is both reasonably feasible
and reasonably adequate for the accomplishment of the scientific
objectives; it is not, however, an optimum mission and, in some
cases, the accomplishment of the desired objectives is superflu-
ous, while in others, it is less than ideal. For this reason, it
has proved useful as a base from which redundancy can be removed
and on which improve:ants can be made. The specific trial-atsston
probe conftsurations have also provided base8 for investisating
mechanized instrument sampl_h_g and data handling during descant.
Finally, the particular probleae encountered have led to a reex-
amination both of the science mission requirements defined _srl£er
I I li I ! t
m
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in the study and of the methods selected to meet those require-
manta (e.g., probe types, instrument mechanization concepts, data
handling, etc). This, in turn, has led to the identification of
tradeoff studies which were not obvious at the beginning of this
work.
The arrival date selected for the trial mission is a result
of the requirement to investigate variations between the subsolar,
polar, and antlsolar regions and the requirement for a direct-
earth communication llnk. As shown in Fig. G-6, all three regions
are within view of Earth for this arrival date. Earlier arrival
dates glve poor viewing of the most interesting region on the
planet -- the subsolar region --while later arrival dates In-
crease both the communication range to Earth and the entry flight
path angle at the subsolar region (steep entry flisht path angles
are undesirable since deployment above the clouds is extremely
difficult). Fortuitously, the selected arrival date also provides
the maximum payload capability.
The trial mission targeting is also summarized in Fig. G-6.
The large probe, which contains all of the proposed instruments,
is targeted to the llghtslda of the morning terminator, well within
view of Earth, at the point labeled 2. This was done since it was
not certain at the time whether the high date rates could be rea-
sonably achieved near the surface at the limb (subeolar). The
two (500- and 50-rob) balloon transponder probes wore also targeted
there due to the uncertainty in the wind pattern. The impacting
spacecraft was also targeted to the same general vicinity since
that required _he least AV. The 8mall probes were targeted to
the eubsoltr, polar, and antLsolar regions to obtain infornat4on
in the variation8 in atmospheric and cloud structure bet3ween these
points. The hi8h-cloud probe8 were teraeted to the 8ubeolar
region and to the light aide of the nornLn8 te_tor to couple-
sent the information from the mall and large descent probu at _
rhone points.
1970016842-230
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The three general types of probes selected for the trial mis--
sion are a direct result of the requirements to observe the atmos-
phere and clouds from above the cloud tops to the surface and of
the penalties forced on the design of a slnsle system to meet
these requirements over the extreme range of environmental condl-
' _ions between the cloud tops and the surface of Venus.
The particular terminal-descent (postentr_,_ ualllstlc coef-
f._cients for the trial mission probes and the staging (parachute-
release) altitudes were selected to meet the requirements of the
cloud objectives in the region of the cloud tops, to complement
one _.:other in altitude coverage, and to make the descen, times
compatible with reasonable thermal-control and power systems. The
selections were made without the luxury of complete parametric
data. The resulting descent profiles and coverase are shown in
Fig. G-7 and G-8.
The instrument complements for the various probe configura-
tions of the trial mission are su_narlzed in Tables G-5 thru G-8,
which llst the sample time intervals selected for each instrument
to meet the specified altitude samplln$ interv.ls. The minimum _
sample time for the cloud composition experi'_,_ent(300 sac) was
the controlling factor in selecting B - 0,_I05 slug/ft 2 for _he
h_,-cloud probe. The analysis was based on the _.%:CLower Density
Model Atmosphere, since this represents the worst cas@, in this
instance.
2. Tria| Mtsslon Probes
T_e probe confisurations evolved for the trial mt_aion _re
shown in Fig. G-9 and G-10. A statuary of probe weights is 8iven
in Table G-9. These types of probe_ evolve_ Into the final ver-
sions used for the baseline _tssion and L_e _escribed in detail
in Vol lI, Chapter III, Sections B thr_ _.
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3. TrialMissionProbepeflection_Entry,andDescent
Tile deflection and entry parameters for tile trial mission are
shown in Table G-10. The spacecraft is on an impacting path and
is targeted near the light slde of the morning terminator. The
, ! spacecraft's perlapsls is 3200 km, and its entry characterlstlc_ !
are similar to those shown in Table G-10 under the LSMT tarset.
Except for the balloon probes all of the probes are deflected
forward at an angle of 20" from the spacecraft's veloclty vector.
The balloon probes are deflected backward to achieve the desired
stagsered entry times.
The entry times and active experiment durations are noted in
FIS. G-11. The times are based on a 150-day mission. The probe
operatlns times are staKgered so that no more than t_o probes
are workin 8 at one time and so that these two probes are at the
same tarset area. The deflection impulse occurs near 3300 hr.
Descent profiles for each type of probe and tar$et are pre-
sented in Fig. G-12 thruG-19.
TableG-IO DeflectionandEntryParametersfortheTrlalMission*
Entry Altitude = 815,000 ft (5300 km); Deflection Radius = 4 x I0B km;
Entry Velocity = 35,367 fps (10.78 km/sec); Deflection Angle - 20" (160" for!
balloons)
i
Target Subsolar Polar Anttsolar LSMTi ii i i I i ii
Latitude (deg) 0 -60 0 -30
Longitude (deg) 25/12.5 55 157 66
Entry Fltght Path Angle, YE (deg) -50/45 -25 -35 -45
Entry Angle of Attack, _E (deg) 34/38 51 45 34/27
Deflection Veloctty (m/sec) 35/40 17 60 5 fwd/12
retro
Time from Deflection to Entry 296.8/ 298.3 295.0 299.6/
(hr) 296.5 301.2
Maximum Entry Load Factor (g) 393/352 196 275 x/337/
341/352




%ubearth point 1sat 3.3" latttude and93.97" longitude.
11 I '1" ' ! I I
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I Spacecraft Based on 150-Day
Small Impact Mission
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4. Trial Mission Telecommunications Systems
The telecommunication systems on the four probe types included
in the trial mission do not differ greatly from those on the final
baseline and optional missions. These systems will be described
i briefly below, with emphasis on the differences between them and
the ones on the final missions.l
a. Large Probe Telecommunication System - The large probe was
targeted closer to the subearth point on the trial mission. The
communication angle, _, was 40 °. A 1.2-_ annular 31or antenna was
used to match this targeting; its radiation pattern is shown in
Vol II, Chapter VII, Section E. A 25-W TWT transmitter was used.
The data rate was set at 83 1/3 bps. This was not switched to a
lower rate for the lower atmosphere because the atmospheric losses
at # = 40 ° are much lower than those at 70°. Preentry communica-
tions for the flyby spacecraft option was not considered on the
trial mission. Aside from these differences, the system is essen-
i tially the same as that described in Vol II, Chapter III, Section B
i for Lhe final mission.i
I
b. Small Probe Telecommunications System - The small probe
studies in the trial mission is smaller and has fewer instruments
than the small probe in the final mission. A bit rate of 33 1/3
bits was selected. A IO-W TWT transmitter provided enough margin
to allow this data rate to be carried all the way to the surface.
Aside from these differences, the systQm is essentially the same
as that described in Vol II, Chapter III, Section B for the final
mission.
c. Hi_h-Cloud Probe Telecommunication System - The high-cloud
probe on the trial mission had the same instrument complement as
in the final mission, but a lower bit rate, 25 bps, was assumed.
At that time, the 2-way Doppler requirement was not applied to
the hlgh-cloud probe, so noncoherent signalling was assumed. The
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d. Balloon Probes Telecommunication System - The principal
difference between the balloon probes on the trial and final mis-
sion is that the former stores data between contacts while the
latter does not. Therefore, the transmission time at each contact
was ii minutes rather than 6_ minutes. The same ranglng-polarlza-
tion position fix is used on both missions. However, at that time
we were proposing a "recorded burst" technique far ranging. This
consisted of the transmission of a short burst of ranging having
insufficient duration for a real-time Iock-on_ but (theoretically)
sufficient duration if repeated T,_',cesslngo_ the data were done
using a recording of the receiv_ ':urst. It was later determined*
that this technique is not withi the Fresent or projected capa-
bility of the DSN, so this approach was dr¢_" ,J in favor of the r
conventional real-time approach used in the final mission.
5. Trial MissionData Systems
Typical telemetry data formats and functional block diagrams
of the data system were prepared for each of the four types of
probes considered in the trial mission for the purpose of testing
the data sampling concept and estimating requirements for hard- _
ware.
The instrumentation compl_meiLts, bit rates and storage require-
ments vary from probe to probe to the extent that the data system
for each is described separately.
a. Large Probe Data System - The large probe data system is
the most complex of all of the probes due to the large number of
higher data acquisition rate instruments. Three analog multiplex-
ers and A/D converters are shown in Fig. G-20 to accommodate the
various data sources.
*J. R. Hall, personal communication.
.__
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Data processing blocks that are integral to the instruments
marked with an asterisk (*) are not shown in detail. These in
general require their own commutator, analog-to-digital converters
and buffer storage. The main digital commutator accepts i/3 of
the total 51ts per sample from these instruments each time through
, the _10 sac cycle period except for the mass spectrometer, which
requires 30 cycles of the main commutator to output a full com-
plement of mass spectrometer data.
The accelerometer and UV data are acquired during _V deflec-
tion burn and during initial entry before real-tlme data trans-
mission. Consequently, these data are handled separately from
the rest of the instrumentation and require a data storage capac-
ity of approximately 24,000 bits.
Readout is accomplished by taking 60 bits from storage each
main commutator cycle (_i0 see) resulting in an average readout
rate of 6 bps.
Detailed data formats for the large probe are shown in Fig.
G-21 and are essentlally self explanatory. Note that the sub-
commutated data channel format and the stored data format are
shown below the main frame format. The transmission blt rate is
83 1/3 bps.
b. Small Probe Data System - The small probe data system for
the trlal mission is conslderably 8impllfled by exclusion of the
more complex instrumentation (mass spectrometer, cloud composi-
tion, etc).
The data handling 8ystamb1ock diagram and data format
details are shown in Fig. G-22 and G-23, respectively.
mFl ' !
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Separate analog multiplexer analog-to-dlgital converters
are shown for the solar radiometer and accelerometers. However,
it is noted that sharing of a single multlplexer/converter by the
two types of instruments could be accomplished by switching both
, inputs and output to accommodate the solar radiometer after com-
pletlon of the accelerometer data acquisition mode (for the trial
mission no real-time accelerometer data are transmitted).
Both a subcommutated and stored data format are shown, as
well as tile main stream data format. The main stream data frame
cycles approximately one every i0 sac to give a bit rate of 33 1/3
• bps. Memory readout is similar to the large probe 60 bits every
main frame cycle. Other characteristics are detailed in the fig-
ure.
c. HiEh-Cloud Probe Data System - The cloud probe data sys-
tem block dln ram and data format are shown in Fig. G-24 and G-25.
i Note th_ absence of accelerometers and a central data storage.
{ A single data format is used for thic probe with the at-
mospheric pressure and temperature supercommutated to give 2 sam-
i ples per data frame for each. The frame rate is one per _15 sec,
resulting in a bit rate of 25 bps.
d. Balloon Probe Data System - The data system for the balloon
pr. _ departs somewhat from L',e data systems for the other trial
mission probes in that the atmospheric data and the solar radiom-
i eter data are stored during the balloon flotation p_riod and read
i out at 8-hr intervals. For this reason these instruments share
I the same analog commutator and analog-to-digital converter as
shown in Fig. G-26.
The subcommutator _or engineering data is operated as an
axtenslon of the analog multiplexer during postdeploy operations
to reduce the number of con_nutation cycles required to obtain a
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Tilebit storage is of the serial first in, flrsC out, type
and must accommodate 6898 bits (8-hr data input) plus margin for
variations in time.
Three dat_ formats are provided for the balloon probe as
, shown in Fig. C-27. During entry and balloon leployment the real-
time format is used with one channel subcommutated. Both science
and engineering data, including 13 blts for events, are accommo-
dated.
After the flotation phase is entered (_30 minutes later)
the probe enters a data acquisition mode in which atmospheric
temperature, atmospheric pressure and solar radiometer measure-
ments are made once every 10 =inutes and placed in storage. Once
every hour sync and frame count data are included to make up a
frame 856 bits long.
Every 8 hr stored data are transmitted to earth followed
by a few real-tlme data frames. During this period, the subcom-
mutator is run completely through the eight channels and each
minor frame extends the frame length by 7 eight-blt words.
,,,%
For spacecraft cruise monitoring functions the subcommu-
tater may be used as for the other probes.
6. Trial Mission Probe Power Systems
The battery sizing computations were less sophisticated (and
more optimistic) on the trial mission than on the final mission.
A capacity of 30 W-hr/Ib was simply assumed without any derating.
Solar panels were not included on the balloon probes. Batter-
ies were sized for a 7-day lifetime. No provisions were made for
heatln_ of the 50 mb balloon.
1970016842-261
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Weight estimates for RF components in the trial mission were
made before receiving the Motorola inputs given in Chapter III,
Section B (Vol II), so these weights are different on the trial
mission. TWT amplifiers were assumed for the large and small
probes instead of the solid-state amplifiers assumed in the final
, mission.
Weight and power estimates for the four probe types are given
in Tables G-II thru G-14.
7. Trial Mission Sequencers
Work done on sequencers in the trial mission was limited to
making flrst-cut estimates of their weight and power consumption.




i The arrangement of the probes on the Planetary Vehicle is
shown in Fig. G-28 and the weight s_,rmnaryin Table G-9. Although
the seven probes f_t within the two added segments, the arrange-
ment is not conducive to minimizing probe ejection tlp-off impulse.
A better arrangement has since been developed for the baseline
mission and options; Option 2 also has seven probes. These are
discussed .n Chapter IV, Vol II.
2. MissionAnal_,sis
The trial mission launch, interplanetary, and encounter param-
eters are noted in Table G-15. The arrival geometry is shown in
Fig. G-29 where the spacecraft periapsls is 3200 km and targeted
near point 2. The actual spacecraft plane is noted on the figure.
The trajectory is a Type II path and is basad on a 10-day launch
period.











I RFExciter 0.9 1.5
i Modulator O.9 O.5
i TWTA,25Watts 9.2 6|. 0t
I SEQUENCER 4.0 3.0
DATAHANDLING 1.0 1.0l
i MEMORY 2.2 O.2
i INVERTER 4.3 5.0
i CABLING 4.2 ---



































T,Jble G-13 IlJuh-Cloud Probe Power Surm.ary
, WEIGHT POWER
, ! fib) (watts)
i AIVTENNA 1.5 ---
RFEXCITER O.9 I.5
MODULATOR O.9 O.5
AMPLIFIER,5 WATT 2.0 ll.O
SEQUENCER 4.0 3.0
DATAHANDLING 5.0 3.0


















Switch I. 4 ---
IRANSPONDER
RFExciter O.9 l. 5
/Vtodulator 0.9 0. 5
Receiver 5. ) 2.5
RangingUnit I.6 I.0
AMPLIFIER - 5 Watt 2.0 ll. 0
SEQUENCER 5.0 O.] O.l
DATAHANDLING 3.0 3.0 ]. 0
MEMORY 2.2 0.2 O.l "























Declinationof LaunchAsymptote 6.9 to 8.7 deg
True Anomaly 173 to 180 deg (approx)
RightAscension 163 to 140 deg (approx)
LaunchVehicle Titan IIIC





Time of Flight 159/149days
PerihelionRadius 107.8x I0G km
Eccentricity O.170
Inclinationto Ecliptic 0.5 to 4.0 (approx) ._
CentralAngle of Travel 193 to 184 deg (approx)
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This appendix presents parametric trajectory profiles enter-
ing the atmosphere of Venus. The objective of these entries is
to achieve deceleration to velocities above the cloud tops that
are suitable for science experiment operation. The data are pre-
sented in plots taken directly from the digital computer tapes.
The data of this report were generated using the Martin
Marietta Corporation UD208 (Ref H-l) point mass simulation model
on the CDC 6400 digital computer. Angles of attack are not con-
sidered. The atmosphere models for Venus are defined in Ref H-2
and Appendix F. The Martin Marietta lower density model and the
VSM appear to bracket the conditions _rovidin8 upper and lower
boundries. The _o models are essentially the same during entry
but are separated by 9,000 to 12,000 ft (3 to 4 km) of altitude
as shown in Fig. H-I. Furry is assumed to occur at 815,000 ft
(248.4 km) of altltude and an initial velocity of 36,000 fps
(10.96 km/sec). The entry profile extends from this point to
the conditions of Mach No. - 0.5. The descent from the cloud
tops to impact is accomplished at terminal conditions and is pre-
sented in Chapter II of Vol II.
The entry v_loc!ty and flightpath angle are defined in an in-
ertial coordinate system whose origin is at the center of the
planet Venus. The initial latitude and longitude are assumed to
be 0 °, and the planetary rotation rate is assu:ed to be zero.
The planetary radius is taken as 6050 km and oblateness is neg-
lected. The gravitation constant te 1.1472308 x 1016 ft3/sec 2
(3.248596 x 10 5 lm3/sec2). "'
The entry balltat:tc coefficient is defined by the expression :.,
BE - m/%A sluli/ft 2,
/
- _. :_ e.-,,'__,'J_..-_,_@'_ ......
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where m is the mass of the vehicle in slugs and CD is the local
drag coefficient. The drag coefficient Is a function of Mach
number; the following tabulation presents the values used in this
study.
M CD M CD
0 1.00 2.0 1.52
0.5 1.02 3.0 1.53
1.0 1.25 5.0 1.51
1.5 1.48 I 100.0 1.51
The reference area, A, is assumed to be 0.0206 ft 2 and the
entry ballistic coefficient range is achieved by varying the en-
tzy mass. The drag coefficient variation with Math number is as-
sumed to be the same for all configurations in this study.
Figures H-2 thru H-91 present the parametric entry data gen-
; erated for this study. The entry velocity is 36,000 fps (10.96
km/sec) and the entry angles vary from-20 to -90 ° . The ballls-
I tic coefficients vary from 0.I slug/it 2 to 0.8 slug/it 2, and data
are presented, for both MMC-lower density model atmosphere and the '"
i VSM atmosphere. The plots are arranged in the following order.
i _4C-Lower Figures VSM
Altitude - Velocity H-2/H-8 H-65/H-67
Altitude - Time 11-9/H-15 H-68/H-70
Velocity - Time t!-16/H-22 H-71/H-73
: Altitude - Hath Number H-23/H-29 H-74/H-76 "_
Altitude - Flightpath Angle H-30/H-36 H-77/H-79
Altitude - Acceleration H-37/H-43 H-80/H-82
Time - Acceleration H-44/H-50 H-83/H-85
Altitude - Dynamic Pressure H-51/H-57 H-86/H-88
Time - Dynamic Pressure H-$8/H-64 PP89/X-91
These data present the trajectory profile from an altitude of
815,000 ft (248.4 km) to conditions of M. 0.5. The entry param- _








Relative Velocity VEL (R) fps
Math Number MACHNO
Relative Flightpatb angle GAM(R) deg
Dynamic Pressure DYNPRS psf
Drag Acceleration DGACC Earth g
The entry parameteric data are well behaved and the trends
can be predicted readily. The peak values of dynamic pressure
and deceleration occur at approximately the same altitude and
time. The magnitude of the peak dynamic pressure and decelera-
tion are a function of the sine of the entry angle. The time of
occurrence is a function of the inverse of the sine of the entry
angle. The altitude of occurrence is only slightly affected by
entry angle, varying less than 13,000 ft (4 km) for entry path
angles between -30 and -90 °. The effect of increasing entry ve-
locity is reflected in a proportional change in maximum values
of deceleration and dynamic pressure. The time and altitude of
occurrence are reduced, but by a negligible amount. Increasing
the ballistic coefficient increases the maximum dynamic pressure
directly and slightly reduces the maximum deceleration. The ef-
fects on deceleration are generally neglected in simplified analy-
sis of entry paths. The altltude of occurrence is reduced 23,000
ft (7 km) by increasing the value of BE from 0.3 to 1.0. The
variation is nearly linear. The time of occurrence is increased
in a linear manner from 21.5 to 23.0 sec for the range of BE _.
from 0.3 to 1.0
REFERENCES
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I. INTRODL_TION
The information contained in this document is intended to serve as
a basis for all study activities, guiding them in direction and in cer-
tain cases limiting their scope as required.
The constraints have been assembled from throughout the contract
statement of work and from the subsequent technical direction memorandums
from JPL.
p
If. STUDY GROUND RULES AND f")NSTRAINTS
A. The study shall be directed towards a multiple probe mission with
entry probes targeted to significantly different planet locations
for atmospheric exploration.
B. The level of detail in the terminal descent capsule(s) design (as
veil as planetary vehicle and entry capsules ) shall be only that
required to obtain (and substantiate) conceptual design, alternate
design approaches, and identify problem areas. •
C. Interplanetary transfer trajectory data shall be based upon JPL
tabulated data, 1975 launch opportunities for Venus missions.
D. All mission equipment and operations shall be compatible with the
"Deep Space Communication Net" (DSN).
E. The science mission shall be as identified in contract statement of
work and is not to evaluated and optimized. (By use of mission
effectiveness model).
F. The technology and design approaches defined in AVCO Report AVSSO-O80-
68-RR shall be utilized to the _imum possible degree.
G. The AVCO M_riner configuration 2Oa shall be utilized with minimum mod-
ifications as required by the mission.
H. If supersonic decelerators are utilized, only designs with successful
flight test ex_rience shall be considered.
I. System state of the art shall be as of July 1972.
J. Planetary quarantine shall be as defined in NASA .anagement Mwnual
4-_-i, "NASA Unmanned Spacecraft Decontamination Policy" _)/63,_,hich
Is interpreted to mean that region of the atmosphere which might be
conducive to forms of life will not be contL._inated.
K. The systems shall be assembled In clean rooms.
L. All hardware entering the planet's ata_sphere must be capable of
vi_standing ETO exposure.
M. Entering equipment which might Lui_s or vent to the atmosphere must i
be capable of withstanding heat sterllisatl_,n.
[-2 14(;J(-70-_9 (Vol III)
N. The planetary entry systems shall be enclosed in a 0acteriologlcal
barrier, w_icn t_nall not be opened within the Earth's atmosp_aere
subsequent to decontamination.
O. No contamin,_tlon control is to be implemented for the spacecraft.
P. Priorities cn the science objectives are as follows:
Priority I. Composition and distribution of the clouds.
Priority 2. Atmospheric circulation from Just above the
' ,".loudlayer and below.
Priority 3. Vertical structure of atmosp'oere, particularly
in regions not covered by Veneras h, 5 and 6.
Priority 4. Upper atmosphere.
The priorities are not intended to be used as a basis for exclu_
ing any of the science objectives or instruments specified in the
work statement.
Q. Consideration of Buoyant Stations is to be limited to utilization of
existing designs and related information. The balloons must be
applicable to the region f:._omJust above the cloud layer and below.
III. MISSION DEFINITIO_ GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS
A. _',onsiderthe 1975 launch opportunity
B. The science obj. ctives shall be as defined in JPL Document 131-O3
dated 3/3/69.
C. The science instruments shall be as defined in JPL Document 131-03
dated 3/3/69.
D. The Venus environmental model shall be as defined in MMC report
"Venus Planetary Environment Models - Part I," MCR-69-h88, 9/69 and
as modified by MMC Memorandum "Venus Model Atmospheres for Use in
Multiple Probe Study" from A. R. Barger to S. J. Ducsai, 10/1/69.
E. The launch vehicle shall be Titan IIIC as defined in JPL Document
131-0!,,3/3/69.
F. All communication links shall be direct to Earth.
0. Trajectory related constants shall be as defined in JPL X_ument
m-_.-13o6, 71151E_.
E. The mission shall consi4er both fly-by _nd impacting spacecraft modes.
I. The launch azimuth shall be limited to 90 to ii_°.
II'11.. II
i i ii, . i i i ii iiiilu 1 m i m i • d i n
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J. The declination of_ the launch asymptote shall be greater than +_2°.
K. For targetin_ purposes the communications mask shall be considered
as within 70v from S.E.
L. The planet surface radius shall be considered as 6050 km, with entry
occurring at elevation = 815,0OO ft.
IV. SYSTEM BTNTHESIS GROUND RULES AND CONSTRAINTS.
A. Heat Shield technology shall be as defined by JPL Document 131-O5,
' as modified by JPL technical direction memorandum #3 dated, 10/3/69.
B. Entry probes need not survive surface impact, and need not be identi-
cal.
C. Probes must be subsonic prior to impact, consistent with science
sa_pllng and da_a transmission.
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A flow chart of the descent probe thermal and structural de-
sign program is given in Fig. J-l. In general, the program takes
as input the characteristics and properties of the planet atmos-
phere, the mass of instruments to be carried, the aerodynamic
characteristics of the probe, thermal and structural material
properties, and computes the overall descent probe weight.
Referring to the flow chart, the first step in the program is
the computation of the descent profile. This computation is
carried out beginning with the chute deployment at a given arbi-
trary altitude and ballistic coefficient. The program allows,
then, a step change in ballistic coefficient at any altitude be-
tween chute deployment and the planet surface. This feature sim-
ulates release from the chute.
The computational technique used to identify the descent
profile is a linearalized terminal velocity c_iculation. First,
equal increments of altitude are aelected between chute deployment
and chute release, and between chute release and planet surface.
These increments are set so that 20 computational steps are taken
in both the ranges before and after chute release. With the step
size in altitude defined, the corresponding atmospheric gas den-
sity is interpolated from the input array of altitude vs density.
Linear interpolation is used in identifying these densities. It
is then assumed that the probes will descend at terminal velocity
given by the equation
Z _
L_ JIIN_l.... n, .__1.
ii n ii i I n nun n N I I 11 I
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where
gv = planet gravitational constant,
B = ballistic coefficient,
P = density of the atmosphere.
, The time to descend between increments in altitude is found by




At = time required to descend from altitude h i to
altitude h,
hi = initial altitude for step,
h = final altitude for step,
gV = gravitational constant of planet,
B - ballistic coefficient _ Mass/ CDA,
Pi " density at altitude hi,
0 = density at altitude h.
The descent profile (velocity vs altitude and time vs altitude)
predicted by this procedure is printed out and stored for later
use.
The next step in the program is the computation of the probe
internal volume and outside diameter. Basic input data required
for these calculations are the payload mass, payload packaging
density, insulation thickness and probe L/D ratio. (The probe
Is assumed to be made up of two spherical ends Joined by a cylin-
drical certer section. An L/D of unity represents a spherical
probe). The program is designed so that, for a given run, the
, r
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insulation thickness and L/D can be varied from initial values,
stepping in even increments, to maximum values. This allows to-
tal probe weights to be computed as a function of both insulation
thickness and L/D with a single computer run.
An initial value for the internal volume of the probe ig
calculated by dividing payload weight by the packaging density.
This initial value is iterated in the program logic so the volume
of PCM, required to limit final instrument temperatures, is taken
into account.
With an internal volume specified the outside diameter of the
probe is computed using the equation
s 1 i i 2ts + 2tl '
+ _ - + _ - 7 D- 2t s - 2tl]]
where
D = probe outside diameter,
t = thickness of structural shell envelope (it is
g
assumed that t = 0.025D for L/D = i and t =
g s
0.05D for L/D > i),
tI = insulation thickness,
L = length of probe,
V = payload volume + volume of PCM.
Note that this equation is implicit in D and requires an itera-
tion process to solve for D. The convergence of this equation
was found to be very rapid.
Having a value for D allows the specification of outside sur-
face area and effective insulation area. These item8 are defined
by
1970016842-874
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A - _ D2 (L/D),
s
_,D (L/D - i) 2tI
AI = _ (D- 2ts)(D- 2t s - 2tI) + £n(D - 2ts) - £n(D - 2ts)-2t I
where
A = outside surface area,
s
A I = effective insulation area,
Other quantities are defined above.
At this point, the program determines the weight of the
pressure vessel by applying hoop stress and buckling equations,
basing the weight on criteria that require the maximum wall thick-
ness.
With the descent profile probe geometry, and insulation
configuration specified, a heat transfer analysis is carried out
to determine the heat transfer through the insulation. The ther-
mal model used for this analysis is shown in Fig. J-2. The com-
putational method used is a backward differencing or implicit
technique with 40 equal time steps.
The main features of the heat transfer analysis include pro-
visions for solar heating, probe surface emission to deep space,
and radiation from the cloud tops durin E the descent above the
clouds. Once below the cloud tops, black-body radiation is assumed
from the local ambient atmosphere. Throughout the entire descent
convective heat transfer is calculated between the probe surface
and the local atmosphere. At each computation step, an average
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Re - Reynolds number, oVD/v,
Pr = Prandtl number, vCn/k ,
rf
h - film coefficient,
D - probe diameter,
, k - thermal conductivity of the atmosphere,
0 - density of the atmosphere,
= viscosity of the atmosphere,
C - specific heat of the atmosphere,
P
V - probe velocity.
The velocity is found at each time step by applying the equa-
tion for terminal velocity given above.
The altitude at any given time is determined by interpolation
from the previously computed altitude vs time array. Using this
altitude, the temperature and density of the atmosphere are found
by interpolating the input altitude vs temperature and altitude vs
density arrays. Thermophyslcal properties (conductivity, viscosity,
and Prandtl number) are then evaluated from input arrays in a simi-
lar manner using the atmospheric temperature determined above.
These properties are taken to be those of CO 2 and variation with
temperature only is accounted for. /
/
Referring to Fig. J-2, the capacitance of the external strut- /
ture is applied at Node 4, while the capacitance of the insulation
is divided equally between Nodes 5 and 6. Conductor 4 represents
the external structure; Conductors 5 and 6 account for the insula-
tion. A thermal path through insulation penetrations is provided
by Conductor 7. Node 7 is a constant temperature node and repre-
sents the instruments. Of course, the temperature of Node 7 would
increase with time; however, the total heat transfer through the
insulation is only slightly affected by assuming a constant tem-
perature because the temperature rlse at thl8 location is very
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Once the heat transfer through the insulation is determined,
a heat balance is a_'plied to establish the mass of PCM required
to limit the payload to a prescribed temperature increase. This
equation is given by
QI + QE = MICVl ATI + _CM HpCM'
where
QI = heat transfer _i,rough the insulation,
QE = electrical dissipation,
M I = mass of instruments and co=nunication equipment,
Cv I = average specific heat of instruments and com-
munication equipment,
ATI = allowable temperature rise ! 60°F,
_CM = mass of PCM,
Hpc M - heat of fusion of PCM.
If a negative mass of PCM results from application of the previ-
ous equation, this mass is set equal to zero, and the equation is
used to determine the payload temperature rise. If a positive
mass of PCM is specified, its volume is then circulated. This
volume is added to the initial or previous volume estimate and the
calculations are repeated, starting with a recalculation of the
probe outside diameter. These calculations are cycled until the
"new" and "old" values of total internal volume differ by less
than 1%. Once this criterion is satisfied, the iteration is per-
formed one final time to output a tlme/temperature profile of
probe temperatures and to determine final weights and volumes of
the PCM, insulation, and structure.
MCR-70-89 (Vol III) J-9
The chose_ value of i00 Btu/ib for the heat of fusion of
m
PC_ is probably not achievable in a real situation. This opti-
mistic value is balanced in the program by neglecting the _ensible
heat of the PCM in changing temperature.




La__e Probe Small Probe
Strap Supports 0,08 0.04
Lateral Supports 0.16 0.08
Pressure Transducer and Mass Spec, 0,01 0.01




Evaporlmeter - Condensimeter 0.06
Antenna Coaxial Cable 0.02 0.02




The complete program input data for the baseline probe designs
is given in Table J-l, followed by a sample program output. The
output includes the large probe baseline descent profile and sizing
data for the large probe baseline design.
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Table J-I Program Input Data for Baseline Design
Large Probe!Small Probe
Model Atmosphere V5_ V5M
Alt_tude at Beginning of Subsonic Descent (km above 60_0 72.5 72.5
Altitude at Chute Release (km above 6050) 40.L, _3.5
Ballistic Coefficient before Chute Release (slug/ft 2) 0.03_ 0 015
Ballistic Ceefficient after Chute Release (slug/ft 2) 2.0 2.0
Mass of Science and Communication Equipment (Ibm) 125.6 62.4
Packaging Density of Payload (Ibm/ft3) 40.0 40.0
Allowable Temperature Rise of Instrumentation (°F) 60.0 60.0
Initial Instrument Temperature (°F) 70.0 70.0
Average Specific Heat of Instrumentation (Btu/Ibm-°F) 0.2 0.2
Electric Power Dissipation (w) 274.0 110.7
Pressure on Planet Surface (psia) 2210.0 2210.0
Initial Pressure Shell Temperature (°F) 70.0 70.0
Density of Structural Material (Ibm/in._) 0.16 0.16
Modulus of Elastic ty of Structural Material (psi) 9.6 x I0 G 9.6 x I0 G
Poisson's Ratio of Structural Material 0.31 0.31
Safety Factor 1.1 I.I
Allowable Stress 7 x i0 '* 7 x 104
Conductivity of Structural Material (Btu/hr-ft-°F) 5.86 5.86
Specific Heat of Structural Material {Btu/Ib -°Fp 0.154 0.154m
Absorptivity of Probe Surface 0.69 0.69
Emissivity of Probe Surface 0.24 0.24
View Factor between Probe and Sky, Probe and Clouds 0.5 0.5
View Factor between Sun and Probe 0.5 0.5
of Insulation (Btu/hr-ft-°F) 0.0004 0_0004Conductivity
Conductance of Penetrations (Btu/hr-°F) 0.76 0.3
Density of Insulation (Ibm/ft3) I0.0 I0.0
Entha!py of Fusion PCM ,-,(Btu/Ibml 100.0 I00.0
Density of PCM (Ibm/ft3) 50.0 50.0
Specific Heat of Insulation (Btu/Ibm-°F) 0.2 0.2 I
i 9700iG842-380
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C XHI- ALT, AT BIGINIIING OF 5UBSO_IC DESCENT, KM ABOVE 6050 RADIUS
XH1 • "/2*5 ........
C XH2- ALTo AT CHUTE RELEASE, Kh; ABOVE C050 RADIUS
XH2 • 40*0
*
C BE1- BALLISTIC COEF,, CORRESPOPIDI.,';G TO XHlo SLUGS/FT**2 .....
, BE1 = *035
C BE2- EALLISTIC COEF. CORRESPGNDING TO XH2, SLUGS/FT-*2
BE2 = 2,0 ...... , '-- ......
C Xr,'ASI- t'ASS OF SCI, AND COt'Ho EQUIP,* LB-M -
.XMASI " 125,6
" DE.__ - PACKING DENSITY OF INSTRUvEN1S, LB-M/FT**3 ....
DE._'I = 40, --"
C DTI- ALLOv:ABLE TEHP, RISE OF INSTRU;4ENTS, DEG-F
DTI = 60,0 ..... : "
C TEr'PI- INSTRU_,'ENT TEMPERATURE, DEG-F
TEMPI • 70.
C CPI- AVG. SPECIFIC HEAT OF I._'SrRU._,ENTS, BTUI(LB-r.I---DEG-F) ..........
CPI=,20 . .
C Of- ELECTRICAL POWER DISSIPATION* WATTS
OI = 274*0 ....... " .................
C SPRES-SURFACE PRESSURE, PSIA
SPRES = 2210. " '
C TSHI- I;'ITIAL SHELL TEHP, DEG-F ...... ".......................
TSHI = 70,
C DENSH--' DE_'SITY OF STRUCTURAL P_ATERIAL. LB-:4/IN**3
DENSH=*16 ..........................
C E_.IOD- t4ODULAS OF ELASTISITY* PSI
EL4OD = 9,6E6
C PRAT- POISSONOS RATIO .....................
PRAT • *31
C SFACH" SAFETY FACTOR :.
SFACH = 1.1 ........... ".........
C STREA-ALLOWABLE STRESS, PSI ,
STREA • 7.EL,
C CONDS- CONDUCTIVITY OF STRUTURAL MATERIAL* BTU/(HR-FT-DEG-F| " -
CONDS • 5*86
C CPS" SPECIFIC HEAT OF STRUCTURAL t,IATERIAL, BTU/(LB-M--DEG-FI
CPS m ,15/, -" "_ ..... -'" ; ....
C ALPS- ABSORPTIVITY OF PROBE SURFACE
AI.PS • *69
C EMI$- EMISSIVITY OF PROBE SURFACE ...............
EMIS= ,24
C VFA(2 - VIEWFACTOR BETWEEN PROBE AND SKY, PROBE AND CLOUDS
...... VFAC2• .5 ....................
C VIEWF- VIEW FACTOR BETWEEN SUN AND PROBE " ". :
VIEWF • 0,5
C SB- STEPHAN -BOLTZHANN CONSTANT, BTUIIHR-FT*e2-DEG-Ree4) ..... ' ............
SB= ,1716E"8 *
C CONDI- INSULATION CONDUCTIVITY* BTU/|HR-FT'OEG-F|
....... CONDI • ,0006 .....................................





J-UPMc-7o-m (vol zzz) l i
CON7 • -_6 l
C DENK- IHSULATION DENSITY, LB-M/ee3
DENK • 10,0
C XHPCr_- ENTHALPY OF PCM, RTU/LB--_4
XHPCM " lOOeO
C DPCM- DENSITY OF PCMo LB--M/FTe_3
DPCM• 5Oe
C THICI- INITIAL INSULATION THICHNE$S,INCHE$ - , ..... .
THICI • .8
C DTHIC- ItiCRIHENTAL CHANGE I,N I.'qSULATION THICKNESS, INCHES
- DTHIC • *2 .........
C THIC_, - ,'4AX. I_SULATION THICHNESSo tNCHES
THICP-" = 1.3
"- C XLODI- INITIA [ L/D RADIO ...............
XLOD! • 1.5
C DLOD- IPCCRI.V.ENTAL CHAKGE Ik L/D RATIO "
DLGD".5 ...... " ....
C XLODH- HAX. L/D RATIO '.
XLODM • 1,9
C CPII - I_JSULATION SP. HEAT, BTU/ILB-M---DEG-F) ......





- READ(2t950) TAMBK .... _ "- ...........
READ(2o950) CONA
READ(2,950) PR3
- - READ(2o950) VISA ............ :" " ......
READ(29950) TEMPP
DO 960 N•1,61 .'
...... XXN= FLOAT(N)-1, _ .................... : " -
960 XHTDINI= 2,tXXN . ""
DO 952 N=l.41
- _ 952 TA:PB(N)= TAVBKKN)Ol.8 - 4.63.0 " " " : ........ - '"
DO 953 N- 1,31
953 TSKY(N) • TAHB(N)
- -" DO 954 N= 32,41 ......... ._ ""
954 TSKY{N) • -450. • :'" "'
DO 955 N • 1,31 " •
955 TCLO(N') • TAMBIN| ...........................
DO 956 N - 32,41 -.
956 TCLO{N) • TAHB(31)
DO 957 No 1,31 .............. . .......
957 OSUNIN)= 0.0
DO 958 N• 32o41
- - 95B QSUNIN) • 1.¢;e858.mALPS'I, VIEWF: .... " .............. ",.....
OH1- ( XHI--XH2 )/20e
DH2= XH?./20e.
" , ..... XHI1)=XH1 .......... - .............................. /"
t
DO 900 N=2121 . ..
900 XHIN)• XHIN-1I-DH1 ., .'
DO 901 N= 22.41 ............................
901 XHIN)• XHIN-I)-DH2 ....
• . DO 902 N,,1,k,l
--- DO 903 K=I.41 ................................
TEST1 • XH(N) -XHTD(K) .. " "
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!a-x4, (voz zzx) l _
IF{TESTX) 904,905,903 !






TAUA(1]= 0,0 ........... i.,.
V90= (2./(3.'7o_8))/(BE1"*.5) "
00 906 N= 2*21
V91= XH(N)-XHiN-_) ........... ."
vg_= DENR(N)**I,5 - DENR(N-I)*_Io5
V93= DEN_(N) - DENBIN-Z)
VEL(11 = 7,48*(gEllDENB(1)|i*,5" • ............
VEL(M) = 7.48*(BEllDENBIN))***5,
DTAU1 =-{vgo*v91*V92/IV93*3600.))*3280.
906 TA_!A(N)=TAUA(;;-I) + DTAUZ , _-
V90 = (2o/l_**To48)I/IBE2***S; _!_
DO 907 R= 22')_1 B_
V9l= XHIN)- XHIN-1} .....................
V9_= DENq(N?**I,5 -'DENR(N-I)**I.5
V93= DENBIN) - DENBIN-1)
VEL('I) • T.48 • (BE2/DENRI_)lee,5 ...........
DTAU2 • -(V90*V91*V92/IV93*3600,))*32_O.
907 TAUAIN)= TAU_'N-1)_ DTAU2
910 FOR_AT(ZHll . ..........................
_¢RITE(3,_ZO)
WRITE(3,500I
801FOR_AT{* XH1- ALT, AT BEGINNING OF SUBSOMIC DESCENTe K;4 ABOVE@ns_
I RADIUS = IsEZ3._|
V_RITE(3.801) XHI
802 FORe'AT(* XH?- ALT. AT C:-RJTE,RELEASEm KM ABOVE 6050 RADIUS = ** _
1E13*5)
_RITE(3m802) XH2 "
803 FORMAT( _ BE1- BALLISTIC COEF. CORRESPONDING TO XHI, _LUGS/FT*uZ •
I°)EI3.S) I
WRITEI3tS03I QEI
806 FORMAT{ * BE2- _ALLISTIC COEF. CORRESPONDING TO XH?, SLUGSLFTee2 •
1'.E13.5) ..
WRITE(_,804) BE2
805 FOR'_AT{ * X_'ASI- "4ASS OF SOl. AND COMH, EOUIP.)LB-_ • 0.,E13,5) "
wRITEI3,SUS) XMAS|
WRITE(3.SCO)





ICOKT- 0 , "
-" _RITE(3,50Ol ................. .'. .... "
500 FORVAT|littlllittltlllt_llltlttttttttttllttet_tttttttltllllttl_tl
WRITE(3,SO0) ................. : .........
620 FORe'AT( _ STRUCTURAL wT I_CLUDE$ 25 PERCENT OF INSTRUe WT *l
660 FOR_ATI _ _HICH ACCOUNTS FOk INr_R_AL STRUCTURE, THIS INTERNA_
-_ _STRUCTURE ACTS AS HEAT SINK) CP=,201| ..... . ..............
WRITEI3,4tOI. _ ......... t ... :_
-






704 X"STC = T_CI*PI*(DIA**2)*(XLO_-Z.)*DEflSH I
GO TO 706 -
7C,5 X'STC = THC*PI*(DIA**2)*(XLOD-1,)eDENSH*I.5
706 CONTINUE
X_+STR = XvSTC+X'._STS+ ,25*X_.+ASI .....
XP._TOT XHK + X?_PCP._  X_+STR XHASI
302 CONTINUE
T6 • TSHI ............
T5 = TSHI
T6 = TSHI
T? = TEHPI ................. .+-' +.......
CO_lP= APS ''
COH2P = E_IS*SB*APS*VFAC2
CO_3P= EvIS*S_*APS*VFAC2 ............ 1 --
CON4 = 1728,*CO_DS*(APS**2}*3E_SH/(XHSTR-,.25*XMASI)
C0_:5 = 2,_CO_:DI*AK/|THICK/12,)
CO,J6 = C0_5 ...........
CAP4 = (XVSTR - ,25iX_ASI)eCPS
CAP5 = ,SeXYKeCPII
CAP6 = CAP5 ........... : ..............
DTAUC = TAUA(41)/40o
TNEW4 • T6
T,_E_5 = T5 .................. ' ............. ' ....





OTEST = TI_E + DTAUC - TAUA{4ZI .................................
IF(OTEST) 973t974t974 "_'
974 DTAUC = TAUA(AI) - TI_AE - ,000001__. " ..........
973 COr_TINUE .............................. _............
T4 = TNEW6
T5 • TNEW5
T6 = TNEW6 ..........................................
T4OLD= T6
T5OLD= T5
T6OLD= T6 ....... : ..... =" "+.......... " .................
TItrE = TIrE + DTAUC . _. . -
067 = CONTiIT4OLD-TTIIDTAUC '" . "-" "+
06? • CO_6*(T6OLD-T?}iDTAUC
QTOTI = OTOTI + Q47 + 067 .
ORATE = (047+067) /DTAUC
DO 917N= lo41 .................................. "..... " ....
TEST2 • TIME - TAUAfN) "
IF(TEST2) 918.9191917 '+
919 XHT = XH{N1 .............. -......... "..........................
GO TO 920
917 COHTINUE
918 FACT2 • (TI_E - TAUA{N-ZII/ITAUAINI-TAUAiN-1TI: ..... . .......
XHT = XH{N-1) + FACT2*IXHIN.I-XHIN-1))
920 CONTINUE
DO 921 N= 1o41 ..... '













922 FACT3 = (XHT - XHTD|N-1)|/(XHTD(N) - XHTD(_-Z))
T1 = TAr_B(N-1) + FACT3_(TAY_(N) - TA_B(N-Z))
T2 • TSKY(P_-Z) + FACT3m(TSKY(N)- TSKY(N-Z))
T3 = TCLO(N-1) + FACT3_(TCLO|N)-TCLO(N-1))
QS • OSUN(N-1) + FACT3_(QSUN(N)- QSUN(N-1))-
DAT_.'= DENH{N-1)+ FACT3m(DENH(r,|)- DENH(N-1))
926 CONTINUE
DO 940 N = lm12
" TEST4 = T1 - TE_IPPIN) ........
IF(TEST4) 9259926t940
926 CO_:AS = CONAIN)
PR3S = PR3IN) ..... t ......... •....
VISAS = VISAIN)
GO TO 961
940 CONTINUE ...................... .
925 CONTINUE
FACT4 = (T1 - TE_PP(N-1))/(TEHPP(N)- TEHPP(N-1))
PR3S = PR3(N-1)  FACT4e(PR3(N)-PR3(N-1)) ........
VISAS = VISA(K-I) + FACT4*(VISA(N)- VISA(N-I))
CONAS = CONAIN-1) + FACT4_(COHA(N)- CONA(N-1))
94! CONTINUE ......... _-- ........
IF(XHT - XH2 ) 9TOt971i971-
971 BE • RE1
GO TO 928 ": ................................
970 BE • RE2
928 COHT_NUE
VELT = 7,48 t(BE/OATMIee.5 ......................
RE • (DAT_tVELT_DIA/VISAS)e(32.2'I12,)
XNU • 2, + ,6w(RE_e,SI_PR3$ ."
FIL_= (XNUtCONAS/DIA|e12m .... , ..... : .......... "
CON1 = FILHt CON1P
CON2 = CON2P_(T2_W2 + T4OLD_t2I_(T2+TTOLD)
CON3 = CON3P_(T3_2 + T4OLD_2)_IT3+T4OLD) ...... _......
SCON1 = -CONI_TI=_JN2_T2-CCN3WT3-CON7eT7-Q$_APF,CAP4 _T4/DTAUC
SCON2 = CONI+CON2+CON3+CON4+CG_7+CAP4/DTAUC
SCON3 • -CAP5_TS/DTAUC ............................
SCON4 • CON4+CONS+CAPS/DTAUC
SCON5 • -CON6_T7-CAP6oT6/DTAUC
SCON6 = CONS+CON6+CAP6/DTAUC ............. ;- _...........
SCON7 = 5CON3+CON6_SCONIlSCON2+CONS_SCONS/SCON6
SCON8 • (CON4_*2IISCON2+(CONS_2I/SCON6-SEON6
TNEW5 = SCON7/SCON8 ......................................
TNEW6 • (CONS_TNEWS-SCONSI/SCON6
TNE_4 • (CONSeTNEWS-SCONII/SCON2
IF(ICONT) 980m980,981- ".................. , ..............
981 CONTINUE "'
982 FORHAT(IX**TIME•tmF7,3** AM_oTEMP=**F7,1t* SURFoTEHP=*tFTele
1' T2=*tF7,I** T3"t*FT,l** TS'**F7,l,* T6=*tF7,1** FILM=*,F7e=I-
WRITE(3,9B2) TI_E*TZtTStT2,T3tTStT6,F|_M
980 CONTINUE
IF(TAUA(61|-TIME-=O001) 933m933t9Z9- _ ..................
933 CONTINUE
_ . _ ..... _ ..................... _ _
,/
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700 XP_PCM • OeO
70Z DTIP = (QTOTI + QTOTE )/(1.25*XHASIeCPI)
VPCH = X_PCM/DPCH
VTOT = VOLI+VPCM
















IF (XMPCH) 707_ 707o708 ...
707 CONTINUE j
709 FORMAT( I- CHA_GE IN INSTRUt4ENT TEHPe • etF8e2) ....... i
_IRITE [3t709) DTIP - ,.
708 CONTINUE "
WRITE{3tSO0) ........... _" = ........
WRITE(3o910)
_RITE(3_500)
GO TO 105 ............ - .........
103 IF(TESTV -,01)100_100_101 "
101VOLIP= VOLI +VPCM
GO TO 102 ....................................
100 VOLIP= VOLI +VPCH
ICONT =I .-
GO TO 102 .............. _......... _ ............... _ ............
105 ICONT =0 : ."
IF(THICK-THICH 1102_102_107 ....... _..... _ ........
107 XLOO=XLOO+DLOD
THICK=THICI
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This appendix documents the results of the preliminary ACS
, propell_nt usage study for the 1975 multiprobe mission. The base-
line configuration for this study was Configuration 20a taken from
a previous study performed for JPL by AVCO.
A, STABILIZATIONOF INITIALTIPOFFRATES
Followlng separation from the launch vehicle, the ACS is re-
quired tc stabilize in a limit cycle made from any orientation
within a 30-minute period and from an initial tumbling rate of
50 x 10-3 rad/sec. The following data were taken from the AVCO
report* for conflgur_tion 20a:
Pitch and yaw thrust - 4.18 x i0-'_ Ib;
Roll thrust - 7.03 x I0-_ ib;
Pitch and yaw inerLla - i00 slu_/ft2;
Roll Inertia - 160 slug/ft2;
Control moment arm - 9.5 ft.
The angular acceleration Jn each axus is through:
i) Pitch/yaw - 0 ffi2 F1 . .(2) (4.18 x 10-3 ) (9.5)I i00
- 0.80 x 10-3 rad/sec2;
2) Roll - ¢ - 2FI .(2) (7.03 x 10-3> (9.5)
I 160
- 0.835 x i0-3 rad/sec 2.
•197_ Venu.8 Flyby/£_tr F P_obe Mission Study. AVSSD-080-68-RR.
AVCO Corp, April 1968.
r_r
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The time required to drive tile lnitl,J1 tlpoff rate of 51) x 10-"
rad/sec to zero Is:
l) Pitch/yaw - t = _-- 62.5 sec;
_J
0
2) 11o11 - t = ..---=60.0 sec.
During this time, the following attitude angles will develop:
i) Pitch/yaw - 0 = _ t - ',_ t2 --90°;
0
2) Roll - _ = $ot - 'i_ t2 = 86°.
Because the moments of inertia foz the pro?_ed spare_craft are
considerably higher than those of AVCO Conf4,guration 21)a, c._eap-
broacl, is to Ir,.'rcasetilethrust levels ,,o that the angviar accel-
erations of the Configuration 20a vehlrLe are appllcabl, _ to the
current spacecraft:
lOao 10-_/-_43 x I0-'_ ib;l) Pitch/yaw - T = 1--0_-x 4.18 x
57O
2) Roll -T - 16(---[x 7.03 x I0-'_ - 25 x i0-'_ lb.
Using tl,eabove-calculated values c,f thrust, the multiprobe
_pacecraft will null out initial tipoff rates in the same time
span as the Configuration 20a vehic'.e.
The amount of propellant requJred to null out the initial tip-
off rates is given bel_w:
2T£' 76.8 x i0-3 Ib;
i) Pitch/yaw - _ -_-- -
_p
2T _
2) Roll - _ .... 43 x i0-'_lb.1
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B. REORIENTATION OF SPACECRAFT TO SUN REFERENCE
After the initial tlpoff rates have been reduced to zero, the
spacecraft must perform pltch and yaw maneuvers to align the sun
sensor with the sun. The assumptions were made that each maneuver
required a 180 ° turn and that tileconnnanded rate of 7rx i0-'_ uecd
by the Marlnez Mars would be retained.
Pitch/Yaw Channels - The on-tlme to reach the commanded rate
is
c 3.1416 x 10-3
t ffi_--= 0.80 x 10-3 ffi3.93 sec.
During this time, the change in attitude is
0 = !_8 t2 = 6.2 x 10-3 tad.
The distance the spacecraft must coast is
0coas t = 3.1416 - 12.4 x i0-_ %ffi3.1416 tad,
and the time of coast is
0 3.1416 = I000 sec = 16.7 mln.
tt " J_-" 3.1416 x i0-'_
c
The propellant usage for this maneuver is i
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C. ORIENTATIONOF SPACECRAFTTO CANOPUS
After the spacecraft has oriented itself wlth the sun, a roll
maneuver will be performed to align the star tracker with Canopus.
An attitude error of 180 ° was assumed for tills maneuver, along
with a commandel rate of Irx 10-3 rad/sec.
The on-tlme to reach the commanded rate is
6
t .__qc = 3.75 sec.
0
Because the change in attitude during this time is small with
respect to the total required attitude change, the time of coast
will be
0
tt =T-: i000 sec.
c
The propellant usage for this maneuver is
2T




Once the spacecraft has aligned itself with the sun/Canopus
reference, it will enter the limit cycle phase of operation. The
deadband was held at the Mariner Mars value, and the minimum on-
time was taken to be 20 msec. From Fig. K-l, At I is equal to one-
















a. Pltch/Yaw (SLC = +4 x 15? tad)
eLC " (0.8 x i0-L) (i0 x 10-3) = 8 x 10-6 rad/sec.
The attitude ch-nge that Lakes place during the time span
AtI is
2 . (0.8 x 10-3) (lO-4)
2
- 4 x 10-8 tad.
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'filedistance to be travclod during At2 is
4 x JO-3 - 4 x i0-'%"-'4 x I0-'_ tad;
therefore,
4 x 10-"
' AL2 = = 500 sec8 x 10-t
The total time per IimlL cycle is then approximately 2000
sec, or 1.8 llmlt cycles per hour, and the total on-time per llmit
cycle is 40 x 10-3 sec. Tile propellant usage per limit cycle is
2T(4Art)= 49.2 10-6Ib/lim±tcycle0J= I
sp
The length of the mlssion was taken to be 153 days or 3.672 x 103
hr. The total propellant used for limit cycles (for either the
pitch or yaw ci,annel) Is
mT = (49.2 x i0-f') (1.8) (3.672 x i0"_),
= 0.326 ib/channel.
b. Roll (OLC = !4.3 x 10-3 rad)
0LC = 8.35 x 10-6 rad/sec,
4.3 x 10-:} ' L
At2 8.35 x i0-_'= 515 sec.
: The total time per limit cycle is then 2060 sec, or 1.75
)imit cycles p_r hour. The l)ropellanL usage per limit cycle is
_ - - 28.6 x i0 -6 Ib/llmlt cycle,[ i
sp
_T - (28.6 x I0-6) (1.75) (3.672 x I03),
- 0.184 lb.
1970016842-400
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E. MIDCOURSEMANEUVER
The ACS will bc used to orient the spacecraft so that the.laaln
engine is directed to provide the required mldcourse correctlon.
, Assuming a conmlanded rate of _ x 10-3 rad/sec as before, the pro-
pellant usage for each channel (from Sections B and C) is
l'itch- 9.6 x 10-3 ib
Yaw - 9.6 x 10-3 ib
Roll - 5.4 x 10-3 ib
The ACS will be used to null out cg offsets and thrust mi.-
alignments during tilemain engine burn. TILe AV requirement on
: the main englne is 27 m/see or 88.5 fps. The vehicle weight at
g this time is 2700 ib, and the mass is 84 slugs. TILe Impulse ap-!
plied ko tilespacecraft is MAV = 7.44 x i0; ].b-see. Assuming that
tilemain engine Is mounted 3 ft from tilecg and with a 1° thrust
, mlsalignment,
£I : 3 tan i* = 0.05 ft,
I_V £I : 1 6 : 2TLAt. 4 '
The propellant usage to control main engine thrust misallgnments
is then
2TAt MAV £I
: _ = L I : 0.56 lb (pitch or yaw roll).
sp sp
Assuming a eg uncertainty of 9,2 = 0.i in., the propellant usage
is:
MAV _,_
•, : 0.0932 lb.
L I
sp
To be conservative, the above-calculated values were added
directly, rather than using an RSS value. The total usage to con-
trol offsets during main engine burn Is then (0.560 + 0.093) -
0.653 lb.
1970016842-401
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F. PROBEEJECT
'l'llercwlll be four probes oL_ the Mariner Venus '72 spacecraft.
Fur E:ach probe, tILespacecraft must go through a series of pitch
and ro]J maneuvers to orient the probe to the proper attitude for
!
ejection. Also, after the last probe ejection, the spacecraft
must be reorlcnted to the sun-Canopus reference. For conservatism I
in the propellant usage calculations, three basic assumptions were i
Imade:
i) The spacecraft must reorient itself to the sun-Canopus
reference after each probe is ejected, so a total of
i0 maneuvers in each plane was assumed;
2) A sep,_ration AV of 1 fps was assumed for each probe,
and the resulting impulse was assumed to be totally
applied to the spacecraft;
3) The probes will all be mounted on the spacecraft so
that the ejection forces pass through the cg of the
spacecraft. Thus, the moments imparted to the space-
craft during probe ejection will be due only to cg
uncertainties and the misalignment of the ejection
mechanism.
i. FirstProbe (Hi-Cloud)
The weight of thls probe is 22D ib,* its mass is 6.83 slugs,
and MAV is equal to 6.83 ib-sec. TI,epropellant used to compen-
sate for ejection uncertainties is calculated as follows:
MAVI = I 0 2TLAt,
where i is the ejection mechanism offset of 0.05 ft (due to 1° %




*Updated probe welght - 268 lb. _
I
1970016842-402
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For Lhe ujecLIon mechanism offseL,
(6.t_3) (0.05) : 0.515 x 10-' lb.
"' : (_.5) (70)
For ,he cg u,cerLalnty,
I
_6.8__0.i) - 0.o86x z0-'_lb.
: (9.5) (70) (12)
For conservatism, these values are added directly. Thus, the
total usage for the first probe is 0.601 x 10-3 lb.
2. Secondand Third Probes (Small1
Weight = 270 ib;
Mass = 8.4 slugs;
• MAV : 8.4 ll)-sec.
, For the eject[o, mechanism offsot,
MAVI
' _ = _- 0.632 x 10-'_ lb.
Ll
sp
, Foc the cg uncertainty,
MAV1i _ = _ : 0.105 x 10 -3 lb.L I
sp
•_ Thus, the total propellant usage for each of the second and
third probes is 0.737 x 10-3 lb.
3. ,-'ourthProbe (Lar_c)
Weight - 525 Ib;
Mass = 16.3 slugs;
MAV = 16.3 Ib-sec.
Fur Lhc u lecLlull I.uchattlsm oEEseC: !
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For tile cg uncertainty,
MAVI
,,_=- = 0.21 x I0-'_ lb.
I, I
Sp
So the total usage for tile ejection of the fourth probe iS 1.44 x/
i0 -_ lb.
G. PROPELLANTWEIGHTSUMMARY
5ecause of overshoot incurred for large attitude changes, a
factor of 1.4 was applled to the propellant usage for these maneu-
vers. Table K-I numlarlzes prope]l:mt weights.
- _'U I _ _,_._
]9700]6842-404
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Description Channel Basic Overshoot
, Stabilize Tipoff P 76.8 107.5
Rates Y 76.8 107.5
R 43.0 60.2
Sun Reference P g.6 13.5
Y 9.6 13.5
Canopus Reference R 5.4 7.6
Limit Cycle P 326.0 326.0
Y 326.0 326.0
: R 184.0 184.0
Midcourse




Null Offsets P or Y 653.0 915.0 .,
R 653.0 915.0
Probe Eject
10 Maneuvers P 96.0 135.0
R 54.0 76.0
First Probe P 0.6 0.6
R 0.6 0.6 _'
Second and !
Third Probe P 1.5 1.5
R 1 5 1.5
Fourth Probe P 1.4 1.4
R 1.4 1.4
Z - 3.228 ]b
i
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